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ABSTRACT

In the absence of a positively-viewed term to
describe female character, female physiological process,
female instrumentality, female conceptualization, and
female-centered conceptual theory, the word matrifocal is

proposed in this thesis.

Matrilocality is based on female

experience independent of what men need or want from female
images and characters.

Usage of the term matrifocal is

reviewed along with its etymology which encompasses matri
womb-mother-matrix-goddess plus focus-hearth-center-altar

goddess.

The term matriarchy is reviewed and determined

unsuitable.

Matrifocal conceptualization calls for matrifocal
review and analysis of images in art, written stories, and

storied cultural equations.

In this thesis an approach is

evolved and applied to a number of existing texts and
etymologies which reveal patriarchal glosses over earlier
matrifocal idioms.

Such analysis is shown capable of

connecting modern images and stories, often cast in nega
tive terms, to earlier storied equations which are posi
tively viewed and female-centered, a finding which calls
for additonal research.
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PROLOGUE:

WHAT ON EARTH IS THE MEANING OF THE IMAGE

REUNION OF DEMETER AND PERSEPHONE?

A

(Figure 1.)
In reviewing images of v/omen in art one piece of
sculpture called The Reunion of Demeter and Persephone

struck me.^ Only ten inches high, it is made of a pinkorange marble which gives it a soft, warm look. The small
sculpture illustrates one grown woman holding another grown
woman on her lap.

Uncovered from the temple of Demeter at

Eleusis in Greece, it is identified as Demeter, the mother,

and Persephone, the daughter, who are two characters in the
Greek Olympian pantheon of divinities.

^Figure 1: Throughout, illustrations which are
incorporated into the text will be documented in the
Appendix.

When I, a woman, first saw the image it brought to
mind a longing.

I thought it referred to wanting this

degree of identification and intimacy with my own mother
and with my own daughter.

In the next instant came a flood

of longing and I thought it was a longing for authentic
intimacy and identification with women as a group.

This

deep longing came to me although I have experienced
identification and intimacy with women, even the love and
support of women—my mother, grandmothers, aunts, teachers,

colleagues, and wonderful women friends.

And yet some

vital connection seems to be missing; this image of Demeter
and Persephone, united, calls to mind some absence which I
cannot name.

Something seems to be missing not only from my own
life, but from our culture.

What does the reunion of

Demeter and Persephone mean in classical Greek antiquity

when the images were made, most of them in the fifth
century B.C.?

To try to solve this mystery I have collected

images and stories of Demeter from antiquity and read many
texts about Demeter written in the last hundred years.

The principal text about Demeter is a Homeric Hymn,
2

the "Hymn to Demeter."

The author is unknown and the date

2

Apostolos N. Athanassakis, The Homeric Hymns

(Baltimore, Maryland; The Johns Hopkins University Press,
1976). All references to the "Hymn to Demeter" are from
this source. Throughout, page numbers follow references in
the text until a different source is cited.

it was written is unknown but attributed to the seventh or

the sixth century B.C. (p. 73).

In part, the "Hymn" serves

to account for the origin of the Eleusinian Mysteries.

The

Eleusinian Mysteries were an initiation into the secret or
wisdom of Demeter:

Whoever on this earth has seen these is blessed,

but he (sic) who has no part in the holy rites has
another lot as he (sic) wastes away in dank darkness
(p. 15, lines 480-482).
The inference is that there was a revelation about the

mystery of death.

Participation in most of Greek culture was limited
to males who were citizens, but the Eleusinian Mysteries

were open to all people (demos)—male, female, young, old,
poor, aristocrat, slave, citizen, foreigner, and during the
period of Roman Empire even to the Emperors of Rome.

To be

initiated an individual needed only to speak Greek and be

untainted by murder.

Initiates participated in public and

private events, including secret oral education and secret
ritual enactments.

The "Hymn to Demeter" is a multi-

layered, multi-faceted, multi-storied text which invites
deep analysis, but the core story of Demeter can be briefly
summarized.

The action of the story begins on a lovely day in
spring when a group of "maidens", Persephone and the

daughters of "Ocean", are picking flowers on a plain.
Suddenly Demeter, a long way away, hears the screams of her

daughter.

She cannot tell where the screams come from or

find anyone who can tell her what has happened.

After

searching for nine days accompanied by the goddess Hecate,
who also heard the screams, Demeter learns from Helios, the

all-seeing sun, that Persephone was abducted by Hades,
Ruler of the Underworld.

Helios suggests that Hades, brother of Zeus,

because of high rank and proper kinship, is a suitable
husband for Persephone.

Demeter does not agree.

She is

filled with outrage and demands the return of her daughter.

Zeus, who arranged the abduction, ignores the demand of
Demeter to return Persephone.

Demeter acts:

the rain and the growth of all vegetation.

she withholds

All the mortal

race is in danger of dying as a result of drought and
famine.

Even though he has the power of the lightning bolt
and is honored by the Greeks as first among the Olympians,
Zeus yields to Demeter and arranges the return of
Persephone because he does not have the fundamental power
to bring forth life.

The reunion of mother and daughter

provides one of the most joyous moments in dramatic poetry.
Tension returns immediately, however, when Persephone

explains that because Hades forced her to eat the seed of
the pomegranate, food of the dead, she must return to the
Underworld.

Demeter, filled with the gladness of reunion

with Persephone, chooses to initiate a compromise in which

Persephone will spend one portion of the year in the
Underworld and for the other two portions return to Demeter
"whenever the earth blooms with every kind of sweet-

smelling spring flower."

Zeus agrees to the compromise,

conflict is resolved, and harmony returns to the three
realms of Heaven, Earth, and the Underworld.

The "Hymn to Demeter" is not a story about a man
and a woman.

Preliminary review suggests it is about the

reconciliation of two conflicting ideas personified through
3

female and male characters.

Demeter represents the older

worldview related to cyclic periodicities in nature which

have been conceptualized by analogy to female physiological
processes such as birth and menstruation.

The power of

Demeter comes from below, that is, it is conceptualized as

the indwelling power of earth.

It is a power celebrated

with the appearance of spring flowers which mark the rise
of the annual vegetation cycle, a cycle of birth, death,
and rebirth.

A characteristic image is the goddess illus

trated on a pot sherd from Crete (between 900-725 B.C.) in
the act of emerging or descending across a boundary which

3

The images and stories which provide the evidence
for a preliminary analysis have been assembled as the
Appendix to this paper. Full analysis has been deferred to
later research because the problem of an approach had to be
solved first, becoming the subject of this paper.

separates two realms (figure 2).

Demeter's power, that is,

the conceptualization of a goddess, is both primary to and
prior to the power of Zeus.

I
*

(Figure 2.)

Zeus represents the establishment of an elite
ruling class and a worldview imposed from above by out

siders by means of armed conquest.

The elite ruling class

are variously described as Greek, Indo-Aryan, Homeric, and

patriarchial.

The principle image is Zeus, a character who

gets his way by brandishing the lightning bolt and rules
from the lofty heights of Mt. Olympus.

A very early repre

sentation of this character is illustrated in Figure 2,
above.

In this scene a god, carrying lightning bolts.

strides into the sanctuary of the goddess and, as is known

from later stories, takes over.

This new male-emphasized,

male-defined, imagery appears after 900 B.C. and is soon
incorporated into stories told and written by Greek men.
There is substantial evidence that Demeter is no

oddity, but was deeply embedded in the culture and tradi
tions of the region which the Greeks took over.

Demeter's

relationship to agriculture is clear, but her relationship
to female physiological process does not seem to have been

discussed.

Her connection to women is established by

rituals dedicated to Demeter conducted exclusively by and
for women, including the preparation and planting of grain
seeds in some parts of ancient Greece.

Demeter's story is fragmented.

Insofar as her

story represents the conceptualization of one goddess

character it has been a shattered story.

To convincingly

reconstruct such a story requires not only establishing a
plausible conceptual framework but linking such a framework
to an established tradition.

The task of this paper is to

solve this problem, that is, to uncover an appropriate

conceptual framework and discover plausible links between
Demeter and chronologically earlier traditions.

It is

expected that these traditions will positively view woman
and nature.

PROBLEM:

HOW ON EARTH CAN WE DESCRIBE
THE MEANING OF DEMETER?

Two problems need to be resolved in this thesis.

The first is to find a word to describe the concept evoked
by the images and stories of Demeter.

The second is to

combine the appropriate word with an approach for the
analysis of image and story.

Part I of this thesis will be

devoted to the problem of finding an appropriate word to

describe a positively-viewed, female-centered conceptual
viewpoint.

Part II of this thesis will be devoted to the

problem of defining and applying an approach to
positively-viewed, female-centered images and stories.
Several tasks will be undertaken to resolve each of these

related problems:

each task will be taken up in turn in a

separate chapter.
In Part I of this thesis, the word matrifocal is

proposed to solve the first problem.

It is an appropriate

descriptive for positively-viewed, female-centered concep
tualizations derived from female experience.

The first task

is to review the short history of the word since it was

coined by an anthropologist to describe a form of kinship.
The second task is to review its etymology:

since the

etymology of matrifocal encompasses matri-womb-mother

matrix-goddess plus focus-hearth-center-altar-goddess, the

word actually recalls the conceptual worldviews for which,
in part, it is needed as a descriptive.
The word matriarchy is sometimes used, for instance,

by the classicist Jane Ellen Harrison, to describe a female-

centered conceptualization, however, it carries a strong
negative connotation.

The last task in the first part of

this thesis will be to review the meaning and derivation of

the word matriarchy, together with the objections to its use
as a descriptive for positively-viewed, female-derived
conceptualzations.

In Part II of this thesis, a theory of story is
combined with matrifocal conceptualization into an approach
which can be used for review and analysis of images in art,
written stories, and conceptual stories about culture.

This

second problem is divided into three parts—(1) identifying
a theory of story, (2) combining the theory of story with a
matrifocal viewpoint into a matrifocal approach through
which to review and analyze ancient cultural images, as well
as the generalized stories which can be derived from the

images, and (3) applying a matrifocal approach to a few
images and stories in the modern period.

The theory of story proposed for matrifocal analy

sis is derived from the texts about analogic story by
Alexander Marshack, Edmund Burke, and Claude Levi-Strauss.

In analogic story ideas are conveyed by symbol, metaphor.
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ritual, or some other form of analogy.

According to

Alexander Marshack, analogic story is the type which forms

the storied equation of culture.

Such a story usually

presents a synthesis of diverse aspects of life, for

example, integrating nature and culture, offering an
explanation for important events such as birth and death,

presenting a particular form of cultural organization, and
suggesting that there is coherent meaning to human life.
Claude Levi-Strauss points out that analogic story
resembles a mathematical equation, particularly a complex
algebraic equation which solves for multiple unknowns.
However, as Edmund Burke emphasizes, analogic story is
often told in terms of a drama organized around characters

incorporating human characteristics.

In general, a prin

cipal character personifies a centralizing concept around
which a storied equation of culture is developed and

expressed.

For example, in the stories of Demeter, the key

concept is female creative principle symbolized by the
character, Demeter, whose name means Divine Mother, Skilled

Measure, and Grain Mother.

Each of the several meanings of

the name Demeter add information, not about a literal

person, but about the generalized conceptual character of an
agricultural culture.

In turn, the character of Demeter and

the character of early agricultural culture has been concep
tually derived through the intellectual process of analogy
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from cognition of female procreative potency and other
female physiological processes.

Therefore, Demeter is an

analogic character represented by analogic imagery and ana
logic stories, particularly the analogic storied equation of
agricultural culture.

As noted in the Prologue of this thesis, the "Hymn

to Demeter" is a compound story which attempts to integrate
two conflicting worldviews.

The issues raised by this con

frontation are beyond the scope of this thesis, but are

mentioned in passing because they illuminate the importance
of the character Demeter, symbolizing a female-centered
storied equation of culture in opposition to the character

Zeus, symbolizing a male-dominated storied equation of
culture.

To comprehend the significance of this confron

tation, it is necessary to understand the magnitude of the
characters of both Demeter and Zeus.

Zeus is readily linked

to familiar modern conceptual stories and storied equations
of culture, such as, the Biblical story organized as a
hierarchy ruled by God, the Father.

Both the story of Zeus

and the story of the Christian God underlie the storied
equations of contemporary science:

for example, the

recently developed discipline of Sociobiology is based on a
concept of genetic male "fitness" leading to male dominance
in nature and culture.

In contrast to such commonplace

stories told by men, the story of Demeter is unfamiliar.
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Demeter's story has been considered anomalous in the context
of modern male-dominated culture and has been identified as

a peripheral and unimportant story by many scholars, most of
whom are men.

However, the story of Demeter actually repre

sents a 35,000 year chronological continuum of femalecentered stories and storied equations of culture.

It is a

task of this thesis to uncover the continuum from which

Demeter's story arises.
Most of the evidence for a female-centered conti

nuum has been dug up by archeologists during this century.
The theory of analogic story combined with matrifocal per
spective provides an approach through which ancient female
images can be reviewed and analyzed in the absence of the

written story.

The first application of the matrifocal

approach being developed in this thesis is to images from
the European Upper Paleolithic period, c. 35,000 B.C. to
10,000 B.C.

As a matter of fact, Alexander Marshack, an Ice

Age archeological specialist, has developed his theory of
story to explain the art of the Upper Paleolithic period.
His approach is matrifocal in all but name.
Some Upper Paleolithic images, such as the Red Woman
and the double female image from Laussel Cave, France, seem

to call forth additional matrifocal commentary which is
provided as a separate task.
The art of the European Neolithic period.
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c. 7,000 B.C. to 3,500 B.C., presents a continuum with the

art of the preceding Paleolithic period and therefore calls
for the same kind of analysis.

Marija Gimbutas and James

Mellaart, two contemporary archeologists specializing in the
Neolithic period, have made some observations about the art
which can be characterized as matrifocal, but they have not
adopted a consistent matrifocal approach.

Therefore, it is

appropriate to briefly review the findings of Gimbutas and
Mellaart and then proceed with a matrifocal review and

analysis of the female imagery from the European Neolithic
period.
The next chronological period, C. 3,500 B.C. to
A.D 400 is beyond the scope of this thesis, because it is so

complex.

During this time, usually called the period of

Ancient Civilization, the stories and images of a general
ized goddess did not disappear.

They did undergo constant

revision as female-centered storied equations of culture

were subjugated to, and finally replaced by male-dominated
storied equations of culture, not only in most of Europe,
but throughout the regions of ancient civilization.
The thread of a female-centered storied equation is

next picked up in modern anthropology, usually in texts
based on observations by women anthropologists.

Cross-

cultural examples of storied cultural equations are
invaluable, in part because they often express ideas very

14

different from those expressed in modern western culture.

An important example is an ethnology on Australian
Aboriginal women by Phyllis Kaberry.

She uses an implicit

matrifocal approach to uncover female-centered conceptuali
zation among contemporary Aboriginal societies.

An exten

sive review of her text is included in this thesis, not only

because the work is out of print, but mainly because it

provides important insights into the relationship of woman
and culture.

Because Aboriginal woman-centered rituals are

derived directly from congnition and conceptualization of
female experiences, they emphasize the dependence of all
human culture on nature; the vital, positive, instrumental
contributions of women to culture; and crucial connections

between women and the spiritual realm conceptualized from

cognitive experience of female physiological processes,
particularly menstruation and childbirth.

These insights

not only inform the conceptual process which underlies the
storied character of the ancient goddess, but also suggest

important omissions from the storied equations of major
modern cultures.

Art historian Cecelia Klein includes the images of

Aboriginal women in a cross-cultural review of modern images
of women in the context of their cultures.
matrifocal in all but express title.

Her approach is

She finds the images

of women, women's actual role in culture, women's storied
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role in culture, and whether men or women control the images

of women are directly related issues.

Klein's text is used

to introduce some fragments about the storied role of flesh
and blood women in contemporary western culture.

In con

trast to the positively-viewed cultural character of
Aboriginal women which is based on the way the women expe
rience and conceptualize their own lives, modern western
women are negatively viewed based on the way men experience
women and conceptualize women's lives.

Some story fragments

provide examples of the degraded view of modern woman, her
connection to nature, and the related subjugation of nature
and woman to male-dominance in the storied equations of
western culture beginning with the writing of the Greeks,
Homer and Hesiod, between 900-725 B.C.

In conclusion, this thesis calls for continuing
research on the specific images and stories of Demeter,
because they link the present with a more than 35,000 year
continuum of a storied equation which positively viewed
woman and nature.

This thesis also calls attention to the

need for general research, review, and analysis using a
matrifocal approach.

It is noted that some contemporary

women not only are engaged in matrifocal research, but also

are engaged in conscious matrifocal conceptualization—in
particular, the artist Judy Chicago and the philospher Mary

Daly are mentioned.

Their vision is to return flesh and

16

blood women to a conscious, positive perception of self

which integrates mind, body, and spirit.

They are also

actively involved in revisioning the storied equation of
culture to incorporate equally important, equally logical,
positive pairs, such as woman-and-man and nature-and
culture, into an equation organized around the concept of
biophilia, that is, the love and celebration of life on
Earth.

The epilog of this thesis demonstrates the rela

tionship of Demeter to the ancient goddess by providing a

preliminary gloss which integrates the images and stories
of Demeter into the images and stories of one centralizing,
overarching, underrunning, indwelling female character.

Part I

I often find myself stuttering, at a loss for a
word.

Sometimes there is no word for what I, a woman, need

to say.

THE WORD MATRIFOCAL IS PROPOSED TO DESCRIBE

A POSITIVELY-VIEWED, FEMALE-CENTERED POINT OF VIEW

Because a word is needed to describe a positivelyviewed, female-centered point of view when uncovered in

image or story, the word matrifocal is proposed.

Matrifocal

has been coined, but is not yet in most dictionaries.
Story, after all, is told through words, and anyone who has
stopped midstory to recall a word to express an idea has

acknowledged the importance of the correct word to convey an
idea. But unless we coin or adapt a word to describe femalederived conceptualization, there is no word for such a con
cept, and in a way the concept does not exist without a word
to convey the idea of it.

One explanation of why there is no term to explain
female-centered viewpoint is because a female viewpoint is
generally omitted from the patriarchal viewpoint which pre
dominates today.

From birth individuals are socialized

according to the patriarchal worldview.

Unless the patri

archal worldview is for some reason consciously examined, it
continues to underlie assumptions individuals hold and make
about the word we live in.

A patriarchal worldview is not

only male-focused and male-centered it is also male-

dominated with male dominance enforced through cultural
structures.

The idea of male dominance is so strong that it

19

influences the form and structure of the language we speak,
and, in turn the form and the structure of the language
influences the perceptions, ideas, and actions of indi
viduals within culture.

The words Matrifocal and matrifocality, coined in

1956 by field anthropologist Raymond T. Smith, are discussed
by Nancy Tanner in "matrifocality in Indonesia and Africa
4

and Among Black Americans."

Raymond T. Smith wanted a term

to describe cultural emphasis on the mother-child bond in
contrast to the emphasis normative in western culture on a

wife-husband bond (p. 156).

The term now describes a

mother-centered kin structure which has been observed in a

number of societies apart from, and not dependent on, inher
itance or residence.

According to Nancy Tanner, matrifocality is an

aspect of kinship found within "a variety of kinship types."
It is found within bilateral, matrilocal and patrilineal,

systems.

It does not correlate with resident rules such

as patrilocal, matrilocal, or neolocal.

(Terms, such as

matrilocal and patrilinal,have also been coined to serve the

descriptive needs of anthropologists.)

Matrilocal does not

4

Nancy Tanner, "Matrifocality in Indonesia and
Africa and Among Black Americans", in Woman, Culture, and
Society, ed. Michelle Zimbalist Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere

(Stanford, California:
129-156.

Stanford University Press, 1974) pp.
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depend on the presence or absence of a man in the household,
as for instance, does the term, "female-headed household."

Rather, "matrifocality relates to both cultural emphasis and
structural centrality" and "is defined in terms of the roles
of the mother" (p. 133).

It is also defined in terms of

"solidarity among women" (p. 155).

It may be related to the

economic resources available to women which, in turn, "may
be a structural prerequisite of matrifocality."

The "cen

trality" of the "mother-child bond" is the paradigm of the
descriptive (p. 154).

Tanner summarizes the definition of

matrifocal as "mother-focused" (p. 131).

She offers as a

synonym "matricentric" (p. 129).

While suggesting that the definition is open-ended
because it is still formative, Nancy Tanner presents a work
ing summary (p. 131):
I am concerned with two constructs: (1) kinship
systems in which (a) the role of the mother is struc
turally, culturally, and affectively central and (b)

this multidimensional centrality is legitimate: and (2)
the societies in which these features coexist, where (a)
the relationship between the sexes is relatively egala
tarian and (b) both women and men are important actors
in the economic and ritual spheres.

She also proposes several questions to probe for matri

focality within the kin structure of a society (p. 132).
(1) What is the image of "mother"? Is it a role that
is culturally elaborated and valued? And, specifically,
what is the cultural content of the role itself?

(2) Are girls socialized for such a future role? Do
they grow up with images of self appropriate to an
active, decisive, strong, central kin role?

(emphasis added)

21

Matrifocality as an analytic tool need not focus on
kinship relationship in general, nor the mother-child
relationship in particular.

Matrifocal, meaning mother-

centered, contrasts to patrifocal, meaning father-centered.
Neither term implies that all women are mothers or all men

are fathers.

Matrifocal meaning female-centered and patri

focal meaning male-centered are terms which can describe

images and stories within a culture.

Obviously, for use as

a tool for cultural analysis, the term matrifocal must be

elaborated beyond its present anthropological definition.
A number of cultural circumstances call for matri

focal as a descriptive term in the past.

For example,

Alexander Marshack, an archeological specialist in the Pale

olithic period, suggests that female physiological processes
can be incorporated into the storied equation of culture.
Also a wide variety of female figurines represent a general
ized female, often called a goddess, serving as a core
symbol in a storied equation of culture.

Such examples are

found in European imagery from the Upper Paleolithic period
through the Neolithic period, a continuum, of chronological
time from before 35,000 to 3,500 B.C.
might be described as matrifocal.

Any of these examples

Furthermore, when the

emphasis is overwhelmingly on positively-viewed female
images, then the term matrifocal would be an appropriate

descriptive for the entire cultural period, as it probably
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is in these examples, which will be discussed at length in
this thesis.

If, on the other hand, key images in the storied
equation of culture are male, as they are in most contem

porary storied equations, then the appropriate descriptive
would be patrifocal or patriarchal.

For example, Vishnu, in

Hindu storied equation is a centralizing male character in a

story in which males dominate the action, signifying a
patriarchal equation. Interestingly Vishnu creates the
material world through dreaming, in other words, a male
character in story dreams up a patriarchal conceptualization
of the world.

The "Hymn to Demeter" provides an example of matri

focal and patriarchal conceptualization incorporated into
one story. The story is named for the character Demeter who,

indeed, acts as the centralizing element in the equation.
But her actions are circumscribed through both foul means
and fair by the patriarchal character Zeus.

Nevertheless,

Demeter is positively- viewed and her strength is derived
from an analog based on female physiological process, speci
fically female procreative potency:

Demeter is a matrifocal character.

for both reasons

Incidentally, the

problem of integrating equally potent and powerful male and
female centralizing characters in a storied equation of
culture has yet to be solved.
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The above examples indicate that the term matrifocal

can be applied to imagery, as Nancy Tanner mentions in

passing.

Of course, imagery is incorporated into story as

well as being found conspicuously in art.

Cecelia Klein, an

art historian at UCLA in Mother, Worker, Ruler, Witch;

Cross-Cultural Images of Women, has made a study using an
approach which can be called matrifocal to probe for posi
tive images of women, that is, to probe for matrifocal
images of women.

chapter.)

(This study will be discussed in a later

She finds only a few examples of positively-

viewed, woman-identified images in contemporary cultures,
but nevertheless a number of cultural circumstances call for

matrifocal as a descriptive term in the present as well as
in the past.

What women actually do in culture has been empha

sized through the works of anthropologist, Margaret Mead.
Matrifocal describes her approach to field studies.

Furthermore, when what women do is positively recognized

within their culture, the term matrifocal is appropriate.
How women function structurally in the enactment of the

cultural equation has been analyzed by radical feminist
philosopher, Mary Daly, in Gyn/Ecology.

When women are

positively identified and defined, then the term matrifocal

can be applied.

Phyllis Kaberry, an English anthropologist,

uses an approach in her fieldwork and in the analysis of her
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fieldwork in Aboriginal Women, Sacred and Profane which can

be described as a matrifocal approach to ethnography and

ethnology.

Interestingly, she describes female solidarity

and female economic independence in Australian Aboriginal
societies but finds no particular emphasis on a mother-child
bond and no particular emphasis on female kinship networks.

Instead, there is positive cultural reinforcement of women's
physiological processes.

This provides a particularly

important example of cultural matrifocality in which women
are positively valued whether or not they are mothers and
socialized to take an active, decisive, strong, central role
in culture regardless of kin relationships, suggesting an
extension of Nancy Tanner's definition.

Therefore, to

Tanner's questions, (see p. 20) I would add:

what, if any,

aspects of culture legitimate a positively-viewed instru
mental role or roles for women in their culture?

The above review of possible elaborated usages of

the descriptive term matrifocal indicates a need for such a
term.

The following examination of the etymology of matri

focal will determine whether its related meanings support
such elaboration.

IIATRIFOCAL, MATRIFOCALITY;

ETYMOLOGY AND MEANING

Since matrifocal is too new to have been entered in

the current Webster's Third New International Dictionary,

it is logical to examine the components of the word, matri
5

and focal.

It is interesting to observe that the changes

in the meaning for these root words parallel a change in
the storied equation of western culture.
Matri is a combining form from the Latin mater,
matris, mother.

The Latin mater is from Doric Greek mater,

mother, and Greek metra, womb.

It is akin to Sanskrit

matr, matris, meaning both mother and goddess.

Matr,

Matris, is an epithet for the Hindu Goddess Shakti, and
also the goddess, Devi.

The latin mater, matris, and also

the Greek mater, mother, and metra, womb, is the root for
matter, material, maternal, and mother.

It is akin to

meter, measure, and metro, and metropolis, mother city and
capital (head) city.

The etymological derivation recalls

the Greek goddess, Gaia, Earth, and her descendants, Rhea

and Demeter.

Gaia, Rhea, and Demeter in succeeding gener

5

Words underlined in this chapter indicate that
the source of etymological reference is Webster's New
International Dictionary, second edition, 1934. I don't
read Latin or Greek, therefore must rely primarily on an
English dictionary, but on occasion I rely on authors writ
ing about characters from Greek mythology or on the subject
of Greek religion who discuss the meaning of proper names
and other key words; these will be cited separately.
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ations bring forth the visible world.

Gala, Earth, in the

pre-Greek storied equation of culture which is both chrono
logically earlier and matrifocal in character compared to

patriarchal Greek storied equation of culture, brings forth
the fruits of Earth from her womb, Pytho.

When the god

Apollo took over the sanctuary of Earth it was renamed
Delphi, but both Pytho and Delphi mean womb.

Throughout

the region of Greece, springs and orchards were both
manifest evidence of the presence of the goddess, Gaia.

In story Demeter is the granddaughter of Gaia, but
in the storied equation Demeter is a name used later in
time by a different generation of people signifying sub
stantially the same character as Gaia.

The meter in

Demeter signifies measure, periodicity, and all the cycli
cal periodicities of nature, as well as the laws of nature.

It is through cognition of the laws of nature that concep
tualization of an agricultural economy came about, giving
rise to cities and civilization.

The meter in Demeter also

signifies the womb-like character of the Earth which brings
forth all the wild and tame wealth of the earth on which

culture is based.

The meter in Demeter is akin to Metis,

wisdom, and Themis, which can be translated as natural law.
Metis and Themis are characteristics of a female-centered

storied equation of culture, in other words, they describe
the character of matrifocal culture.

(The De in Demeter
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signifies twofold, giving,• mediating, and skills derived
from manual dexterity as well as from conceptual dexterity.
It is akin to hand and net.

people.

It is the root of demo,

It also signifies divine character, therefore, it

is not surprising to find that for thousands of years a
delta symbol,

, signified the goddess.)

The meanings

of De plus the meanings of meter contribute substantially
to comprehension of the matrifocal storied equation of
culture which preceded Greek culture and continued to be

celebrated in the Greek Eleusinian Mystery religion between
about 800 B.C. and A.D. 400.

Therefore, it is not surprising to find that the
Greek metra, womb, and the Latin mater, mother, are both

given as the root of the English matrix, for which the

first meaning is womb, the second meaning is place or
enveloping element within which something originates, takes
form, or develops, and the fourth meaning is that which

gives form, origin, or foundation to something enclosed or
embedded in it.

In other words, matrix, mother, and womb

are all originally conceptualized both as container and as

thing contained.

Although it seems safe to say that few

modern scientists or mathematicians would think of womb

when they use the word matrix, the word matrix does call

forth the image of womb, and in its conceptual sense
functions as an analog to womb.

The concept, divine
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creatrix, stands just beyond the stated derivation.
Both womb and divine creatix have been conceptually
cut off from the word matrix by patriarchal storied equa
tions of culture.

The goddess was cut out of the equation

when in story the Greek god "took over" the sanctuary of

the goddess Gaia.

(See figure 2, page 6, illustrating a

takeover of a sanctuary of Earth.)

Archeological evidence

suggests that this event took place sometime after 1000

B.C. when small, bronze male figurines began to appear at
sanctuary sites of the ancient goddess, particularly at

\^Vi.

If

(it

I'
a

(Figure 3.)
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Pytho/Delphi.^
A matrifocal reading of the history of Delphi
reveals that the introduction of the male figurines which
replaced female figurines made of clay (figure 3) more or
less coincides with the armed subjugation of the region by
Greeks who established a mutual defense, mutual war making
league for which Delphi became the political center and
the sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi became an erstwhile

religious center graciously accepting tribute from "pro
tected" regions.

The conceptualization of womb began to

change during the Greek classic period beginning about 500
B.C.

Perhaps first as an ironic story but eventually as

commonly accepted fact, the uterus was considered an inert

container for a procreatively complete male seed.

A proof

was that the plant seed is complete and develops when
placed in moist soil.

This mistaken concept was incorpor

ated into the storied equation of patriarchal culture in
stories (a few of which will be recalled later in this

thesis) and entered in the language through the structure
of the words such as uterus and foetus, both of which have

masculine word endings.
It is not surprising then, to find that the word
matter, derived from mater, meaning both mother and womb.

Basil Petrakos, Delphi (Athens; Greece:
Editions, 1977), pp. 7-8.

Clio
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takes on ambivalent meanings in chronologically later ety
mological relationships, becoming akin to both filth and
cleanness.

For example, the Greek and Latin mater are also

related to Middle-Dutch modder, filth, mud; and German

moder, mold; the Old Slav, myti, to wash; to Latin mundus,

neat, clean, proper, and washed; Latin mustus, young, new,
fresh, proper, and moist; and Latin, muscus, mold and
mushroom.

These meanings refer to both clean and unclean

as well as positive and negative association with matter.
There is a direct link between matter, womb, and that which

is brought forth from the womb, including menstrual blood
and newborns.

This dichotomy, which is also related to

good and evil, is evident in classic Greek writing and in
Christian conceptualization as well.

On the one hand there

is womb, mother, woman, matter, corporeality, dirt, filth,
smut, disease, finitude, and evil, and on the other hand
there is womb, mother, woman, the manifest world, newborns,

neat, clean, proper, new, fresh, matrix, order, and
goddess.

This dichotomy between the positive and negative
association of mater, matris became exaggerated when the

divine aspect. Mater, Matris, was erased and replaced by
pater, patris.

Through capitalization. Pater, Patris, is

conceptualized as God, the exclusive creative force and
universal instrumentality.

To pater, patris, father, was
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ascribed exclusive procreative parenthood and cultural
instrumentality.

Matter, material, matrix, and mother

within the patriarchal conceptualization had to be defined

in such a way as to be contained by both pater, patris,
Pater, Patris, man and god.

(I will attempt in this thesis

to explain how this happened, but I do not see why it
happened.

The archeological evidence which will be

reviewed indicates that it began to happen as an adjustment
to the conceptual equation of culture logically required
when the male role in procreation was discovered.

There

are periods in many ancient cultures in which male and

female divinities are conceptualized as equally logical
world parents, but in each instance the partnership was
replaced by a dominant male divinity.)
At a recent conference on women's spirituality,
Catherine Keller reviewed the patriarchal story of the
birth of Athena as told by Hesiod in Theogony, a basic book

in Greek education during the classical period.

In this

story, the god Zeus swallowed up a pregnant goddess. Metis.

Pressed by pregnancy from within and pressed by the body of
Zeus from without. Metis, divine wisdom, is twice walled,

twice locked in.

As Catherine Keller points out. Metis is

the original conceptualization of the female double-bind.
With divine wisdom safely beyond the reach of women, Zeus
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7

brought forth a daughter from his head.

In other words, in the storied equation of patri

archal culture men claimed the authority to be free to
imagine and define not only ideal daughters, but ideal
culture.

In classical Greece this claim was enforced by

male-dominated cultural structures, for example, women were

legal minors who could not sue in their own behalf in court
and women in the citizen class could not exercise political

rights such as speaking in a public forum, voting, or
holding public office.

In fact, women could not even go

out of the house unless accompanied by a suitable companion
O

or guardian.

Not only in the conceptualization of classic

Greece, but also in all the major world conceptualizations,
including the storied equations of all the major religions,
philosphies, and sciences, man—the male sex—became
analagous with the divine creator, and woman—the female
sex—became analagous with mud.
The "Her Name is Mud" story has probably been told

in different versions since the invention of the potter's

Catherine Keller, "Of Swallowed, Walled and

Wordless Women: Hatching a New V7orld", in Beyond Violence:
Facets of a New Vision, a conference sponsored by Claremont
Women in Religion, (Claremont, California: Claremont
Graduate School, November 1981.)
O

Sarah B. Pomeroy, Goddesses, Whores, Wives and
Slaves: Women in Classical Antiquity, (New York: Shocken
Books, 1975), p. 57 ff.
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wheel, an event which in some cultures resulted in men

taking over the job of potting.

However, the earliest

meanings of mater, matris, from which the combining term
matri is derived, strongly suggest that a female core
analogy can be inferred from word etymologies.

This

inference is, in fact, supported by some evidence from
stories such as the "Hymn to Demeter", and massive evidence

from imagery dug up from the European Upper Paleolithic and
Neolithic periods, a chronological period of more than

30,000 years.

It can be inferred from these images (which

will be discussed in several chapters of this thesis) that
the etymology of matri links mud, clay, malleable earth,

matter, matrix, womb, mother, and goddess in a positively-

viewed, female-centered equation of culture.

The analogic

story compares the womb of a woman to the agency of divine
female process and compares the newborn child to the

visible world.

The analogic story also compares the

intelligent instrumentality of women to the intelligent
instrumentality indwelling in the character of Earth.

Furthermore, the divine process which brings the
unmanifest spirit across the boundary into the manifest

realm of life can be imaginatively conceptualized through
woman.

Like a woman, a female presence and intelligence

located in the spiritual realm, beyond time and place,
brings forth all living from her womb.

She also takes back
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all living into her womb.

Because of the physiology of

womb, she brings all living into being again.

Sometimes

rebirth is imagined to be in the spiritual realm and
sometimes rebirth is imagined to be on earth.

This concep

tualization is organized around a female core image,
usually referred to as Goddess or Creatrix, told of in
ancient stories and signified by visual images which were
elaborated in the European Neolithic period after about
7,000 B.C., but which were already widespread in the

Paleolithic period after about 35.000 B.C.

These posi

tively-viewed, female-centered storied equations certainly
invite the use of matri- in the word matrifocal.

The second component of the term matrifocal is

focal.

The English focal is a combining form pertaining to

focus.

Focus comes from Latin, focus, foci, meaning hearth

or fireplace.

It is related to altar.

The first meaning of focus is fireplace or hearth;

the third meaning is a central point:

"a point of concen

tration; a center of activity, attraction, or attention;"
the sixth meaning is from physics:

"a point at which rays,

as of light, heat, or sound, converge (or would converge if
not interrupted) or from which they diverge or appear to
diverge."

Specifically in optics, the meaning of focus is

"the point where the geometrical lines (or their prolonga
tions) conforming to the rays diverging from (or converging
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toward) another point intersect and give rise to an image
after reflection by a mirror or refraction by a lens or
optical system."
The Latin focus, foci, is related to altar.
Greek altar is eschara or hestia.

In

The Greek word hestia is

interesting because it also means hearth as well as altar,
and when capitalized, Hestia, means goddess of the hearth
who protects the household and family unit.

She is also

the divinity of the hearth of the city, because the city

hearth was considered the center of the great family which
comprised the city.

This is a good example of the way

different meanings of a word signify the conceptual equa
tion of a culture.

Here, hestia, the hearth, and Hestia,

the goddess, express the analogy, hestia:HESTIA.

In other

words, the manifest world of the living reflects the
unmanifest divine world.

In this equation the female word

ending signifies that both realms are female-centered.
A casual glance at Greek history indicates that
Greek society was not female centered, it was male cen
tered, in fact, a patriarchy.

Men in Greece were well

aware of the disjunction between the conceptual equation

and the cultural norm; in the period between the first
written words by Hesiod and Homer and the introduction of
Christianity the conceptual equation was constantly being
altered, which in part is responsible for the variety and
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richness of Greek mythology, the vitality of Greek drama,
and the power of Greek philosophy.
There are many ways to alter a conceptual equation.
There is the expedient of changing the gender endings of
words thus the Greek hearth, both eschara and hestia, has
feminine endings.

But the Latin hearth, focus, has a

masculine ending.

In Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of

Radical Feminism, Mary Daly suggests that not only changes
in gender endings, but also changes in word meaning reveal
structural changes in the cultural conceptual equation.
The example Mary Daly uses refers to a conceptualization
of a Triple Goddess which preceded Hesiod's Theogony,

(possibly written in eighth century B.C. Greece).
According to Daly, Hesiod identifies the Goddess as the
9

"Mistress of three realms—earth, heaven, and sea."

This

concept is sometimes rendered sculpturally by incorporating
three identical female figures facing in three directions

into one sculptural block.

Alternately, a simple stone

pillar set at an intersection of three roads signifies the
same concept.

The practice of setting a pillar at the

intersection of three roads was widespread through Europe,
continuing to represent a female divinity until the witch

9

Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology; The Metaethics of Radical
Feminism, (Boston; Beacon Press, 1978) p. 78.
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burning time in the Middle Ages.

By analogy, all inter

sections of three roads called to mind the female divinity
which they symbolized.

The functional inference is that

the goddess was present everywhere.

As the equation

changed, such places became associated with female power.
Such female power, especially when associated with the

divine realm, was viewed as threatening to the patriarchal
conceptual equation and therefore was referred to as
witchcraft, the practice of witches.

"Witch" came to

connote strong women who refused to submit to patriarchal
subjugation.

The connection between focus and the goddess

signified by crossroads is important to the understanding
of the working of the storied equation of culture, particu
larly the difference between patriarchal and matrifocal
conceputalization.

As Mary Daly points out, both the

history and the change of the conceptual equation are

alluded to in the etymology of the word, trivia.

The Latin

word. Trivia, referred to Hecate, a Greek goddess,
acclaimed by the Romans as the Triple Goddess, that is.
Mistress of three realms.

The analogy implicit in the word

is trivia, three roads which signify Trivia, three divine
realms.

goddess.

It also signifies that all paths lead to the

Today trivia means unimportant.

This certainly

reflects the place in the conceptual equation of female
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divinity.

Mary Daly sums up the situation (p. 78).
The English term, which according to Merriam-Webster is
derived from the Latin trivium (crossroads), is defined

as "unimportant matters;

TRIFLES."

The adjective

trivial is defined as "COMMON, ORDINARY, COMMONPLACE
of little worth or importance: INSIGNIFICANT, FLIMSY,
MINOR, SLIGHT." Of course, according to partriachal
values, that which is "commonplace" is "of little
worth", for in a competitive, hierarchical society
scarcity is intrinsic to "worth." Thus gold is more
important than fresh air, and consequently we are
forced to live in a world in which gold is easier to
find than pure air.
Thus, in men's words, women and nature have been defined as

worth less in the cultural equation and have, therefore,
become conceptually worthless:

in contrast, male-defined

culture represents value. Interestingly, at the same time
wealth depends on a concept signified by pieces of paper
which seldom have a direct relationship to the resources of
the Earth.

The Greeks called the later Plutos, the roots

of which is akin to rain.

The reduction of Trivia, a goddess, to trivia, a

trifle, is a structural process which Mary Daly calls,
"patriarchal reversal".

Reversal, along with erasure,

false polarization, and divide and conquer, are four

methods of "mystification", identified by Daly, which have
been used to change the cultural conceptual equation from
female-centered to female-subjugated.

"Mystication" refers

to those ascriptions of male power which fly in the face of

empirical evidence, paradigmatically based on the concep
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tual erasure of female procreative potency, asserting
instead exclusive male procreative potency, symbolized by
God, the Father (p. 8).
It is not until the storied conceptualization of
women in western culture from Classical Greece to the

present is reviewed, and compared with the storied concep
tualization of women in Neolithic and Upper Paleolithic
culture that procreativity, particularly female procreative
potency, is seen as an issue.

Today most women know that

the female shares biological procreative potency with the
male, but it is easy to fail to notice that female procre

ative potency has historically been an issue, or probably
that for thousands of years only women were perceived to
have procreative potency.

As mentioned earlier the storied

Biblical equation assigns procreative potency to the male
sex and by analogy assigns creative potency exclusively to
one male God.

This is a hidden agenda which underlies

debate today about women's rights, especially abortion
rights.

On the other hand focus, as in a matrifocal

approach, emphasizes the importance of a female-center
within the storied equation of culture, and furthermore,

logically links positively-viewed female centering to an
enduring ancient matrifocal conceptual equation signified
by Gaia/Rhea/Demeter and by the epithet for the ancient
goddess. Trivia.

Today the focus in matrifocal clarifies
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women's authentic claim to full and equal inclusion in the
cultural conceptual equation.
Thus, in keeping with the third meaning of focus,

central point;

a point of concentration, matrifocality

focuses on the questions—what is the central point in the
cultural conceptual equation, and what is the female

position in the conceptual equation?

A matrifocal approach

focuses on what women actually do in culture, in contrast

to what the people say the women do and also in contrast to
the structural functions women serve.

In keeping with the first meaning of focus,
"hearth", women around the world cook on the hearth fire.

In some places a stove substitutes for the more general
hearth but the sense is the same.

The hearth, therefore,

often becomes the focus of family activity and may also

become the focus of cultural activity, in keeping with the
third meaning of focus.

Where cultural injunctions exist

that keep women silent when men are present or alternately,
exclude women from the city "hearth," the structural
implication is that men recognize the instrumental role
women would play in culture unless structually prevented
from exercising that role.

Structural exclusions which

prevent women from cooking up culture are observed in most
cultures.

That these structures limiting female participa

tion in culture are a function of culture and not nature is
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suggested by the etymology of the word focus.

The etymo

logy strongly suggests that prior to the restructuring of
Greek culture around patriarchal precepts, the cooking
hearth was the acknowledged province of women, but more

importantly the cooking hearth, inhabited by women, was
also the pivotal center of culture.

The inference is that

women were active, instrumental participants in the busi
ness of pre-patriarchal culture.
The sixth meaning of focus, "a point at which rays,
as of light, heat, or sound converge," as well as the study
of the optical properties of mirrors, refers to modern
physics, but links modern physics to the first meaning of
focus, the hearth which functions as an altar, that is, the

spiritual focus of the culture.

Physics, upon reflection,

is the science of explaining the indwelling character of
nature.

In the pre-patriarchal conceptualization the

indwelling character of nature was feminine, a goddess, and
the conceptual equation was concerned with explaining the
linkage which may yet turn out to be more than analogic

between the physical and the spiritual realm, particularly
the mystery of crossing the boundary.

Physicists address the same questions.

They are

also actively involved in shaping the cultural conceptual
equation.

They often depend on analogy in investigation,

analysis, and the description of the indwelling character
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of the physical universe, that is, nature, which suggests
that their version is substantially "storied."

However,

they often omit the human element in the equation entirely,
which is not exactly the problem being investigated here,
but is possibly related.

I'm coming the long way round to saying that light,
heat, sound, and mirrors, subjects of investigation in
modern physics, were subjects incorporated into the ancient
conceptual explanation of the spiritual realm.

For

example, sight and sound, light and dark, as well as the

tangible and the intangible, were elements incorporated in
many rituals, not the least of which are the rituals of
Demeter at Eleusis.

Demeter, together with Persephone, personify the
concept of the double aspect of one.

They represent both

the manifest and the unmanifest realms, they signify that
the visible world is one aspect of the spiritual world and
that both aspects form one unified whole.

In other cul

tures in antiquity, the mirror in the hand of the goddess
signified the same concept.

In other words, the mirror in

the hand of the goddess does not signify female vanity;

it

means, as in heaven, so on earth, and also, as on earth, so

in heaven.

Plato in the Phaedrus and the "Allegory of the

Cave," is credited with the idea that the visible world is
a reflection of an ideal world.

Plato's innovation.
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perhaps, was to secularize the spiritual realm by calling
it the "ideal."

The sixth meaning of focus brings us to

the focus of this investigation, which is the way in which
the cultural conceptual equation links the manifest realm

inhabited by all living creatures, with the spiritual
realm, inhabited by the indwelling character of nature,
forever elusive, forever mysterious.

It suggests to me the

need for a reconceptualization of the cultural worldview in
such a way that it is, once again, both coherent and
unifying.

The foregoing makes it clear that the word matri

focal is not only capable of encompassing the broad meaning
proposed for it, but also recalls the very concepts it is
needed to describe.

Etymologically it links matri-womb

mother-matrix-goddess with focus-hearth-center-altar
goddess.

These are positively-viewed, women-centered,

female-focused concepts derived from what women do, as well

as from female physiological processes.

These female

processes are in turn linked to the perodicities of nature
which occur in a multiplicity of cyclical forms.

Both

matri and focus bring into focus the divine spiritual
character indwelling in both woman and nature.

This

spiritual character is, in turn, grounded in the cycles and
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periodicities of the ecological world inhabited not only by
women and all nature, but by all life on Earth.

Of course,

all life on Earth, particularly vulnerable human life, is

dependent on such fundamental ecological principles.
Matrifocal conceptualization easily encompasses this grand
range of logic which is the gyn/ecologic presented by Mary
Daly.

However, if another word already contains these

ideas, perhaps matrifocal is not needed.

Sometimes the

word matriarchal is used in the sense proposed for matri
focal.

MATRIARCH, MATRIARCHY, AND MATRIARCHAL
CONVEY THE CONCEPT OF FEMALE TYRANNY

Not to beat around the bush, matriarch,

matriarchal, and matriarchy are unsuitable terms to express
positively-viewed female-centered conceptualization,
conceptual story, and cultural structures; or to describe
the character of entire cultures.

In the absence of an

appropriate term, matriarchal has been used to describe

positively-viewed female-centered occurrences, but its

implicit meaning is unequivocably hostile to such use.
This is so, in part, because etymologically matriarch, the
root word, is not derived from matri plus archos which
would simply mean female-leader, but is derived from matri

plus patriarch.

Consequently matriarchal conveys the idea

of coercive power based on brute force and calls forth

visions of female tyranny.
This vision, of course, derives from the historical

experience of patriarchy.

In the first place patriarchy

describes cultural organization of greater complexity than
tribal organization.

The term patriarch signifies a status

greater than male family leader, clan leader, or even

tribal chief.

The principal point is, that although patri

arch, the root word, simply means male-leader, historically
such male-leaders signify men who came to power through
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armed conquest and retained power as part of a ruling elite

maintained by coercive force.

All people in patriarchal

society understand they must stay in line or be punished.
The message is embedded in the storied equation of a
patriarchal culture in which a centralizing character (a

god) is characterized in part or in the main as punishing.
The message is also conveyed both directly and indirectly
through the structural arrangements of patriarchal

cultures:

for example, stay in line or go to jail.

The

fact that in patriarchal societies women are structurally
subjugated to men (wives to husbands, mothers to fathers,

and daughters to fathers) and often required to act as
punitive agents (policemen, enforcers, and informants) for
patriarchal society results in a situation which mothers

can easily be and usually are characterized as ogres.

They

have been structurally put in such a position in relation
to small children by the mandates of the female social role
which assigns responsibility for the care and socialization

of children almost exclusively to females, usually to
biological mothers, but, for example, also to nursemaids,
females relatives, and elementary school teachers.

Since a

"line" is an arbitrary cultural concept virtually every
child experiences getting out of line and getting punished
as an injustice, and virtually every child reacts with
feelings of outrage which accompany unjust punishment.
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Therefore, in a patriarchal society, such as the one in
which we live, the vision of a female tyrant calls forth
not only the memory of unjust punishment but also the

feelings of terror and outrage probably first experienced
by a child during infancy of being captive in an unequal
and powerless relationship with an unjust-punishing-ogre
mother-ruler character.

Needless to say the child does not

perceive that the mother symbolizes patriarchal society and
that she has been coerced to act as an agent for patri
archal society.
Not surprisingly there are other arguments
against the use of the term matriarchy to describe femalecentered cultural structures, whether female-centered kin

systems, households, or ancient cultures.

Before going on

to these arguments, it will be helpful to review the
historical use of the terms matriarchy and matriarchal.

From its etymology we can deduce that matriarchy
was coined relatively recently, perhaps as recently as the

nineteenth century when it came into popular usage as a
result of the theories of Johann Bachofen.

Johann

Bachofen, 1815-1877, a Swiss jurist and historian of
Roman Law, uses the term matriarchy as a synonym for a
German legal term, mother right.

In Mother Right,

An Investigation of the Religious and Juridical Charac
ter of Matriarchy in the Ancient World, 1861,
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he writes:

The term [mother right] is new and the family situation
it designates unknown.... The most elementary spade
work remains to be done, for the culture period to
which mother right pertains has never been seriously
studied.

From evidence based on Greek and Roman mythology, Bachofen

argues that there was a pre-patriarchal analogy between the
earth and the womb of woman (p. 88).

He contends that the

earth-womb analogy imprisoned the human spirit (p. 109).
Patriarchy, however, provided the necessary "liberation of

the human spirit" (p. 110).

Bachofen, like his contem

poraries Hegel, Marx, Engles, Darwin, and Nietzsche, was
deliberating on the problem of human nature in relation to

human culture during the cultural upheaval caused by the
industrial revolution.

The argument over the place of

women continued during the nineteenth century as a corol
lary to the argument about the rights of the individual
man.

Bachofen seems to have been criticized for even

bringing up the subject of pre-patriarchal rights of women,
even though the motive implicit in his text was to review
the arguments in antiquity for the subjugation of women and
to concur with them.

Johann Bachofen, in Myth, Religion, & Mother
Right; Selected Writings of J. J. Bachofen, trans., Ralph
Manheim (1967 rpt. (Princeton; Princeton University Press,

Bollingen Foundation No. 84, Princeton/Bollingen Paperback,
1973) p. 69.
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Bachofen's sources are patriarchal texts from

antiquity, which for the most part are intensely myso
gynist, that is both woman hating and woman fearing.

His

Greek sources begin with Homer and Hesiod who wrote not

before 800 B.C. The four texts. The Iliad, The Odyssey,
Theogony, and Works and Days, attributed to these two
authors were the foundation of Greek education.

These

texts were the primary sources for the great body of Greek
literature written in the fifth and fourth century B.C.,
including sources for the dramatists Sophocles and
Aeschylus and the philosophers Plato and Aristotle.

At the

beginning of the second century A.D. the Greek Plutarch
wrote a biographical treatise on famous Greeks and Romans
and included some women who were instrumental in their

culture (including Cleopatra, the Greek Queen of Egypt
whose vision of empire was thwarted by Augustus Caesar)
which was also a source for Bachofen.

Works from the same period provide the source for
Sarah B. Pomeroy in Goddesses, Whores, Wives and Slaves;

Women in Classical Antiquity.

The literary sources

reveal little about pre-dark-age Greece.

Legal sources

suggest a general decline in the rights of ruling class

11

Slaves.

Sarah B. Pomeroy, Goddesses, Whores, Wives and
Previously cited.
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women in Greece.

Roman women of the citizen class in

contrast to Greek women, at least had the freedom to leave

the home unescorted, but only peripheral influence on
public affairs. Stories about warrior women, Amazons, and
Amazon Queens are mainly products of Hellenistic Greek

literature which is the period of the supremacy of northern
Greece, in particular the age of the Macedonian Alexander
the conqueror, a period of turmoil and transition, when a

few women participated a little in public affairs.

Gener

ally the status of women in classical antiquity was low,
women's rights were few, and women of the citizen class

were usually confined to the home.

Bachofen's interpretation of matriarchy as an epoch
deadly to men has been echoed in the works of James Eraser,

who in The Golden Bough, imagines primitive society caught

in the thrall of a black-widow who demands not only human
sacrifice but cannibalistic rituals.

Following this train

of thought have been Robert Briffault who wrote The Mothers

just after the end of the first quarter of the twentieth
century and contemporary writers such as Jessie L. Weston

in From Ritual to Romance, Robert Graves in The Greek Myths
and Joseph Campbell in The Masks of God and The Mythic
Image.

Bachofen's identification of a pre-Greek analogy
linking earth and the womb of woman was derived from the
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stories and rituals celebrating the goddess Gaia, earth,

and Demeter, divine mother.

The analogy has been supported

by evidence from archeology.

Joseph Campbell in the intro

duction to Myth, Religion and Mothers Right comments that
the archeological evidence of pre-patriarchal culture was
not available to Bachofen. (p. xxviii):
The sites . . . Troy and. . . Crete had not yet been
excavated--not any of those early neolithic villages
that have yielded the multitudes of ceramic nakedgoddess figurines now filling museum cabinets.
What the archeological evidence does not support is the

assertion that the earth-womb conceptual story was deadly
to men, had anything at all to do with human sacrifice or

cannibalism, or was in any way detrimental to men or to any
living thing beyond the ordinary demand for food for
survival.

Jane Ellen Harrison, a classicist and one of the

first graduates of Newnham college for women in Cambridge,
England, also reviewed the literature of classical anti

quity, for the most part the same sources used by Bachofen.
Initially in Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion she
uses the term matriarchal to refer to woman-centered

rituals and conceptualization.

Later, in Themis, obviously

looking for a conceptually appropriate term to describe the
subject of Themis, that is, the priority of the laws of
ecology on which all culture depends, Harrison used the

term matrilineal to describe a female-centered conceptual
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equation signified in Greek culture by the vegetation god,
Dionysus.

12

In the earlier Prolegomena she had concluded

that Greek religious ritual was based on pre-Greek reli
gion, a primitive folk religion derived from fear of ghosts
and aimed at ridding society of evil spirits.

In the later

Themis she changed her mind, asserting that the ritual
base of Greek religion was not only female-centered but

12

Jane Ellen Harrison, Epilegomenea to the Study

of Greek Religion and Themis, (rpt. New Hyde Park, New
York: University Books, 1962) Epilegomenea was first
published in 1921 and the revised edition of Themis in
1922.

It is interesting to note the way in which
patriarchal structures have functioned in relationship to
the life and work of J. E. Harrison.

The edition at hand

has been rearranged so that Harrison's introductions to the
first as well as to the revised edition of Themis come last

in the text and are therefore functionally the least likely
text to be read. Significantly in these introductions she
clarifies her position on Greek religion, downgrading the
Olympian system and underscoring the importance of the
earlier matrifocal conceptual story. Harrison's finding
supports my thesis, but I nearly missed it because I read
the last pages of Themis almost by accident while in the
process of revising.
Furthermore, as the editors of this edition note

in the introduction, Cambridge University Press has not
seen fit to reissue her work although she is quoted by most
scholars on Greek Religion. As Virginia Woolf noted in
1937 in Three Guineas criticizing the treatment of women in
England, Cambridge University treated Newnham college for
women shabbily in regard to status, funding, and recogni
tion and excluded the faculty of Newnham, as well as the
students, from the mainstream of the University system.
Since the crux of Harrison's argument is that the Olympians
were hollow gods, a finding that cuts at the heart of the
classical tradition and even undermines the precepts of
western philosophy and religion, it is not too surprising
that Cambridge University Press has not reissued her work.
Her other major work first published by Cambridge U. Press
is Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion (1902).
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also represented an integrated, coherent conceptualization
of the world derived from cognitive experience of the
seasonal cycle symbolized by Dionysus (Eniautos-Daimon,

divinity of the seasonal year) characterizing the interrela
tionship of people and culture with nature and the laws of

ecology.

In other words, all life depends on the ecolo

gical laws (Themis) of Earth. Her estimation of the
Olympian system was ambivalent, her ambivalence derived

from harrassment by critics:

on the one hand the Olympians

represented superficial literary expressions, but on the
other hand they represented "articulated consciousness."

In spite of the critics she concluded that the Olympian
religion was "positively...non-religious" (p. 551).
In her introductory remarks to Themis Jane
Harrison sums up many important findings.

She concludes

that "primitive religion was not, as I had drifted into
thinking, a tissue of errors leading to mistaken conduct;
rather it was a web of practices emphasizing particular
parts of life..." (p. 542).

The parts were incorporated

into a conceptualization in which humanity "and nature form
one indivisible whole..." (p. 552).

In connection with

this whole, ritual is related to food supply, a divine son
represents the vegetation cycle, and a "Great Mother"

precedes the conceptualization of any masculine divinity
(p. 539).

This analysis makes it clear that pre-Greek
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religion and Greek mystery religions (such as the
Eleusinian Mystery of Demeter) were "matrilineal" and

Olympian religion was "patrilineal" in origin (p. 552).

Harrison emphasizes that the importance of any religion is

"to apprehend life as one, as indivisible, yet as perennial
movement and change" (p. 552).

Furthermore, it is the

particular task of religion to render the "unknowable"

(p. 553).

For these reasons "the Olympian gods ... of

Homer and Phedias and the mythographers seemed ... like a

bouquet of cut flowers whose bloom is brief, because they
have been severed from their roots" (p. 541).
In spite of the clarity and the essential correct
ness of her findings, criticism forced Jane Harrison to

rethink these conclusions.

As a result she labors not very

convincingly to justify the Olympian system.

"The all

important point is not which particular social structure is
represented, but the general principle that social struc
ture and the collective conscience which utters itself in

social structures, underlie all religion" (P. 552).

Her

seeming capitulization is expressed in an ironic comment
addressed to her "critics;"

"I see more clearly the debt

we owe to these Olympians for slaying the old blind dragon

still unreasonably dear to me" (p. 538).
What debt exactly is owed the Olympian story as
presented in classic Greek texts?

The Greek ruling class
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was all male.

For example, at one time Athens was ruled by

four families, however at the outset of the Greek classical

period, around 594 B.C. the political leader Solon insti
tuted legal reforms which moderated their power, and in 560
B.C. Pisistratus democratized the government by extending
voting rights to all male citizens.
While the ruling class was struggling to broaden
the base of political power, thinking men were also strug

gling to make up for the ecological omissions in the con
ceptualization of the culture.

Dionysus, one name of a

pre-Greek vegetation god, was reconceptualized.

While in

pre-Greek culture he had been the son of the goddess, Dio,
a new story of his birth was told in which part of the

gestation period took place in the thigh of his father,
Zeus, and it is said that he was named for his father,

Zeus, akin to Deus.

This reconceptualized character was

bearded and took over many festivals and rituals previously
dedicated to the goddesses Demeter and Persephone.

He was

also known as the god of wine and therefore the god of

orgiastic rituals and festivals as well as the patron of
drama.

Perhaps this strategy was not quite convincing,
because during the same period the pre-Greek religion was
reestablished more or less intact in the form of a mystery

religion.

The Eleusinian Mystery of Demeter was an impor
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tant celebration of the mystery religion.

Structurally it

was contained by patriarchal conceptualization:

it was

restricted from the ordinary viewpoint expressed in patri
archal culture by the hidden nature of its principal
rituals and teachings; its matrifocal content was subordi
nated to male socio-political structures including male
organization and control of the temple, the rituals, and
the teachings, for example, a male high priest, the herio

phant, interpreted the secret ritual; male officials
managed the temple; males presided over the annual public
rituals; and male officials of the cities of Athens and

Eleusis presided over civil ceremonies conducted during the
rituals which signified political approval for the rituals.
While the secret of the Eleusinian rituals was so

well kept that the details will never be known, the func
tional result was reconstituting pre-Greek female-centered
ecological conceptualizations in Greek culture. The "Hymn
to Demeter" refers to key elements of the ritual—the
reunion of the goddesses Demeter and Persephone as well as
the birth of a son to Demeter.

Interestingly the son would

logically be Dionysus, the son of Dio, the young pre-Greek
vegetation god who in the Greek classic period was readily
assimilated to the stories of the god of wine.

From this

evidence it becomes clear that one meaning of the sculpture
Demeter and Persephone Reunited (figure 1) would have been
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the reconstruction of a unified conceptual story of culture
which coherently combined pre-Greek matrifocal elements and

Greek patriarchal elements.

In this story Demeter repre

sents the Great Mother, who is also the "old blind dragon"
also known as Chaos.

As images and stories related to

Demeter are told throughout this thesis it will become

clear why this character was perceived to be so dear to

Jane Harrison, and why Demeter in fact expresses a very
reasonable conceptual story of culture.

As Jane Harrison analyzed Greek stories and images
she increasingly found that pre-Greek religion was
positively-viewed and female-centered.

In keeping with

this finding she dropped the use of the term matriarchal
and used matrilineal instead.

Matrilineal, as we have seen

means inherited through the mother, but it does not really
characterize that which is inherited as female-centered.

The term matrifocal aptly describes the concepts and the
ecological cultural viewpoint which Jane Harrison found in
pre-Greek religion.
One more argument against the use of the term

matriarchy needs to be examined.
article, "The Myth of Matriarchy:

Joan Bamberger in an
Why Men Rule in Primi

tive Society", concludes that the story which begins "once
upon a time women ruled," is a story used by men to keep
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women in a subjugated, subordinate place in culture.13

The Rule of Women, instead of heralding a promising
future, harks to the past darkened by repeated fail
ures. . . . The final version of woman that emerges
from these myths is that she represents chaos and

misrule through trickery and unbridled sexuality. . . .
The myth of matriarchy is but the tool used to keep
woman bound in her place.
destroy the myth.

To free her, we need to

For evidence Bamberger uses myths collected from

isolated tribal cultures living in South America.

One of

the problems v/ith her argument is that it assumes that the

tribes now isolated have always been isolated and further
assumes that even if they have been isolated they have not
been influenced by patrifocal or patriarchal concepts which
have been dispersed from elsewhere.

Furthermore, she uses

the term matriarchy to mean "Rule of Women," but describes

stories about a time when women used sacred objects now

exclusively owned and used by men, especially the conch
shell horn.

The point is that even where women provide

instrumental leadership and use sacred objects they do not

excercise rule in the sense of subjugation through force.
Because the term matriarchy does imply rule by force it is
not a suitable term to describe societies in which women

exercise instrumental leadership.

Leadership implies

getting people to agree on a common purpose and then

13

Joan Bamberger in Michelle Zimbalist Rosaldo and

Louise Lamphere VJomen, Culture

California;

Society (Stanford,

Stanford University Press, 1974)

pp. 263-280.
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getting them to act together to accomplish the purpose.
Whether men or women or both own and use sacred

objects and rituals is an element of culture comparable to
inheritance and place of residence.

Sacred objects func

tion as one more element in the cultural conceptual equa
tion.

The stories which Bamberger cites reveal that

control and use of sacred objects is an important issue in

culture.

While in a given culture there may or may not be

conflict between women and men about the control of sacred

objects and rituals, cross-cultural studies (such as two

which will be discussed later, one by Phyllis Kaberry in
Aboriginal Women and the other by Cecelia Klein in Mother,
Worker, Ruler, Witch) indicate that there may often be a
division of sacred objects and rituals into men's business
and women's business. However, unless there is a conflict

about the relative power of men and women there is unlikely
to be a conflict about such objects or rituals.
Bamberger has only partly addressed the motive
behind the myth of the "Rule of V7omen."

She asserts that

the myth is used to keep women subjugated.

The other

purposes of the myth are (1) to legitimate male control of

cultural instumentality, and (2) to continue the exclusion

of women from instrumental participation in culture.

In

effect, the term matriarchy carries all three implicit
motives.

Bamberger is responding to the term as introduced
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In contrast the term matrifocal both expressly and
implicitly conveys the meaning positively-viewed and
female-centered.

To go forward in search of such

positively-viewed and female-centered concepts as those

found by Jane Ellen Harrison, it is necessary to go deeper
into the meaning of story and then deeper into the meaning
of matrifocal conceptualization.

Part II

One day I drew a picture of a flower and noticed
that it had no roots.

I added roots, but still did not see

how the roots of my flower were connected to the roots of
other women's flowers.
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That day, I thought it was my fault that I had

failed to recognize my own rooted connections to family,
ecology, and community, and began, at that moment of
insight, to claim my overlooked rooted connections.

Now,

many years later, I perceive that there are cultural
pressures which encourage women to overlook connections

between women and instead emphasize the relationship of
women to men.

Part of this pressure is the very absence of

a concept of female-connectedness.

In the absence of a

concept for the connectedness of women it is difficult for

most women to focus on the elements present in culture

which authentically connect women even where the connec
tions are embedded in language, stories, imagery, and
existing institutional structures.

In starts and stops women have been identifying
more and more of these existing connections, such as the
recurrence of ideas put forth by women in history as well
as examples of the instrumental actions by women which have

contributed positively to culture throughout history.

The

fragments appear at first like the shattered figurines of

goddesses which have been uncovered by archeologists.
Workers reconstructed one such archaic Greek statue from

936 fragments:

when they finished the image was of a

mother goddess encompassing two twin infants—her head is
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still missing.

14

In the same way, women's storied images

have been shattered, but they are being uncovered and
reconstructed, painstakingly.

Today "her" story is not

quite so uncommon.

14

John Pinsent, Greek Mythology (New York:

Hamlyn, 1969)

p. 34 quite so uncommon.

Paul

MATRIFOCAL REVIEV7 OF FEMALE-CENTERED IMAGES AND
STORIES CALLS FOR A THEORY OF ANALOGIC STORY

The term matrifocality names positively-viewed,
female-centered conceptualization.

This matrifocal view

point is found in anecdotal stories, cultural institutions,

imagery, and in conceptual stories of cultures.

In fact,

the character of the Greek goddess Demeter in the "Hymn to
Demeter" suggests matrifocal conceptualization.

Further

more, the character of Demeter in story does not literally
represent a person, but instead signifies a characteriza

tion of a conceptualization of culture.

In other words,

Demeter functions as an analogic character in an analogic
story.

Because there is a tendency to take such stories

literally, it will be helpful to review the theory of
analogy as well as the theory of analogic story in some
detail.

Analogy is the link between ritual, symbol, meta
phor, and myth.

It is an obvious link which escaped me for

a long time perhaps because many writers on these subjects
take analogy for granted.

Ritual is enacted analogy.

Symbol is illustrated analogy, as well as the language

which signifies illustrated analogy.

Metaphor is a special

analogic structure which, in part, compares knowns to
unknowns; the comparison can be numerical, but tradition
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ally it has been verbal.

Myth is the elaboration of

metaphors into stories.

That analogy is necessary for language, notation,
and image is so obvious that it need not even be stated.

Implied, but also unstated, is that analogy is the root of
symbol, ritual, and story.
complex analogic symbol.

For example, each word is a
Analogy compares one thing to

another thing, or lets one thing signify another thing.
Analogy is fundamental to the conceptualization of religion
and science, each of which
to describe the world.

operates as a different story

Science, religion, myth, belief,

attitude, viewpoint, and worldview are all descriptive
terms which signify a type of story (overarching, under-

running, or indwelling) which unifies human culture, giving
its people identity, continuity, purpose, and coherence.
This type of story can be called a "conceptual cultural
equation."
Alexander Marshack, Edmund Burke, and Claude

Levi-Strauss all contribute important ideas to analogic
theory, particularly to the use of a story which conceptu
alizes culture.

Using somewhat different terminology each

of them discusses a theory of an "equation" which unifies
culture.

Alexander Marshack in The Roots of Civilization

derives his theory from the study of images uncovered from
archeological strata of the Eruopean Upper Paleolithic
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period, c. 35,000-10,000 B.C.

He relates these images to a

storied cultural equation which would vary in detail from
time to time and place to place but whose general outlines
are remarkably consistent, probably existing both before
and after the period of his study.

The stories are orga

nized around a centralizing female character and relate

concepts of both nature and culture to female physiological
processes.

Edmund Burke in Grammar of Mothers derives his

theory from the study of seminal texts of philosophy and
literature.

He analyzes the elements of story, particu

larly the use of analogy in story.

He emphasizes the

ambiguity inherent in analogy and that analogic ambiguity

is a commonplace strategy through which to shift viewpoint,
and consequently through which to shift worldviews, in

other words, through which to make structural adjustments
in a cultural conceptual equation.

Levi-Strauss, as pre

sented by Edmund Leach in Claude Levi-Strauss, derives his

theory from analysis of collections of myths, mostly from
modern anthropological data.

He compares a variety of

symbolic systems, such as language, costume, landscape, and
food, and analyzes the relationship of these systems within
the story.

The storied relationship yields a cultural

equation which can be translated into numerical terms.

He

then compares storied equations cross-culturally, conclud

ing that through the process of symbolization, including
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story, people have cooked up culture.

Cooked-up culture

results from human cognitive and conceptual faculties, that
is, from the human brain.

15

In discussion of their

theories all three men utilize dramatist terms,

particularly character.

A character in a storied cultural

equation refers to an analogic symbol which is personified.
The centralizing role in story might be a centralizing
character; however, it might also be some other dramatist

element such as scene (place) or purpose (motive).

Edmund

Burke emphasizes the importance of pivotal analogy in
story, that is, in storied cultural equation.

The central

izing dramatist element can also be described as a core
analogy.

Centralizing character and core analogy both

refer to some key organizing.

15

Marshack and Burke also recognize the impor
tance of human cognition and conceptual ability. Cognition
refers to the recognition of empirical facts and events, as
well as the fundamental human ability to use language, that
is, to use words to stand for things and ideas. Conceptua
lization is a more complex process through which fact and
ideal are linked initially in childhood in literal and
magical relationships and in maturity encompassing abstract
and logical relationships. In the twentieth century,
particularly in recent years, it has come to be generally
accepted that abstract and logical thinking is a function
of human maturity, a faculty possessed by men and women,
people living in developed and primitive cultures, and by
people living in the present and in the past. The concep
tual story that women, slaves, people living in primitive
cultures, and people living before the period of Greek
enlightenment in Classical Athens were childlike has been
discounted in the face of mounting evidence that people
have been capable of the present level of logical and
abstract conceptualization for at least 60,000 years.
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principle or concept of a culture; in the Upper Paleolithic
period most cultures were conceptualized around generalized
female characteristics and characters, in contrast to

today, when most cultures are organized around generalized
male charactristics and characters. A storied cultural

equation coheres around a core analogy.

Elements in a

storied cultural equation usually share common features:

in structural language the elements of the story depend on,
or are built on, a common foundation, and/or they share a
common framework:

in equation language the elements of the

equation share a common denominator.

To better understand

the use of analogy in relation to story and image, and also
to better understand the concept of an analogic core

equation, it will be helpful to examine in more detail each
of the theories of Marshack, Burke, and Levi-Strauss.
Alexander Marshack in Ice Age Art observes that

the complexity of subject and skill of rendering art during
the last Ice Age derives from the same intellectual process
as art made now.

In other words, people living 35,000

years ago were "like us."

Not only that, but these people

may have been around considerably before 35,000 years ago,

because diverse cultures spread across Europe from "France
to the Ukraine" during the Upper Paleolithic period share
stylistically similar female imagery.

The similarities

suggest an even earlier "common origin" for the imagery and
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16

the conceptual story which underlies the imagery.

In The Roots of Civilization, Marshack presents a
discussion of conceptual story, which he calls the "storied
17

equation" of culture.

In this story concepts derive

through cognition are related to each other in a format

which can be called an equation.

Equations are linked

through a common reference which is used to unify a complex
of characters, events, and ideas around which human culture

is organized.

The common reference, or core concept, may

be a character in story, becoming the "storied equation"

around which culture is organized.

(It is also the cooked-

up explanation of the who, what, when, where, why, and how
of human culture.)

Image making and and storied enactments

(ritual) are incorporated, and the "storied equation" of
culture are related aspects of the conceptualization of

culture.

Details of the story vary with time and place.

Differences in the details of a story reflect differences
in the natural environment and also reflect differences in
the character of culture.

Marshack writes that in the Paleolithic past as

16

Alexander Marshack, Ice Age Art, (San

Francisco, California:
1979) pp. 14-15
17

(New York:

California Academy of Sciences,

Alexander Marshack, The Roots of Civilization

McGraw-Hill, 1972) p. 282.

All subsequent page

references in the text are to this volume.
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now.

Every process recognized and used in human cultures
becomes a story, and every story is an event which

included characters (whether spirit, god, hero, person,
"mana", or, in modern terms, element, particle, force,
or law) who change or do things in time. Without
knowing the story, we can assume that the reality of
sexual maturation, function, and interrelation, male
and female, was storied (p. 283).
Furthermore,

The structure of any regular, periodic phenomenon could
be used to explain or incorporate any other. The story
equation, by its nature, is infinitely open-ended at
every point. In this way, just as the female goddess
could be used in explaining and cohering [sic] stories
about nature, so animals could be used as characters

in stories explaining processes that were human,
whether female process of birth and pregnancy or more
general processes of disease, death, dream or trance
or even the origin of [the human species] (p 316).

Marshack, after reviewing and analyzing the art
of the Upper Paleolithic period, concludes that the central

izing character in the storied cultural equation can appro
riately be referred to as a "goddess."

Evidence includes

the great variety of generalized female images and timefactoring which relates female periodicities to periodi
cities of nature.

Marshack discusses time-factoring which is an
example of a particular concept used in a storied equation.

Notation which is related to time-factoring symbolizes
counting.

Examples of notation are notches, dots, and

hatch lines.

The concept of time-factoring is inferred

when notation is used in conjunction with subjects which
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signify periodicity.
the female.

Such subjects include the moon and

The Upper Paleolithic people used "time

factored notation" in conjunction with vulvas, pregnant
females, and breasts which signify periodic processes—
menstruation, pregnancy, and lactation.

They also used

time-factored notation in relation to seasonal events, such

as seasonal cycles of plant growth and seasonal migrations
of animals, as well as with seasonal events, such as the
fall mating rut of certain animals and the seasonal birth

patterns of other animals (p. 232).

Thus time-factoring

was a conceptual equation during the Upper Paleolithic
period which links human females, plants, animals, and a
generalized female.

This equation allows for planning for

an annual, seasonal, winter famine which would have been

crucial for human survival in Ice Age Europe.

Although the

details of the equation have changed, time-factoring and
consequent planning for winter drought and cold are still
crucial for people living in the northern temperate zones
long after the recession of the last continental glacier.

At the same time there are few male images. Even

though there are some phallic images among the male images,
there

is no evidence of the "knowledge of insemination or

fertilization" (p. 332).

The images of a generalized

female refer to a generalized female character in story
"beyond time and of no one place" (p. 305).

Time-factored
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notation in association with the female images signifies
that female process provides unity and coherence to diverse
stories which share time-factored conceptualization

(p. 317).

This is the evidence which adds up to a cultural

equation organized around a "goddess."

Marija Gumbutas and

James Mellaart refer to similar images from the Neolithic

Period in Europe, the Mediterranean region, and the Near

East, as "goddesses."

If Marshack is right, these

"goddesses" signify one goddess.

This centralizing female

image and her stories can be analyzed as we develop a way
of focusing on the storied analogies in relation to female
processes and their relationship to the culture creating
the stories.

While Alexander Marshack presents a theory of
conceptual equation organized around a unified core ana

logy and uses it to analyze images, Edmund Burke presents a
similar theory which he uses to analyze story.

Burke does

not use the term "conceptual equation", however, his

objective in Grammar of Motives is to organize a method to

analyze changes in presentation of the conceptual equa
tion, or equations, in V7estern culture, as the equations
have been presented over time in the texts of philosophers
and poets.

Throughout the Grammar of Motives Burke desc

ribes the rich variety of analogic strategies available

through words.

Additional strategies are available through
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composed word constructions.
guity of meaning.

18

The former arise from ambi

And the latter arise through form, as

well as from the ambiguities of analogic construction

(p. 503 ff.).

For example, allegory and irony are schemes

on which the analogic construction of entire texts may be
based.

Burke uses the term "viewpoint" to express the
idea "core analogy."

He

demonstrates how a shift in

emphasis results in a shift in viewpoint, resulting in a
change in conceptual meaning.

Such shifts can be located

through analysis of the elements of story.
Burke uses dramatist terms to identify the

elements of story (p. xv)—
what was done (act), when or where it was done (scene),

who did it (agent), how he [sic] did it (agency), and
why (purpose).
Then he elaborates "scene" as the container of the story.
The container, then, determines the configuration of the

remaining elements of the story, but primarily determines
"act."

Act is "the thing contained" within scene, which

can be described in terms of a "scene-act ratio" (p. 3).
Burke's terms correspond with Marshack's terms as
follows;

Container equals the concept of "conceptual

equation"; thing contained equals the concept of "compo

18

California:

Edmund Burke, Grammar of Motives (Berkeley,
University of California Press, 1945) p. 402.
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nents of the conceptual equation;" and the shared elements

of container and thing contained equal the concept of "core

analogy."

Thus these techniques and strategies outlined by

Burke, which are available through words, parallel
Marshack's theory of a conceptual equation organized around
a core analogy in which the core analogy can be inferred
from art alone.

Burke demonstrates that a conceptual

equation together with its core analogy can be obtained
from story through the analysis of story.

In other words,

image can be related to story and story can be related to
image through conceptual parallels.

For his analysis Edmund Burke particularly empha
sizes scene and purpose.

The container scene includes

where and v/hen on the continuum of time, as well as the
natural environment, the cultural environment and the

historical context.

The emphasis of one or more details of

scene, in comparison to other possible details of scene,
signifies the element of purpose.

Purpose refers to both

the purpose of the action of the story or text and the

motive of the composer of the text.

By substituting

"motive" for "purpose" Burke demonstrates the shifty way a
composer transposes meaning.

Such a shift invites atten

tion to the text and calls into question the conscious or
unconscious motive of the composer, becoming one more
necessary component of the analysis.
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The kinds of questions asked are:
possible details chosen and not others?
characters, and actions are omitted?

actions are emphasized?

Why are some

What details,

VJhat characters and

From the wealth of analogic strat

egies available, which are actually used in the story?
Does the story reinforce or undermine the normative concep
tual equation both within the context of the story and in

the context of the time when the story was composed, as
well as in the context of now, that is, the present when

the story is reviewed?

In other words, scene is a layered

concept which refers to (1) the scene of the story as text,
(2) the story in the context of the scene in which it was
written, (3) the story in the context of the scenes in
which it is reviewed up to the present scene, and (4) the

story in the context of the scene in which it is viewed.
Because the analogy between "purpose" and
"motive" is crucial to Edmund Burke's theory of analysis,
it is worth stating one more time.

Burke equates the

question "why" with the dramatist term "purpose", and then

equates purpose to the concept of motive.

Motive refers to

both the motive implicit in the story, the author's motive
for composing this particular story, and the motive of
subsequent use of the story within culture.

It is assumed

that stories which are retold and reviewed bear upon the
conceptual equation of culture.
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As an example of analysis for motive I am

reminded of two stories;

one story is about a male god,

who dreams up the world, and the other story is about a

world in which there is no goddess.

The first story refers

to an eastern conceptual equation and the second story
refers to a western conceptual equation.

In the former,

Vishnu, a male god dreams up the world; in the latter there
are no gods except Yahwah.

I do not propose to analyze

these stories, but only to point out here that they are
both stories which present interesting conceptual difficul
ties.

In the first story in what sense is it plausible

that the known world is dreamed up?

In the second story,

under what circumstances would it be logical to imagine a
divine father but not a divine mother?

To try to discriminate such issues. Burke pro
poses analysis of the scene-act ratio.

Analysis may reveal

lack of fit between container and thing contained, that is,
a disjunction.

Disjunction suggests either a non-logical

or an illogical conceptual equation.

Either way, a disjunc

tion invites probing by the curious or motivated analyst.
Probing is certainly invited in the previous example of
Vishnu and Yahwah when there is a perfect fit between
container and thing contained, except that part of the
universe of the thing contained is excluded.
Edmund Burke provides these techniques for the
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purpose of analysis of the structure of story.

Structural

analysis is a technique which can be applied not only to
stories, but it can also be applied through stories to
achieve an understanding of human culture and human being.
Indeed, this is the purpose of "structural analysis" as

conceptualized by Claude Levi-Strauss, to whose theories we
now turn.

"Structural analysis" is the description which

Claude Levi-Strauss applies to his work in anthropology.
Edmund Leach in Claude Levi-Strauss examines the man and

his work.

19

Although Leach concludes that the main theory

proposed by Levi-Strauss is improbable and forced (p. 131),
certain aspects of the theory bear upon the other theories
of analogy and analogic equations, proposed by Marshack and

Burke, which are being examined here.

Therefore, it is

important to briefly consider "structural anthropology" as
explained by anthropologist Edmund Leach.
By structure, Claude Levi-Strauss means that "the
universal structural characteristics of human brains are
transformed into universal structural characteristics of

human culture" (p. 38).

Underlying his theory are assump

tions drawn from the psychoanalytic theory of Sigmund

19

Edmund Leach, Claude Levi-Strauss (New York:

The Viking Press, 1970). Review of the extensive primary
sources of Levi-Strauss is beyond the scope of this thesis
and the cogent summary of the theories of Levi-Strauss by
Edmund Leach presented instead. For a partial bibliography
of the texts of Levi-Strauss, see p. 138 in Leach.
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Freud, the economic determinist theory of George W. Hegel,
and the universalist cultural theory of James G. Frazer

(p. 1 ff).

Like Frazer, Levi-Strauss's ultimate concern is

"to establish facts which are true about 'the human mind'

rather than about the organization of any particular
society or class of societies" (p. 2).

Levi-Strauss forms

his version of a universal cultural equation using elements
from mathematics, linguistics, drama, music and myth.

His

purpose "is to discover the collective unconscious of 'the

human mind'"(p. 52).
Parts of the Levi-Strauss equation are derived as
follows from mathematics:

The universal structure is "a

kind of algebraic matrix of possible permutations and com

bination located in the unconscious 'human mind'" (p. 43).
The key to "structure" is the human ability to use symbol.
To form an equation, elements in the environment are iden

tified and translated into symbolic units, such as words,
images, and mathematical terms.

These elements in the

environment translated into symbols are arranged in binary

pairs.

Binary pairs are based on equally logical pairs

such as male and female, as well as, left and right (p.

44).

These pairs are arranged in equations (p. 45).

The

typical equation is "a rectangular matrix of at least
two...dimensions which can be read up and down or side to
side" (p. 55).
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From linguistics:

"The special marker of symbolic thought

is the existence of spoken language in which words stand

for (signify) things 'out there' which are signified"
(p. 43).

"It is necessary . . . to be able to distinguish

between the sign and the thing it signifies and then to be
able to recognize there is a relation between the sign and
the thing signified...to distinguish A from B while at the
same time recognizing that A and B are somehow interdepend

ent" (p. 44).

(Remember, all people use language and make

these distinctions.)

Levi-Strauss proposes a delightful

analogic equation to demonstrate this concept:

Raw is to

Cooked as Nature is to Culture (p. 27).
From drama:

Relationship between elements is established

through dramatist concepts such as scene-act-actor.

For

instance, in the scene of family a husband signifies a
relationship to wife, father signifies a relationship to
child, brother signifies a relationship to siblings, and
family signifies a relationship to a social organization
comprised of families.
action is words.

The primary agency of social trans

The purpose of the transaction is to

establish social relationships.

In addition to words,

social relationship is also signified through symbolic
languages including--costume, food, posture, arrangements
of material objects such as furniture, and the exchange of
gifts.

Levi-Strauss is particularly interested in a speci
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alized form of social relationship known as social status.
He asserts that the transactional model which establishes

social status is an exchange between men, using women as
the item of exchange.

(He does not identify this as a

specialized concept applicable to some cultures but not to
others.)

From myth;

Levi-Strauss collects and analyzes myths.

He

uses myths from anthropological archives, such as "The
Story of Asidiwal", which was collected at the turn of this
century by Franz Boas from Indians of the Pacific North

west.

Levi-Strauss also uses myths from contemporary field

anthropology, including his own field work in Australia and

South America (p. 12).

And he uses myths from antiquity,

such as the myths of Oedipus (p. 57 ff).

His analysis of

myth demonstrates an interrelationship of verbal and non

verbal symbol systems within a body of myths.

Through

words, non-verbal symbols are named and organized into
systems or languages.

Non-verbal symbolic systems include

food, sound, costume, body functions, plants, animals, and

the natural environment.

Then through language, the non

verbal systems are arranged separately or in combination

into story.

The story explains human relationships.

Throughout the process of symbolization the common deno

minator is words-arranged-as-a-system, that is, verbal
language (pp. 71,72).

According to Leach, Levi-Strauss
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contends that if all the variations of a myth can be
assembled, analysis will demonstrate that "the transforma

tions follow strictly logical rules" (p. 72).

This logical

organization is pre-determined by the structure of the
human brain (pp. 38, 52).

Maybe Levi-Strauss is trying too hard, or maybe
Leach has misinterpreted Levi-Strauss by attributing the

concept of one basic conceptual story to human nature in
contrast to a basic method of processing information and
ideas.

It seems to me that Levi-Strauss demonstrates a

number of universals or universal human tendencies;

1.

using symbols, such as images and words, as basic ana
logic units;

2.

Arranging words into primary systems of symbols,
including verbal language and analogic equations;

3.

using words to name non-verbal symbols, including food,
costume, plants, animals, landscape, movement, sound,
and numbers;

4.

arranging symbolic items into a system of language,
including ritual, custom, manners, social organization,
taxonomy, imagery, music, mathematics, and architec
ture;

5.

symbolizing humans and arranging them into systems,
including family, kin, totems, tribes, races, church
affiliations, and political parties;

6.

using story (composed words) to organize human inter
relationships, including social, political, psychologi
cal, and economic structures;

7.

using story to explain process and phenomenon, includ
ing time, technology, manufacture, domestication,
invention, acculturation, psychology, biology, soci
ology, physics, metaphysics, and life-death-rebirth;

8.

using story to explain the relationship of humans to
environment, both cultural and natural environment,

including religion, myth, cosmology, science, poetry,
and philosophy, that is, varying forms of a cultural
equation.

Each myth Levi-Strauss analyzes provides detail and drama.
A collection of myths comprises a storied cultural equa
tion, possibly the conceptual equation of a given culture.
While it is unlikely that there is actually one universal
cultural equation shared by all cultures, it is obvious
that the generalized equation of any given culture must be

complex since it must incorporate a vast weaving of sym
bolic units and symbolic languages only partially signified
by the above lists.
This can be summarized further:

human beings use

symbols and through the process of symbolization cook up

culture.

Indeed, this is what is signified by Levi-Strauss

through his analogic equation:
is to Culture.

Raw is to Cooked as Nature

People cook (food) and animals don't.

people cook up culture.

All

Cooked up culture can probably be

reduced to an equation, analyzed, and, if need arises,
changed.

It is healthy to understand that culture is

arranged, composed, ordered, organized, constituted, and
structured through words.

Because when culture needs to be

changed, as it does from time to time, it is reassuring to
know that culture can be analyzed, re-visioned, and
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re-constituted in an orderly way, through words.

This possibility lessens the probability of
chaotic, destructive, murderous change through war at a
time when war potentially will annihilate all life on
earth.

Aeschylus in The Orestia, written in the sixth

century B.C., compared cooking-up cultural order through
words to cooking-up cultural chaos through war.

As Carol

Christ puts it today, humanity desperately needs to change
the motive of the centralizing equation from death-loving
20

to life-loving, from "necrophilia to biophilia."

Mary

Daly coined the term "biophilia" in Gyn/Ecology(p. 10) to

signify life loving, nature loving, woman loving and earth
loving.

At the very least it seems reasonable to agree

with Levi-Strauss that culture is universally cooked up.
Richard E. Leaky in Origins presents evidence that cultural
cooking was occurring sixty thousand years ago.

John Nance

in The Gentle Tasaday presents evidence that there are no
people living on earth now who do not engage in cultural

cooking.

Ceremony and ritual are evidence of cultural

cooking, that is, conceptual culture.

Richard Leakey

discusses evidence of a ceremonial burial by a band of

20

Carol Christ, in Beyond Violence; Facets of a
New Vision, (Claremont, California: Claremont Women in

Religion Conference, November 1981).
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Neanderthal people.

21

The scene is the Shanidar Cave in

the Zagros mountains in the region of Iraq sixty thousand
years ago.

The body of a dead person is arranged in a

flexed position on a mat woven out of stems of horsetail

plant.

Different kinds of flowers are arranged around the

body (p. 125).
The pollen grains of the flowers have survived,

making identification possible.

There were "bunches of

yarrow, cornflowers, St. Barnaby's thistle, groundsel,
grape hyacinths, woody horsetail, and a kind of mallow."
Several of these flowers "have until recently been used in
local herbal medicine" (p. 125).

That these flowers still

symbolize healing in the region of the burial strongly
suggests that they may have had medicinal significance

sixty thousand years ago.
Altogether there is considerable evidence of a

symbolic equation in this scene of a Neanderthal burial.
Elements in the equation include selection of a cave

scene, the arrangement of the deceased into a foetal pos
ture, placement of the deceased on a v;oven mat, and encirc

ling the deceased with flowers.

Deliberate burial alone is

evidence of a symbolic equation regarding death.

21

Richard E. Leaky, Origins (New York;

Dutton, 1977)

E. P.
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Leaky suggests that "although as yet there are no
signs of ritual as subtle as the flower burial for our true
ancestors, we can be sure that their culture was not less

developed" (p. 125).

Indeed, many of the elements in this

Neanderthal scene are familiar, because they are incorpo
rated into the modern conceptual equation of life, death,
and rebirth as enacted in modern burial rituals.

Of

course, the details of the story which accompany burial
rituals today would be different than the Neanderthal
story.

The Neanderthal story would probably be closer to

the story told during the Upper Paleolithic Period and the

Neolithic Period when the conceptual equation was organized
around the character of a goddess.

The choice of the cave

setting and the foetal posture of the deceased call to mind
the idea of return to the womb of the divine Mother, Earth,
which promises rebirth because of the nature of womb, an

idea which will be discussed later in relation to a goddesscentered conceptual equation.

The flowers call to mind the

concepts still held, not only a concept of the aesthetic
beauty of flowers, but also a concept of rebirth.

Obviously, flowers symbolize rebirth because of the obser
vation and recognition of the "rebirth" of annual flowers,
but often, as in this example, also because of becoming
acquainted with the healing properties of certain flowers

and plants.

While this example provides evidence of cognition

and conceptualization leading to a conceptual equation
sixty thousand years ago, a different example provides evi
dence for people living today in the context of simple cul
ture.

Within this decade a band of twenty-six people were

discovered in the Philippine rainforest living an isolated
existence with almost no material culture.

Of course, like

all people, they (1) use speech and (2) through speech con
ceptually organize their lives.

These people, who call

themselves "Tasdadayee", are described by John Nance in The
Gentle Tasaday.

22

They live in a cave and gather almost

all the food they eat.

Their culture is very simple.

Nevertheless, the Tasaday cook up culture.

Their concep

tual culture includes cooking, clothing, cleanliness,
tools, trade, beauty as a feeling, beauty as an aesthetic,
decorum,

arrangements for sleeping, arrangements for

sanitation, marriage, incest taboo, family, kinship,
ancestors, pets, story as anecdote, story as history, story

as myth, the importance of group unity, and speech as a

means to achieve group unity (pp. 114, 198 ff, 339 ff, and
throughout).

22

They observe childbirth as a ritual partici

John Nance, The Gentle Tasaday, (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1977)
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pation of the entire group.

They assemble around a woman

in labor with feelings of anticipation. They celebrate a
successful outcome with feelings of relief and joy
(p. 339 ff).

They have difficulty with concepts of perma

nent parting, sickness, and death, becoming upset when
people who have died are mentioned.

They have no concept

for weapons and none for murder or war (pp. 19, 445).
The examples of the Neanderthal flower burial and

the Tasaday culture strongly suggest that now, as in the
"beginning," human beings, through words and language,
invent story and through story invent culture.

Therefore,

Claude Levi-Strauss seems to be essentially correct when he
claims that because human beings have certain brain struc
tures, we engage in certain acts, including cognition, the
invention of language, and analogic conceptualization.

He

sums up this phenomenon aptly in the conceptual equation:
Raw is to Cooked as Nature is to Culture.

all people cook up culture.

In other words,

Levi-Strauss also calls atten

tion to the fact that culture is organized, maintained, and

changed almost entirely through words.

In other words,

change is accomplished through words, not war.

Since there is no possibility of uncovering the
first cooked-up cultural story, it may be said that the

recipe used is derived from a previously cooked-up analogic
conceptual equation.

However, if the recipe were lost a
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new recipe would be invented.

In either case, the recipe

varies in relation to time and to place.

It not only

varies in detail, but also varies in major conceptual
terms.

Both Alexander Marshack and Edmund Burke demon

strate variations of analogic conceptual equations.
Marshack analyzes an equation conceptualized around a

female character in the distant chronological past which is

inferentially compared with the equation conceptualized
around a male character in the chronological present.

Burke emphasizes details within male-centered conceptual
equation in our modern western tradition, comparing, for
instance, an existential equation with a Christian equa
tion.

Nevertheless, there is always a storied equation.

Demonstrably in the work of Marshack, Burke, and Levi-

Strauss, these storied cultural equations can be identi

fied, studied, analyzed, and compared.

In fact, comparison

cross-culturally of any cultural element implies comparison
of the storied equation, but so does the comparison of
stories and elements of stories within a culture.

In summary, analogic story is story which signi
fies the conceptualization of culture in the form of a

storied equation.

It usually contrasts with anecdotal

story which is about literal people and events, however,
conceptual story may be related to actual people and events
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such as ancestors, the seasons, or the actual tasks

required for success in agriculture.

The storied equation

informs and directs culture, giving coherent meaning to
human action and to human existence.

Such a story is

overarching and underrunning in that it connects concepts
of past, present, and future, links the plane of human
existence with a conceptual plane of spiritual or ideal
existence, and offers an explanation of the matrix of
physical, cultural, and "spiritual" environments in which

we live.

Spiritual, here, signifies human cognition of

connectedness between everyone and everything in all time.
These connections are embedded in both physical and cul

tural existence, giving rise to the concept, indwelling.
Indwelling conceptualizes other ideas as well, for example,
not only are individuals socialized to incorporate ideas
about the "world" in which we live, but individuals also

identify with the "world" and make connections between self

and other.

Therefore, the conceptual equation of culture

is overarching, underrunning, and indwelling.
Analogic story is organized around a central core
analogy.

In general, elements in the story share charact

eristics with the core analogy.

Terminologies to describe

the elements of the story change in relation to time and

place along with other details of the story.

The story may

be changed by changing the elements of the story or by
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shifting emphasis from one element within the story to
another.

It is assumed that "maleness" is the common

denominator of the modern conceptual cultural equation,
however, the story may be told in dramatic terms or in

scientific terms.

In contrast to the modern conceptual

cultural equation, Marshack demonstrates that "femaleness"
is the common denominator in the cultural equations of
antiquity.

Marshack uncovers the "femaleness" of the

antique equation through a theory of story shared by Burke
and Levi-Strauss.
Alexander Marshack arrives at the conclusion that

the conceptual cultural story of the Upper Paleolithic

period was organized around female character, because image
can be related to story and story can be related to image
through conceptual parallels.

In other words, because

story can be inferred from images in art, it is possible to
"read" at least the generalized stories of people who lived
before words were written in texts.

Having reviewed the general subject of storied

analogic equation, it is time to confront examples.

The

following chapters provide examples of matrifocal (female

centered) storied equations, matrifocal (female-viewed)
approach, and matrifocal (female-identified) analysis.

We

turn first to evidence from the Upper-Paleolithic period.

"OUR MOTHER THE EARTH" CHARACTERIZES THE

FEMALE IMAGERY OF THE UPPER PALEOLITHIC PERIOD,
35,000 to 10,000 B.C.

By using the etymologically derived definition

being expanded in this thesis, figurines from the European
Upper Paleolithic Period, 35,000 to 10,000 B.C., can be

described as matrifocal, because they are positively viewed
and female-focused.

Archeologist Alexander Marshack, in
23

The Roots of Civilization,

demonstrates how the entire

complex of European Upper Paleolithic art revolves around

positively-viewed female imagery.

Marshack's approach

became implicitly matrifocal in response to the abundance
of small female figurines from the period.

Marshack's

analysis of the cultural function of these figurines, which
from "France to the Ukraine" are stylistically related, is

reviewed in detail to further understanding of the scope of
the term matrifocal.

Alexander Marshack suggests further that,

although the details of the stories would logically have
changed from time to time and place to place, all the
stories would have emphasized female processes, based on

23

Page numbers in this section refer to
Marshack, The Roots of Civilization (previously cited) pp.
281-340.
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the general recognition of the sequence of female develop
ment universally observed among humans, that
a girl matures, develops breasts, develops pubic
hairs, menstruates for the first time, and then

sequentially or periodically changes her "personality"
or "character," becomes accessible for mating, becomes
pregnant but does not always deliver successfully,
lactates or gives milk, cares for the infant, and
eventually grows old (p. 282).

According to Marshack, the variety of female
shapes and forms represented by the female figurines of the
Upper Paleolithic period suggests that all aspects of the
female physiological process were included in the storied

equation.

Time-factored notation (for example, dots,

notches, and hatch lines) associated with the figurines
suggests the storied importance of female cycles and
periodicities.

Menstruation, pregnancy, and lactation are

associated with time-factored notation.

The female cycles

and periodicities provided analogies to cycles and periodi
cities of nature, for example, seasonal change, bird, fish,
and herd migrations, and precipitation cycles.

Female

images, with and without time-factored notation, often

highly abstracted, represent women or attributes of women
such as breasts, buttocks, and vulvas.

These abstract images appear to represent a mythical
"female" beyond time and of no one place (and so with
out true body or face) who was either ancestress or
mother of the land of death, or mother of horned

animals, and who could thus be storied without any
realistic attributes or form (p. 305). These images by
story and usage...are related to female processes,
animals, birds, cave ceremonial and ritual, the sea
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sons, homesite record-keeping, and the tradition of
notation. There are within this tradition long range
images, short range images, and compositions with
interrelated images (p. 303).
Some of the images were used only once and some have been
used over and over, year after year.

Together these images reflect female processes,
sequences, and periodicities which were used to explain
other processes, sequences and periodicities observed in

the environment.

The relationship is

compared and related only by story, and, in story,
only by the use of images, symbols, rites, ceremonies,
and words, and by the use of anthropomorphised or
human "characters," who had names and attributes and

who are necessary parts of the story (p. 283).
The female image, together with the female

physiological processes which logically can be associated

with the female image, provided coherence and unity to the
worldviews of the people (p. 282).

The images imply that a

generalized female character, conceptualized through
analogy between woman and nature, played a centralizing

role in the storied cultural equation of the Upper Paleo
lithic cultures.

Therefore, this centralizing female

character, representing the indwelling character of nature,
can be called "goddess" (p. 335).

The images of the generalized "goddess," when
they are associated with seasonal events represented by
plant shoots, migrating fish, and pregnant animals near
term, evoke the conceptual image of the "'rebirth' of life"
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which follows winter-thaw-and-flood and signifies the

return of warmth and "the return of fish, bird, and plant"
(p. 316).

Such seasonal symbols are one element of a con

ceptual equation which links birth, death, and rebirth, all
of which are incorporated into the story of the generalized
female "goddess" (p. 283).

Her images are often painted

with red ochre, which is also used in the context of

burials (p. 327) signifying an association between life and
rebirth through analogy with life blood, birth blood, and
menstrual blood (p. 288).
Marshack notes that female images and symbols are
often associated with cave art.

They are often accompanied

by images of raised arms and open hands which evoke and
probably signify attitudes of reverence and prayer
(p. 325).

Paintings of pregnant animals and symbols of

pregnancy often occur in these scenes and in all cave
scenes.

Womb, cave, and a generalized spiritual womb are

probably linked in the storied equation (p. 327).
A variety of abstract female shapes and symbols
are common.

There are abstract breasts some of which are

time-factored (p. 288).

There are abstract vulvas some of

which are time-factored (p. 293 ff.) and also vulva symbols
(p. 318 ff.) and there are isolated, engraved delta sym
bols.

Menstruation and procreative potency are signified

by these symbols.

There are abstract buttocks images and
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"S" shape symbols which signify the abstract buttocks

(p. 305).

The buttocks may signify abundance or capacity

for abundant bringing forth.

There are abstract pregnant

female shapes and "P" shape symbols which signify the

pregnant image (p. 327).

There are also geometricized

figures, some of which are time-factored, which appear to
symbolize the generalized female character (p. 303, 312).
Some of the images appear to Alexander Marshack

to refer to real women, that is, they are realistic com

pared with the generalized, highly abstracted, or geometri

cized images.

These realistic images would portray a real

woman, at the same time represent her participation in

ritual ceremony, and also simultaneously represent an
analogy between the real woman and the character in story
whose function is to provide coherence and unity between
culture and nature (p. 321).

In contrast to female imagery, male imagery is

peripherally represented in Upper Paleolithic art and male
figurines are almost non-existent.

Although phallic

images occasionally appear, Alexander Marshack suggests

they are associated with male maturity rather than procre

ation.

The story does not emphasize sexuality "in the

modern usage of the term, being neither copulative, porno

graphic, or erotic."

Furthermore, there is no sign of

cognition of the role of insemination and impregnation, in
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fact, no evidence of knowledge of a male procreative role

during the Upper Paleolithic period (p. 318).
Marshack suggests a "sky god" role for some of

these male images (p. 322).

I suggest that logically no

male god would have been conceptualized during the Upper
Paleolithic period in part because the male procreation
role was not yet recognized.

In support of this argument,

there do not appear to be any generalized male images.
Furthermore, the few human-form male images which do occur
appear poorly conceptualized:
cartoonish or costumed.

they are usually rendered as

The latter have been called

sorcerers or priests, but it is difficult to infer a "god"
character to these male images in the absence of a gener
alized male character comparable to the generalized female

character.

It seems more likely that they represent human

male characters who participated in ritual enactments of a
story organized around the generalized female character.

In summary, this generalized female character is

the principal character in the Upper Paleolithic storied
equation.

The imagery reflects her attributes and her

time-factored processes.

Both abstract female images and

images of realistic women emphasize that analogy between
woman and the storied female character beyond time and
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place who provides coherence and unity to the cultural
equation.

Alexander Marshack neatly capsulizes his anal

ysis that female nature is the "conceptual key" to the
cultural equation of the Upper Paleolithic period (p. 317).

This does not mean that observations of processes in
nature were false, or that the goddess was thought of
as "real," but rather that she was conceived of as an

equation in story, representing and explaining what
was observable and functioned.

To the extent that she

was a character in story, she was "understood" in
human terms; to the extent that she was a female

character, her story was related to birth and to the
male as a subsidiary and related character; to the
extent that she was a character in a repetitive,

periodic, continuing story, the group could partici
pate regularly in her story and, through her, in a

continuing "understanding" and retelling of the
meaning of nature and process; to the extent that the
group became part of the story in which she was a

"mother," they themselves entered into the family of
nature and animals; to the extent that they were part
of her story and her family, they acted in terms of
obedience, offering, sacrifice, prayer, and taboo—
that is, in terms of relational and storied communi

cation and participation. To the extent that she was
a symbol, the symbol could be used at many points in

the continuing myth. We do not need the mythological
details to see that the story equation, using observa
tions available to [Paleolithic people,] could struc
ture such a symbolic use for the female image.
Thus, if Alexander Marshack is correct in his

analysis. Upper Paleolithic cultures throughout Europe fit
the definition of matrifocality proposed in this thesis.
Therefore, they can be generally classified as matrifocal

cultures.

Furthermore, Upper Paleolithic cultures appear

to become archetypal for both matrifocality within culture

and matrifocal culture.

This point is emphasized by a
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storied reading of the imagery of the generalized "goddess"
character.

It is important to turn now to a storied

reading of such a character at the Upper Paleolithic site
of Laussel Cave in France.

"SHE WHO BRINGS FORTH" AND "OUR MOTHER THE EARTH" IS CALLED

"RED WOMAN;"

AN EXAMPLE OF EXPLICIT MATRIFOCAL ANALYSIS

Alexander Marshack in The Roots of Civilization

relates his analysis of a generalized female character in

cultural story to a generalized female figure carved at an

Upper Paleolithic cave site near Laussel, France, focusing
discussion on one of several carved human-form figures from
the site.

24

The one, called "woman with horn," has been

painted all over with red ochre and holds a notched horn in

one hand.

Marshack connects this female figure with a

generalized "goddess" character, links the red ochre with

symbolism for life, death, and rebirth, and suggests the
notches on the horn signify the cyclic periodicities of

nature which are conceptually linked to the periodicity of
female physiological processes.

To this point I agree with

Marshack's inferred story and propose to use these ideas as

a starting point for a matrifocal elaboration of the prob
able Upper Paleolithic story told at the Laussel site.
Marshack links the horn symbol to a horned bull

character, sometimes equated with the sun, and often signi
fying a "sky god" in the conceptual stories of culture from

24

Marshack, previously cited, pp. 333 to 336.
When discovered, the Laussel figures were cut out of the

cave wall and shipped to museums; several were damaged in
the process.
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a much later period.

Historical evidence suggests that the

character of a sky god was introduced into the storied
equations of ancient cultures between 3,400 and 900 B.C.

(This evidence will be briefly reviewed in the section of
"Modern" stories.)

male symbol.

Therefore, the horn probably is not a

I doubt there is any male god in the Upper

Paleolithic storied equation.

Since there is no female

goddess in the modern western storied equation this conclu
sion seems plausible.

Marshack also identifies one of the carved images

from the Laussel site as a human male, suggesting the role
of this character is incorporated into the story of the

goddess.

This carved image is the only one not definitely

female, however it is not definitely male either.

no gender is signified.

In fact,

I suggest that this image signi

fies a generalized human character in contrast to the

generalized divine nature of the other carved images.

In

other words, this image is a generic human, neither
expressly male nor female but signifying both.
This group of rock cut figures from the Upper
Paleolithic cave site at Laussel, France, is illustrated

and described by another Ice Age archeologist, Andre
Leroi-Gourhan in Treasures of Prehistoric Art.

25

25

There are

Andre Leroi-Gourhan, Treasures of Prehistoric

Art (New York:

Harry N. Abrams, 1967) p. 303.
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four generalized female figures and one figure of ambiguous
gender (p. 406).

Two of the generalized figures, 12" and

8" high, respectively, are relatively crudely made and pre
sumed to be earlier than the remaining figures.

These

figures "holding objects" pre-echo the similarly conceptual
ized, elegantly rendered "woman with horn."

The elegant

rendering of this figure (17" high) suggests that she
resulted from elegant conceptualization on the part of the
people who carved her (not shown).

The remaining female figure or figures, only 8"

high, is the most controversial, having been questionably
interpreted as a woman engaged in sexual intercourse and
more plausibly interpreted as a woman giving birth
(figure 4).

Leroi-Gourhan describes this "scene" as "low

relief with human figures in inverted mirror image."

He

further observes that the form "corresponds in outline" to

that of the 8" female "holding an object" (p. 476).
upper portion of the "mirror image" has been recarved
periodically.

The
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The periodic recarving of this figure suggests that
it was incorporated into repeated ritual.

The skill of the

carving suggests that it resulted from a well thought con
ceptualization represented in story.

I would also suggest

that this figure came into use in an early period, possibly
paired with the standing 8" figure, and continued in use
when the more elegant "woman with horn" was carved, prob
ably replacing the earlier figures in story.

I further

suggest that "mirror-image" is the precise conceptualiza

tion this double image is supposed to signify.
In other words, the double image signifies that
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woman conceptually functioned as the mirror image of the
goddess; also the goddess functioned as the conceptual

mirror image of woman.

Both generalized and geometrisized

female figurines signify the generalized female power which
organizes and brings forth the manifest world from her

"body."

This dynamic power can be characterized as the

indwelling character of woman, nature, and culture.

The

indwelling character of woman-nature-culture is also a

dramatic character in the human story, participating in the
enactment of the continuing drama of life.

She is the

quintessential female, etymologically a n^, she who gives
birth, she who brings forth, superlative woman, goddess,
"Our Mother the Earth:"

she is also. Ana, ordinary

26
woman.

Furthermore, this double figure illustrates the

26

The derivation of a

is unclear.

In Greek a

has several meanings including, superlative, not, and

without:

n^ is the root for words meaning birth and also

sanctuary: "a" at the end signifies feminine gender,
therefore a na can be translated as she who gives birth,
both goddess and woman. Etymologically a na is related to

the Hindu goddess Anna Purna; Semitic goddesses including
Anat, Anath, and Anahita; the Roman goddess Diana, and
Greek goddesses Antheia and Diktynna. (Antheia means flow

ery and Diktynna translates, born through skill and law,
epithets of Demeter-Persephone.) Also a
is related to
the Christian St. Anne, the mother of Mary, who in turn is
the mother of Jesus. The Anne, Mary, and Jesus relation
ship echoes the relationship of Demeter, Persephone, and
a son, celebrated in the Eleusinian Mystery religion of
ancient Greece.
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concept of the two in the one whole.

The overarching image

or arch image of the double is the woman who gives birth to
a daughter.

(Mary Daly suggests the word archimage—mage

rhymes with collage—to signify the primordial goddess as
she IS reconceptualized in the present.)

27

An alternative

of the interpretation—giving birth to one like oneself—is

the mirror image, which means the same conceptually.

The

image at Laussel looks like it is mirrored in a calm pool
or water.

Probably the generalized female is bringing

forth a being like herself, who is storied as both human

being as well as all living being.
signifies pairs of concepts:

Ergo, the double image

unseen and seen; that which

brings forth and that which has been brought forth; the
intangible spiritual realm and the tangible world in which
we live.

In equation language the two are divisions of the

one whole.

This double image is related to the image of the
female holding a symbol which was rendered three times at
Laussel, most elegantly by the 17" "woman with horn."

She

is rock woman, because she is sculptured from the rock of a

cave wall.

She is red woman, because she is painted all

over with red ochre.

27

The red ochre signifies that she is

Mary Daly, Claremont Women in Religion
Conference, previously cited.
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storied as the goddess of life, death, and rebirth.

moon woman, because she holds a crescent symbol.

She is

As rock

woman she is linked to the Greek goddess, Gaia, whose name
means earth.

As red woman she is linked to the Greek

goddess, Rhea, whose name means red woman, menstruating
woman, and who represents the concepts, life, death, and

rebirth.

As moon woman she is linked to the Greek goddess,

Hecate, whose name means a hundred, an epithet for crone.

Hecate is sometimes identified with the dark phase of the
moon, but she is also known as the goddess who inhabits all
three spiritual realms.

According to Hesiod, Hecate, goddess of "earth and

seas and heaven...from the start," retained this posi- tion
during the rule of the Titans (the generation of Rhea), and

retained a "share" of these realms when Zeus (signifying
the generation of the Greek Olympians) over

powered the Titans.28

The concept of three spiritual

realms appears to be a very old and important aspect of the
storied equation of western cultures.

Hesiod is careful to

name only three generations of goddesses and to place
divine characters only in three divine realms.

Further

more, the concept of three divine realms has been retained

in the Christian equation in the characterization of God

28

Hesiod, Theogony, lines 413-452.
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in Three Persons—Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
The image from the Cave at Laussel can be inter

preted as three aspects of divinity—the double image
equals two aspects, and the red woman represents the third
aspect, that is, the whole idea into which the other two

ideas were incorporated.

These Upper Paleolithic charac

ters are echoed in Greek storied equations in the double
characterization associated with Demeter and Persephone

united which at this point can be identified as the concept
of the Great Goddess (figure 5).

x
'iiv

♦)

(Figure 5.)
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The way in which the two are incorporated into one
to form the third aspect, signifying whole equations is
elegantly presented by the statue of Artemis of Ephesus.29

The body of this Great Mother figure (not shown) burgeons

with her gifts including many breasts, many acorns, many
creatures, and many spirit figures.
shrine.

Her head piece is a

Carved on the spaciousness of her chest are two

goddesses carrying torches, therefore Demeter and

Persephone.

The statue presents an eloquent statement of

the coherent storied equation organized around the matri
focal characterization of "Our Mother the Earth."

In the

same sense the Greek goddess Gaia, Earth, incorporates

Demeter and Persephone.

Gaia, as the centralizing charac

ter in an earlier Greek version of the matrifocal storied

equation, signifies divine matrix.

In other words, in Greek story the first of the

generations of the goddesses was Gaia, Earth.

In story she

is linked with Chaos, who is identified with the unformed

aspect of the earth and the power of the earth which bring
forth.

The next generation of goddesses is represented in

Greek story by Rhea.

29

Signifying the fertile soil of earth

Illustrated in Erich Neumann, The Great Mother;

An Analysis of the Archetype, translated by Ralph Manheim,

Bollingen Series, No. 47, (1955, rpt. Princeton/Bollingen
Paperback edition, 1972) plate 35.
called Diana of Ephesus in Latin.

This sculpture is
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emphasized by agricultural story.

Her double is logically

Hecate, taking part in story as the crone who inhabits

caves, that is, the ancient dark unseen aspect of divine

character, and also the cause of the cyclical periodicities
of nature:

the moon.

In the "Hymn to Demeter" Rhea

inhabits the Olympian Heaven while Hecate inhabits the
Underworld, symbolized by a cave.

In the generation con

temporary with the Olympians which is represented by the

"Hymn," Demeter, the "daughter" of Rhea, commands the power
to bring forth all living.
Persephone.

Demeter's "daughter" is

Persephone is the double of Demeter, that is,

Demeter's presence in the "underworld," as Demeter, embod

ied, appears on earth.

Obviously, the goddess engages in

"boundary crossing," the concept of passing from one realm

to another or inhabiting more than one realm or one place
at one time.

In turn, "boundary crossing" conceptualizes

the process underlying cognition of life, death, and
rebirth as observed in the cyclical progression of the
seasons and conceptualizes participation by human beings in
the cyclical process of life, death, and rebirth.

The names of the goddess appear to have changed as

details of their story changed.

Perhaps each different

pair of epithets, Chaos-Gaia, Rhea-Hecate, Demeter-

Persephone, represents a major conceptual shift in the
storied equation of culture.

At the same time the essen
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tial meaning underlying these names reflects remarkable

continuity in that Chaos, Hecate, and Persephone signify
the female character of the unseen divine female presence
which organizes and brings into being the visible universe,
and Gaia, Rhea, and Demeter signify the female character of
the visible universe including the laws of nature and the
organized character of human culture.

These characters

also symbolize the concept of the one—a coherent unified
whole—and two—the mirror like character of the two

essential aspects of the one whole.
Because this matrifocal conceptualization is so

unfamiliar it is worth stating again.

Persephone, the

double of Demeter, represents the unseen aspects of
Demeter, the centralizing character in a matrifocal storied

conceptualization of the world.

The name Persephone, which

seems to defy etymological inquiry, may mean something like
"through shining light and sound," a description of the

great vision experienced during initiation into the mystery

of Demeter at Eleusis. Whatever the meaning, it is likely
the name Persephone is really an epithet for Demeter,

signifying divine indwelling power.

Demeter;Persephone

signifies divine matrix, the source and the substance of

all living.

Demeter:Persephone refers to the mystery of

life, death, and rebirth.

Persephone represents indwelling

intelligence which mediates the mystery, being at once the
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logic of ecology and cognition of this logic by human
beings. Persephone is therefore also the guide of the
living as they cross boundaries, be they the spiritual
character of the "living" or the newly dead on their way to
becoming Demetrioi, Demeter's people, the "dead."
In Greek culture the character of Persephone is
hidden because her character is in conflict with the

Olympian equation, a patriarchal conceptual story which
explains that the world is organized through power and
control from above.

The Olympian equation reflects the

authentic history of a ruling elite who achieved power
through conquest and in the process subjugated an indige
nous people and suppressed their different conceptual
stories of the world.

There are many versions of the suppression of the

goddess-centered storied equation including the slaying of
the female Chimaera by the hero Bellerophon, the slaying of
the Gorgon-Medusa by Perseus, and the slaying of the Sphinx
by Oedipus.

In each of these Greek stories the female

character slain is characterized as a monster.

The charac

ters slain have also been identified as symbols of the
matrifocal conceptual story which may be referred to as the
goddess religion.

From a matrifocal point of view the

heroes in these stories may be characterized as brutes

engaged in the violent and bloody suppression of the
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goddess religion.

However, probably because there were

more indigenous people than conquering people, popular
support for the matrifocal story continued and it survived

reorganization of the political structures into patriarchal
forms.

When the matrifocal storied equation reappeared as

a secret Mystery religion it was tolerated in part because

it was contained by patriarchal political structures, and
in part because it was politically expedient to absorb the
story rather than to continually suppress it.

As contained

within patriarchal structures, the story was joyously
embraced, probably for its logical coherence.
According to C. Kerenyi, in Eleusis the "secret"
was even protected by law;

betrayal of the secret rites of

Demeter at Eleusis was punishable by "death or banish

ment."30

The Classic Greek dramatist, Aeschylus, was

brought to trial in Athens on the charge of revealing the
secret of Eleusis, however, he was acquitted because he
could prove he had never been initiated and therefore could

not intentionally reveal the secret (p. 99).
Returning from interpretation of written stories of

Greek antiquity to female images of the Upper Paleolithic
period at Laussel cave. Red Woman represents a generalized

30

C. Kerenyi, Eleusis:

Archetypal Image of Mother

and Daughter, translated by Ralph Manheim, Bollingen
Series, No. 65, (Princeton, 1967: rpt. New York: Schocken
Books, 1977) p. 83.
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concept of culture which combines both the visible and

invisible universe into unified, coherent character; and

the "double image" represents the concept of boundary
crossing, that is, that which is visible becomes invisible
and that which is invisible becomes visible in a continued

cyclical progression.

The "double image" also represents

an array of equally logical or ecological pairs, including

birth and death, then and now, dark and light, and parent
and child.

Therefore, these two skillfully sculptured

figures, the double goddess and the goddess holding the
crescent, are a linked pair of images related in the Upper

Paleolithic storied equation.

Each image and each symbol

represents a different aspect of one unified story.
The cave setting is the unifying element of the

story.

The cave setting, as well as red ochre, symbolizes

the concept of life-death-rebirth.

The cave setting also

represents the concept of two realms—of this earth and

beyond this earth.

Both realms are contained by the con

ceptual reference, earth.

The cave location which is under

the ground is also below the earth plane and therefore

signifies that which is beyond the earth plane, ergo, under
the world, in the underworld.

The cave is analogous to the

concept of that which is beyond the world, in the under

world.

The "Underworld" is occupied by the presence and

power of "she who brings forth."

Therefore, the cave
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setting, like the double image, signifies the two worlds
which are two aspects of one unified world.

The cave is logically also the scene of the dead,
and therefore the dead are sometimes buried in caves.

cave scene is simultaneously the symbol of the womb.

The

It is

the womb of "she who brings forth" and also the womb to

which the living return when they cross the boundary from
life to death.

The womb is the location of the transforma

tional power of the goddess.

It is the presence and power

of the goddess within the cave-womb-underworld which

mediates rebirth through transformation and/or transcen
dence, in other words, which guides the dead across the
boundary from death to "new" life.

Life and rebirth are

analogous events based on the arch image—woman-womb
gestation-birth.

At Laussel the crescent horn is a unifying symbol,
because, like female image and cave, it operates as a

pivotal analogy.
cities of nature.
cycle.

The crescent horn symbolizes all periodi
It is based on the arch image, menstrual

Menstrual cycle and moon cycle are logical analo

gies and related etymologically.

lines on the crescent horn.

There are 13 hatched

The incised lines signify
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the concept counting.

31

Through counting there is fore

knowledge of future events such as birth and seasonal

change.

Through counting there is planning for future

events such as the ripeness of certain seeds and fruits and

the arrival of certain game animals.

Through counting

there is planning for the arrival of the season of winter

when there is little food.

Through counting an ample

supply of food can be stored to mitigate the famine of
winter.

Therefore, the crescent horn with the 13 hatched

lines is an elegant symbol signifying all periodicities and
celebrates female process and female wisdom, through which
cognition of the importance of counting was recognized.
The crescent horn simultaneously symbolizes men

strual cycle, the period of gestation, the lunar cycle

within the period of a month, the 13 moon cycles whose
passage marks an annual cycle, the cyclic seasonal progres

sion within the annual cycle, all the seasonal migrations
of birds and animals including food animals but not limited
to food animals, all the cyclic succession of plant growth

including but not limited to food plants, and the v/ater

31

It IS known that there was a 13 month annual

calendar which preceded the present day 12 month calendar,
but both are made up to fit a conceptual arrangement of
time. The observable moon cycle or lunation is about 2935
days which means that lunations is less than one solar year
cycle and lunations is more that one solar year cycle.
Therefore, all that can be logically inferred from the 13
hatched lines is that they signify counting.
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cycle including but not limited to rain water and available
drinking water.

The horn simultaneously signifies other important
elements in the storied equation.

As a container it

symbolizes abundance; contained abundance; the intelligence
which gives rise to the concept of containment; culture, as
both concepts and artifacts; and indwelling human wisdom

which gives rise to culture.

All are gifts of the goddess

which is signified by the horn in the hand of the goddess.
The image of the generalized female figure also signifies
abundance, the raw abundance of nature.

Her general corpu

lence, pendulous breasts, exaggerated buttocks and percept

ibly pregnant figure present the very image of ample endow
ment.

The horn symbolizes that which contains the raw,

ample endo\^^nent of nature.

That which seems to contain

nature is human cognition and conceptualization.

Cognition

and conceptualization give rise to knowledge, social struc
ture, and technology.

The inscribed horn is evidence of

this human process and functions as a symbol of this
process.

The horn symbolizes the concept to form and to

create in the following way.

The arch image is the crea

tion and formation of the foetus within the womb.

Created

from "nothing," i.e., from no apparent source, a foetus

begins to develop within the womb.

During a period of
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gestation the foetus is formed into a viable, living being.
An obvious analogy is the formation of animal horns.

Other

analogies include the waxing and waning moon, flowers,
vegetation, fruiting trees, as well as human processes such
as sculpture and painting.
and to create.

All share the concept to form

Formation and creation are implicit powers

of the goddess whose image is presented at Laussel.
are powers which she has shared with humans.

They

The inscribed

horn signifies the power indwelling in nature to form and
create as well as the human faculty to form and create.
The group of carved images at Laussel, as a whole, demon
strates the concepts to form and to create.

The horn also symbolizes the important concept—com
munication with the goddess.

As a "musical" instrument the

horn is used to call the goddess, to get her attention, to
call forth her presence.

It also signifies the human atti

tudes called forth by her presence—devotion, veneration,
thanksgiving, awe, and celebration.

The scene, the carved

images, the symbols—red ochre and horn—the humans present
at the scene, the story recited, the ritual enacted, all

interact together in the storied equation of the
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Upper Paleolithic.
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The etymological links with "horn" are complex
and the links support the preceding matrifocal reading for
the symbol horn. Following are some examples:
The English word horn is akin to pre-Greek
words—kephalo, head; kephala, hill, the site of Knossos
which is the center of the Kephtui, who were the people of
"Minoan" Crete; Kephissos is a river of gardens; Corinth,
means crown and is akin to flowers; Corinth is akin to Kar,
an Aegean region goddess contemporary with the Minoan
civilization; Kar also means moon.
These pre-Greek words are related to Greek words
for head, clay, ceramics, cup, ritual vessel, wax, honey
comb, flower, ghost, old age, bird, snake, musical horn,
and to burn.
These Greek words are related to similar Latin

words including Ceres, a goddess, like Demeter, associated
with grain.
These Greek and Latin words in turn are related

to English words—cereal, kernel, corn, corm, cervix,
cerise, cerebrum and cephalic. Cephalic is akin to the
Greek word, kephalo, which means head.
The equation—kephalo, kephala, kephtui,
kephissos—persuades me the people of "Minoan" Crete should
be called the Keph people, connoting wise, skilled, cre
ative, and civilized. The imagery of "Minoan" Crete indi
cates the Keph people worshipped a goddess of the earth and
of the spirit. Epiphanies of this goddess are horned
animals, musical horns, bees, grain, flowers, snakes, birds
and spirits. Throughout this paper I refer to the ancient
civilization of Crete as the Minoan-Keph culture. It would
be logical to eventually drop the misnomer "Minoan" alto
gether, because the word refers to the culture of the
Greeks who destroyed the Keph civilization.
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In summary, both positive attitude and legitimacy
within a cultural perspective are evidence of matri
focality.

Insofar as "female" is the common denominator of

the storied equation of the Upper Paleolithic, superlative
matrifocality describes the worldview.

The imagery

suggests that all aspects of the visible and invisible
"world" share female nature.

The suggestion is often

explicit through the abundance of female figurines, preg
nant animals, and symbols for female processes, but also

can be conceptually inferred, ergo, the male sex not only
comes forth from the body of the mother, but also obtains
his substance from the substance of the mother.

Therefore,

in this equation, female is the shared nature of every
thing.
The imagery of the Upper Paleolithic period reveals
a positive cultural conceptual view of woman, ecological
nature, and divine nature.

"SHE WHO BRINGS FORTH" IS THE STORIED CHARACTER OF
CULTURE EMPHASIZED DURING THE EUROPEAN NEOLITHIC

PERIOD, C. 7,000-3,500 B.C.

Upper Paleolithic iconography—generalized female

figurines often highly abstracted and geometrisized;
abstracted buttocks; abstracted breasts; abstracted vulvas;

symbolically emphasized pubic deltas; and pregnant

figures—continues to be commonplace during European
Neolithic period.

The same iconography is also found

spread throughout Neolithic Near Eastern archeological
sites.

Alexander Marshack refers to this evidence in The

Roots of Civilization observing that the European Upper
Paleolithic Period may be the origin of

certain basic themes of Neolithic and early agricul
tural civilizations, which occur across vast distances

from Europe through Asia, Africa, and the Americas, and

among divers peoples and races, speaking many languages
(p. 336).

Two archeologists specializing in the Neolithic

period have published representative samples of female
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imagery from the period.

Marija Gimbutas in The Gods and

Goddesses of Old Europe 7000-3500 B.C. presents over 400

illustrations of Neolithic imagery accompanied by detailed
analysis.

She concludes that female imagery was central to

European Neolithic iconography.

James Mellaart has concen

trated on the archeology of the Near East.

texts, including Catal Huyuk:

In several

A Neolithic Town in Anatolia

and Excavations at Hacilar, about another Neolithic town in

Anatolia, Mellaart illustrates Neolithic imagery together
with the settings in which they have been found.

His

illustrations are accompanied by analytical descriptions of
the material culture.

The evidence from these sources

demonstrates that female imagery also predominates during

the Neolithic period in the Near East.
The already complex female iconography becomes more
complex underscoring the cultural differences between the
Upper Paleolithic and the Neolithic periods.
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the motive for elaboration of the female iconography, it is
necessary to describe the general elements of Neolithic
culture.

Marija Gimbutas uses the dates 7000-3500 B.C. to

define the time boundaries of the European Neolithic

period.

Both the beginning and ending dates are blurred by

transitional cultures which cannot be clearly defined as
Neolithic.

For instance, at one end the conclusion of the

Ice Age has been set at about 10,000 B.C.

At the other

end, the beginning of the period of complex and specialized
cultures of ancient civilization in Mesopotamia and Egypt
has been set at about 3400 B.C.

In general, the Neolithic

period is one of improved climate and soils in the temper
ate zones of North America which followed the receding ice
of the continental glaciers.
Neolithic literally means "new stone" but the term

generally signifies the discovery and practice of early
agriculture.

The discovery—that a seed planted would

reproduce itself, and that if a number of grain seeds were
planted and tended, they would produce a crop of grain
sufficient to become the staple food of a community of
people—was momentous.

Staple grain crops resulted in

stable settlements which lasted hundreds of years in one

place.

The domestication of plants was paralleled by the

domestication of animals.
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Guaranteed a reliable staple food supply, people
stayed in one spot so literally that settlement mounds
developed.

New buildings were built directly over worn

out, collapsed buildings.

Excavation of these settlement

mounds uncovers the innovations of technology but also
uncovers the general continuity of Neolithic culture,

particularly the continuity through time of the female
images.

Once modern archeologists learned to read the cue

of the settlement mounds. Neolithic settlements have been

found globally in the temperate zone, almost always associ
ated with the domestication of grain.
Thus the increased complexity of Neolithic female

iconography signifies that the Neolithic people accepted

responsibility for a role in the production of the staple
source of their food supply.

Food and other resources

gathered from nature continued to support people, so the
Earth continued to be characterized in story as "Our Mother
the Earth."

But as people, as well as nature, participated

in production of the food supply, the characterization of

Earth took on a tame or domesticated aspect in addition to
the wild aspect.

A matrifocal reading of Neolithic

iconography suggests that women, who are generally thought
to have been instrumental in the taming of grain as well as
in the process of planting and caring for plants, were
given credit for their increasingly important
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contributions to culture.

Therefore, women were given

increasingly important roles in society—planning roles,
managing roles and mediating roles between nature and
culture.

Before turning to Neolithic female imagery in

support of such a matrifocal reading, it is necessary to
review the interpretation of the iconography as presented
by Marija Gimbutas and James Mellaart.

They have mentioned

most of the above considerations in their interpretations

of Neolithic imagery, but they have tended to emphasize
links to much later storied equations, such as Greek myth

ology written well after 1000 B.C.

The logic of reading

backward from written myth is supported by the continuum of
female imagery from the European Neolithic period, parti
cularly in the Aegean regions of Greece and Anatolia,
through the period of ancient civilization to the Christian

period.

However, reading backward can introduce patri

archal stories into periods in which they probably did not
occur.

In The Gods and Goddesses of Old Europe,

Marija

Gimbutas analyzes Neolithic images in relationship to Greek
Mythology.

She concludes (p. 238):

The teaching of Western civilization starts with the
Greeks and rarely do people ask themselves what forces
lay behind these beginnings. But European civilization
was not created in the space of a few centuries; the
roots are deeper—by six thousand years. That is to
say, vestiges of the myths and artistic concepts of Old
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Europe, which endured from the seventh to the fourth
millennium B.C. were transmitted to the modern Western

world and became part of its culture heritage.
To reach this conclusion Marija Gimbutas has

reviewed a wealth of imagery from the Neolithic period,
organizing female images into three conceptual categories—
"A Great Goddess of Life, Death, and Regeneration"
(pp. 152-200), a Goddess of the Waters associated with bird

and snake (pp. 112-151), and a "Pregnant Vegetation
Goddess" (pp. 201-215).

Many Neolithic conceptual elements

are incorporated into these three categories.

For

instance, pregnant females, enthroned pregnant female
figures, and figures in a variety of birth giving postures
conceptualized "birth-giving" (p. 176-177) which can be
restated as bringing forth.

Gimbutas also observes that

seed, egg, and foetus are conceptually linked to each other

and to a generalized female body.

For example, seeds

pressed into the body of a clay female figure or egg-shaped
clay balls placed inside a hollow clay female figurine
conceptualize the perpetually pregnant state of the earth
(p. 204).

Gimbutas links this character with the Greek

goddess Demeter (p. 214).

She links bird-snake-honeybee

plant-flower together in a conceptual relationship and then
identifies the equation as conceptualization of life-death
rebirth signified by the character "A Great Goddess of

Life, Death, and Regeneration" (pp. 181-190).

She links
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this Neolithic character to a Minoan-Keph conceptual
character and these characters to Greek conceptual charac

ters, including Hecate and Artemis (p. 196), establishing a
conceptual continuum from Neolithic to Greek culture.

(Figure 6.)
The goddess-bird-snake-honeybee-flower-plant equa

tion is illustrated by a painted plate (figure 6) from
Minoan-Keph Crete.

At the center of the plate a general

ized female figure arises from or returns to the earth.

The annual flowers blooming beside her signify the concept
of a rise and return in the continuing annual cycle of
life.

Both flowers and goddess are flanked by masked
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dancers in honeybee costume.

The hair of all three figures

suggests snakes, here garden snakes, who protect the garden

from the insects and rodents which would eat plants.
masks primarily signify bird, snake and honeybee.

The

The

central figure can be characterized as "The Lady of the
Flowers," akin to the Greek goddesses Persephone and
Demeter, and to Athena as well.

Marija Gimbutas also links bird and snake to water,
rain, breasts and a generalized female character. Neolithic

Mistress of the Water connected to the Minoan-Keph Snake
Goddess, and notes that Neolithic bird and snake storied

characters are linked to Greek iconography associated with

goddess characters (p. 145).

There is constant overlap

among the conceptual characteristics of the three

characters--Mistress of the Waters, The Pregnant Vegetation
Goddess, and a Great Goddess—which Marija Gimbutas identi
fies.

She has clearly assembled evidence for one central

izing Neolithic goddess character, and she characterizes

the principal Neolithic image as "she who brings forth."
(Conversation on Crete, September 1980).

Reading backward from Greek Mythology Marija
Gimbutas not only underemphasized the character of the
Neolithic goddess, but she also overemphasized the charac
ter of the Neolithic god.

In spite of the fact that male

figurines occur infrequently in the Neolithic period, she
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assembles a collection of them and relates them to a

vegetation story (pp. 216-235).

A generalized infant in

the arms of a generalized female character occurs in

Neolithic imagery.

Gimbutas identifies this infant as a

divine male child, the infant aspect of vegetation in a
story about the annual cycle of vegetation (p. 235).

There

are really too few male images (less than 2% of the figu
rines are male) to infer a consistent role for a male

character in the Neolithic conceptual story.

Furthermore,

there is also a Greek story about a divine female child,

the infant aspect of vegetation in a story about the annual
cycle of vegetation in which Persephone plays the role of
the divine child in relationshiop to Demeter, the goddess
of vegetation.

Apart from the Greek myths there is no

evidence that the Neolithic generalized infant was

identified as either male or female.

However, reading the

imagery forward from the Upper Paleolithic period the
infant can be identified as a new character in the concep
tual story introduced during the Neolithic period.

James Mellaart initiated the archeological excava

tions of stylistically related Neolithic Catal Huyuk and
Hacilar, both located in the region of central Turkey.
Catal Huyuk was occupied c. 7000 B.C. and continuously
settled for about a thousand years.

The record at Hacilar,

occupied around 6300 B.C., overlaps that of Catal Huyuk and
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continues until about 5500 B.C.

From all the evidence at

these sites Mellaart in Catal Huyuk concludes that women
were culturally important and that a goddess or goddesses
were worshipped during the time these settlements were
occupied.

He asserts that a male god was also worshipped,

but less important.

In Catal Huyuk Mellaart describes some 50 figurines
found at the site.

He states (p. 180):

it is evident that statues of a female deity far
outnumber those of the male deity, who moreover, does
not appear to be represented at all after level VI.
At Catal Huyuk these small sculptures are stylistically
similar, although some are crude and some exquisitely

crafted.

Images of auroch (wild cattle), leopard, and

vulture are associated with these figurines.

Mellaart in

Catal Huyuk identifies the auroch as the bull, signifying
male fertility (p. 180).

He identifies the leopard as a

symbol of the hunt, signifying the role of the goddess as

"provider of game for a hunting population, and as
patroness of the hunt" (p. 181).

He identifies the vulture

as a symbol of death, signifying a "goddess of death"
associated with a "firm belief in afterlife" (p. 182).
These sculptures were located for the most part in rooms
which Mellaart identifies as "shrines" as well as resi

dences for their occupants.

Many of the shrine rooms are

dominated by low relief plaster sculptures of a birth
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giving goddess.

Other shrines are dominated by auroch

heads (pp. 77-130).
It is interesting that the male figurines excavated
at Catal Huyuk were concentrated, not appearing before or
after level VI, about midway in the chronological period of
settlement at Catal Huyuk (p. 203).

If it were not for the

identification of the auroch heads as bulls, this

short-lived group of male figures would not make much of a
case for the worship of a male deity at Catal Huyuk.
Mellaart makes his case for the bull heads principally by

reading backward from mythology about bulls and a male god.
However, auroch cows as well as bulls are horned,

exhibiting dimorphism only at the smallest and largest
extremes.

It seems as likely that the horned heads signify

generic cattle, perhaps emphasized because of their
importance as a domesticated animal.

It is also possible

by reading backward from other later myths celebrating a
horned cow goddess, to infer that the horned heads at Catal
Huyuk signify a goddess and not a god.
James Mellaart in The Archeology of Ancient Turkey

reviews the art and images found at Hacilar.

There is even

less support for the storied presence of a male deity at
Hacilar.

"Males were no longer represented in their own

right, while there was an increase in the representation of
female deities with exaggerated hips and buttocks."

The
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iconography at Hacilar was not rich, emphasizing leopards
but not cattle and with no reference to vultures.

There is

increased emphasis on the relationship of mother and child
and women with young leopards.

Pottery rather than plas

tered walls became the major medium for painted decoration

and clay replaced stone as a medium for sculpture.

At

Hacilar female imagery continued to predominate in every
medium of artistic expression (p. 24).
Probably the most important point to make about

Neolithic male images is that when they occur they are
postively presented.
Ruler, Witch;

Cecelia Klein in Mother, Worker,

Cross-Cultural Images of VSfomen finds that

negative images are associated with conflict about power.
In her examples images of the female witch were produced in
societies in which women had power wanted by the men and in
societies in which women demanded power from dominant males

(pp 15-17).

The lack of negative male images during the

Neolithic period suggests that there was no male-female

power struggle.
issue at all.

There is no indication that power was an

The only dramatic tension in Neolithic

imagery occurs in rare survivals of hunting scenes, in which
a human male (or males) enacts important roles because he is

human, but the animals are always worthy opponents and
sometimes overwhelming opponents.

There are no war scenes

and no scenes of men against men.

Notwithstanding hunting
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scenes, there are no scenes of humans against nature.

There

is considerable evidence that Neolithic culture was concep
tualized around ideas of cooperation among humans and
between nature and humans.

There were sometimes walls

surrounding settlements, but these walls provided protec
tion against raids, probably for food, perhaps serving as a

defense against hungry animals as well as hungry men.
Toward the end of the Neolithic period the situation changed
and the settlements were burned by raiders but not occupied.

Rule through conquest was introduced as a compelling motif
with the advent of what we call civilization around 3400
B.C.

Because the male role in procreativity becomes an
increasingly important issue after 3400 B.C., it seems
reasonable that the discovery of paternity occurred during
the Neolithic.
on the subject.

The images are almost, but not quite, silent
Marija Gimbutas includes among the excel

lent examples of the variety of male images which do exist

one double figurine (not shown) in which a generalized
female is linked arm in arm with a generalized male.
procreative aspects of each figure are emphasized.

The

She has

the inscribed pubic delta symbol and he is ithyphallic.

It

seems reasonably clear that a concept of God, the father,
consort of Goddess, the mother, is being presented.

They

are described as "'lovers,' possibly a portrayal connected
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with the ritual of 'sacred marriage'" (p. 229 Gimbutas).
Compared with other Neolithic figurines, this one, made

c. 4000 B.C., is crudely presented as well as thematically
exceptional.

The crudeness of craft probably corresponds

with the uncertainty of the role of paternity in the
Neolithic cultural equation.

Other than this one figure,

Gimbutas concludes that "there is no evidence in Neolithic

times [that people] understood biological conception"
(p. 237 Gimbutas).
In contrast to the method of reading backward from

written story used by Marija Gimbutas and James Mellaart,

the method of reading forward along a continuum of storied
concepts from the Upper Paleolithic period places emphasis

on a generalized female character, acting as a centralizing
figure for a rich and diverse storied equation of Neolithic
culture.

It is important to review the many aspects of this

character, the Neolithic goddess, to understand Neolithic
culture and the elaboration of cultural concepts during the

Neolithic period.

Here we turn to an express matrifocal

review of the female imagery of the Neolithic period.
The most remarkable element of Neolithic imagery is
the concept of bringing forth.

"She who brings forth"

becomes the centralizing character of the Neolithic concep

tual story.

Other aspects such as nurturing are expressed

in imagery but all relate to this central concept of bring
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ing forth.

This evidence recalls the work of Alexander

Marshack, who convincingly demonstrates that female imagery,
in all its abundance and variety, refers to different

aspects of the core image of the cultural equation.

The

concepts bringing forth and nurturing reflect the introduc
tion of agriculatural concepts into the storied equation of
the Neolithic period which emphasizes the female and female

physiological processes.

In a way, the imagery suggests

that people began to think of themselves as midwives and
mothers in relationship to plants and animals.
During the Neolithic period the generalized female
figure is often geometrisized.

She is also often masked

with either an animal or bird head mask.

Sometimes she

appears in the form of an animal and occasionally as a
complex half-human and half-animal character.

In all these

different characterizations she is illustrated in a variety

of birth giving postures symbolizing the concept of bringing
forth.

A plaster wall relief (figure 7) and a small figu

rine (figure 8) from Catal Huyuk are typical.

The former, a

geometrisized figure, presents a female with a gently
rounded pregnant abdomen emphasized with a bulls eye and the

pubic area emphasized with a delta symbol.
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(Figure 7.)

Her legs are spread wide in the attitude of superlative
bringing forth:

her arms are uplifted in an attitude of

celebration and thanksgiving for that which she brings
forth.

The baked clay figurine from Catal Huyuk demon

strates the head of a generalized infant emerging from the

corpulent body of a generalized but realistic female image.

This figure is seated on a birth throne formed in the shape
of two leopards.

grain bin.

As it happens this image was found in a

This character in the process of giving birth

brings together concepts of wild (leopards) and tame (domes
ticated grain).
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(Figure 8.)
In this example it can be assumed that this female is

bringing a child into the world, but the child symbolizes
the fruits of the earth, including human offspring.

This

concept is more clearly illustrated in instances where an

animal head, or other symbol, is placed in front of, or
below, a generalized female in birth giving attitude.
The birth chair by itself becomes an important
symbol and even an aspect of the goddess character.

In one

example (figure 9), a pregnant generalized female with
emphasized abdomen and pubic region is seated on a chair
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ready to bring forth, signifying the perpetual readiness of

the life force, which in a manner of speaking dwells within
the earth, to bring forth.

in

(Figure 9.)

The birth chair is undoubtedly the origin of the throne as a
symbol of power, signifying that the occupant has the power
to bring forth abundance (wealth) and also to give form
(structure) to both nature and culture.

In other words,

originally a queen or a king, priest or priestess, repre
sented the power (potency and empowering order) of the
goddess.

In this way the throne became the symbol of the

seat of civilization.

(Interestingly, the name Isis means
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seat or throne and seat or throne is the hieroglyph which
signifies the name of the Egyptian Great Goddess, Isis.)

The concept readiness-to-bring-forth is also signi
fied by a much later, elegantly abstract Mycenean ritual
vessel (Figure 10) which has Neolithic counterparts.

this example a sow is illustrated.
Her cervix is fully dilated.

In

Her body forms a tripod.

She has already brought forth

a number of offspring represented by the bits of clay
attached to the dilated cervix.

This image illustrates

-'O
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(Figure 10.)

the idea of the Earth as a great womb.

While this idea may

seem foreign at first glance, it is as elegant a
conceptualization as this abstract sow.

This image was
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uncovered at Delphi, once called Pytho, each name meaning
womb, the name of a still beautiful natural sanctuary of
Earth.

Both the sanctuary at Delphi and this ritual vessel

signify Matrix, the source of all living, also known as,
"Our Mother the Earth."

An additional variation on the concepts readinessto-bring-forth and bringing forth is the moment called
crowning.

Crowning is the exact moment when the head of

the infant appears in the birth canal.

This moment is

illustrated by small Neolithic figurines found in the region
of Iran (figure 11).

(Figure 11.)

The most realistic feature of this generalized corpulent
figure is the fleshy fold of skin which surrounds the
protruding top of the head of an emerging infant.

The clay
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figurine with elongated neck and no definite head is deco
rated with incised "seed" impressions.

The seed and birth

motifs link the female process of bringing forth with the
agricultural process of producing successful crops.

It is worth noting here that the continuously
occupied Neolithic settlements resulted in mounds which

literally exemplified the concept of the crowning of the
earth.

The fact that each new layer of settlement was

constructed over the first settlement suggests the impor
tance of the site, where a sign such as a spring provided
palpable evidence of the presence of the wisdom of Earth.
Each settlement came to represent a continuous enactment of

bringing forth the wisdom of nature, where people through
orderly action translated divine nature into prosperous
human culture.

For example, the site of Knossos was

continuously occupied for 5500 years culminating in the
Minoan-Keph civilization.

Knossos was the principal or

capital (head) city of the Minoan-Keph civilization, signi
fying the flowering (crowning) of Minoan-Keph society.
Knossos undoubtedly means "the birth place" of Minoan-Keph
culture.

Keph means head, flower, and crown.

Similarly,

Corinth (in Greece) means the crown, or crowning.

Athens, a

pre-Greek name, probably means place of the flowering, and

Thebes (in Greece and in Egypt) probably means place of
divine birth.

In the same sense every nation (conceptua

lizing born of one mother)
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has a capital city which represents the crowning achievement
of the society.

The conceptual equation of Neolithic culture clearly
gives credit to the resources of nature and to the character

of the Earth.

There is little definite evidence attributing

the same cultural credit to women.

James Mellaart in Catal

Huyuk asserts that such credit was given to women on the

basis of what they do today in the region, which is substan
tially what the archeological evidence suggests they did in
the past (p. 202).
Based on what women do not only in rural Europe and
the Near East but in human societies in general, it seems
reasonable to ascribe important inventions to women includ

ing shelter, weaving, pot making, seed planting, seed

management, spinning, common social purpose or community,
and cooperative social structures which underlie long-term
settlement.
assumptions.

There is some archeological support of these
The main support derives from the logical

coherence of the Neolithic worldview which is matrifocal

through and through.

Support for the actual instrumental

participation of women in Neolithic culture also comes from

mythology, especially Greek mythology, which ascribes not
only the concepts of agriculture but concepts of justice,
ecology, and civilization to female wisdom.

We can be con

fident, at least, that the Neolithic goddess represented
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mind as well as body.
poreality.

She was not limited in story to cor

The wisdom of the Neolithic goddess was grounded

in tangible reality and verified by empirical evidence.

Obviously men as well as women learn empirically,
but it appears that what women were doing during the
Neolithic period led to the development of Neolithic
culture.

In the Neolithic cultural equation woman embodies

culture because she responds empirically to nature.

Thus,

because she makes clothes she learns weaving from the birds
and spiders; because she builds shelters, she learns con
struction techniques from the birds and the beavers; because

she gathers plants she learns to plant, tend, and harvest

grain by observing the cyclic patterns of plant growth; and
because she is cooking she learns to fire clay pots to
water-tight hardness by observing what happens when her pots
fall into the fire.

Similarly, because she gathers plant

food and cooks, and perhaps also because she suffers mens
trual pain and birth pain and because she tends sick chil

dren, she learns which plants provide medicine, which
poison, and which food.

Then because she plants and tends

the planted field she learns that a regularly planted field
must be fertilized to continue yielding.

Because she

manages the grain stores she learns that snakes protect
grain bins when she observes that snakes eat insects and

rodents which eat grain.

What she learns she incorporates
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into culture through the acts of her daily routine, through
image making, through special ritual enactments, and through

story.

Her instrumental actions enhance culture producing

stable prosperous communities which thrive year after year
in one favored place which in turn is treated with respect
ful reverence.

The way in which doing, image, enactment,

and story overlap in her instrumental contributions to
culture can be inferred by comparison with women's instru

mental participation in Australian Aboriginal culture which
will be discussed in a few pages.
Because Neolithic culture was grounded in empirical
logic, which, in turn, was grounded in the reality of this
world we live in, the goddess in the Neolithic conceptual
equation could incorporate Chaos.

Chaos, in this equation,

signifies both unformed matter and unconceptualized ideas.
Chaos is also the primordial Mother.

Greek myth says that

out of Chaos, the goddess Chaos brought forth order.

Then

the goddess tamed wild nature and evolved civilization.

In

other words, out of unformed matter and unconceptualized

ideas, female agency formed matter, brought forth all

living, conceptualized agriculture, and eventually conceived
of civil living.
The Neolithic equation specifically conceptualized
two aspects within one substance.

This concept was

symbolized clearly in images which incorporate two persons
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into one body.

Images from Old Europe and from Catal Huyuk

and from Hacilar indicate that the representation of the
concept was standardized.

The standard is two generalized

female images incorporated into one figurine (figure 12).

>Vr

(Figure 12.)
At Hacilar, the Neolithic village settlement near
Catal Huyuk, two generalized female images are incorporated
into one, bulgy, pregnant vessel (not shown).

The vessel is

painted with a geometric design probably signifying the

equation water-rain-crops-success.

(This is the same equa

tion which Marija Gimbutas refers to through the character
"Mistress of the Waters.")
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Hatch lines, meanders, spirals, and mazes also
appear to symbolize the concept of unsolvable mystery.

The

particular mystery represented by the double female figu
rines would be boundary crossing between the spiritual realm
and the realm of this world.

Earth, water, and sky, as well

as the underworld (and heaven), are related to the concepts

of realm, boundary, and passage between realms.

Birds and

snakes are natural boundary crossers inhabiting two realms.

Burrowing owls inhabit three realms.
also inhabit three realms.

Owls as night birds

Birds and snakes symbolize the

concept of boundary crossing.

They are used in the equation

which explains the boundary crossing necessary for life,
death, and rebirth.

Life and death is an unsolvable mystery represented

by an unsolvable maze, by a womb and birth canal, and by the
cave entered through a dark narrow passageway.

this great mystery are labyrinth and riddle.

Synonyms for

This is the

riddle for which there is no mortal answer, but the goddess
embodies the answer.

Boundary crossing, however, is empiri

cally demonstrated at birth when a spirit crosses into the
realm of the living and at death when a spirit crosses into
the realm of the "dead."

The boundary crossing into another

aspect of being, rebirth, is conceptualized in the equation

by analogy.

On the image of the two generalized females

incorporated into one figure the boundary is blurred, i.e..
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there are no actual boundaries in the goddess equation, only

apparent boundaries.
At Hacilar there is another clay vessel (not shown),
almost identical to the two headed pregnant vessel painted
all over with the water-mystery motif, but different because
it represents only one generalized female figure.

The one

image, like the two in the one image, is conceptually the
same image.

This motif of the double image which accom

panies a single image recalls the carved Upper Paleolithic
female figures at Laussel Cave.

This presentation also

recalls the story of the goddess Demeter, who sits visible
on earth among mortals but alone:

at the same time her

double, Persephone, occupies the underworld where she is in
darkness and invisible to mortals but nevertheless present.

At a wonderful moment in the story the two "goddesses" are
reunited.

In image Demeter, the visible goddess, sits alone

on a stone.

In another image, Demeter and Persephone, two

mature goddesses, are incorporated into one piece of marble
(See Figure 1).

They become two aspects sharing one sub

stance, two concepts sharing one character.

Because there

is no actual boundary between them they share one being.
They are unbounded and they are boundless.

Their being

promises the same to mortals and all living beings because
all living beings are formed from the substance of the
goddess.

In the goddess story the unsolvable mystery is
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thus resolved.

In summary, the Neolithic goddess, like the goddess
of the Upper Paleolithic period, presents the aspect of the
double which conceptually signifies two aspects of one
whole.

Like the goddess in the Upper Paleolithic period the

centralizing female character—she who brings forth—
logically embodies such oppositions as chaos and order and
life and death;
and the tame.

to these are added the concept of the wild

At the same time the different character of

nature and culture becomes more emphasized as the details of
the Neolithic stories change to encompass the revolution of

agriculture elaborated into permanently settled stable cul
tural communities.
Because we live in a culture in which a male charac

ter plays the central role in the storied cultural equation,

we are apt to assume that male figures have always been
central and therefore infer, on the basis of inadequate
evidence, that a gender neutral image is male and that male

image conceptualizes a central role in story.

Male images

are rare and often absent in Neolithic material.

The

character of a son of the goddess may be inferred in some

Neolithic imagery but not consistently or continuously.
character of a procreative consort was extremely rare and

The
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probably for the most part not conceptualized at all during
the Neolithic period.

It is reasonable to conclude that

generalized male character (gods) were not conceptualized
until long after the male role in procreation was known and
accepted, probably after 3400 B.C.

In Neolithic culture the generalized female charac
ter was even more important and more elaborated than her

predecessor in Upper Paleolithic culture.
The Neolithic conceptual character was grounded in
the instrumental contributions of Neolithic women to their

culture.

Neolithic culture conceptualized a storied

equation based on coherent and centralizing ecological
analogies linking woman and nature and goddess and culture,

in order words. Neolithic people celebrated a matrifocal
conceptual story.

According to story the period called ancient civili
zation which follows the Neolithic period begins with

Narmer, an Egyptian King, who with a mace smashed the skull
of an unnamed King, thus defeating an enemy and claiming

victory through success in war:

by these mighty deeds the

previously separate regions of Egypt were unified and Narmer
became Emperor of Upper and Lower Egypt as well as founder

of Dynastic Egypt.

This full blown patriarchal story is

based on a slate plaque which illustrates these events (not
shown) and names the hero of the story, Narmer.

The date of
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this event is reckoned to be about 3400 B.C., a date which

more or less coincides with the assigned end of the Neo
lithic period.

The problem of accounting for the difference

(disjunction) between the story of Narmer and the Neolithic
matrifocal story is interesting but beyond the scope of this
thesis.

Even summarizing the welter of mixed matrifocal and

patriarchal stories told between the telling of the story of
Narmer and the first telling of the Christian story is
beyond the scope of this thesis.

However, there is another

story which exemplifies the problem.

It is a patriarchal story written and illustrated
around 2000 B.C. which accounts for the subjugation of the
Neolithic Matrix, that is, the matrifocal character who

brings forth form from the unformed idea and substance of

her being.

She is called Tiamat (Chaos) in this story from

the region of Mesopotamia (the land between the Rivers—
Tigres and Euphrates).

Marduk, a god, carrying a mace

lifted and ready to strike, confronted Tiamat, his mother,
and threw her to the ground:

then he stood on her hinder-

most parts and with one blow of his mighty mace he smashed
her skull:

the fragments flew in all directions and became

the manifest world:

with one strike of his sharp knife he

split her body lengthwise into two halves thereby forming
heaven and earth:

when he had finished these mighty deeds,

Marduk, the god of violent storms, acclaimed himself ruler
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of heaven and earth and first before all other gods.
In other words, the matrifocal conceptual equation
was subjugated by force and then not simply fragmented but

massively shattered.

The parts which could not be scat

tered, for example, woman and nature, were reconceptualized
as degraded matter.

Before briefly reviewing some of the fragments of
the matrifocal story which remain embedded in the patri

archal story, particularly fragments which are still retold
today, it will be helpful to review the occurrence of
matrifocality in a living culture.

Although it is a leap

from Neolithic Europe to modern Australia, it is only a

conceptual step from the matrifocality of European Neolithic
culture to the matrifocality reported by Phyllis Kaberry
among Australian Aboriginal women. Such a review will put
into perspective how what women do in their daily round of
activities relates to female biological process and how
these aspects of women's lives are incorporated into the

self concept of women and into women's conceptual role in
culture.

We turn now to review Kaberry's findings.

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL WOMEN; EVIDENCE OF
MATRIFOCALITY IN A CONTEMPORARY CULTURE

A well articulated study of women in contemporary
culture is presented in Aboriginal Women^ Sacred and
Profane, by Phyllis Kaberry.

34

Kaberry, roughly contempo

rary with Margaret Mead, is an English anthropologist who
did fieldwork among the Aboriginal people of northwest
Australia during the 1930's.

Her study of Aboriginal women

has been fundamental to subsequent studies, not only to
studies of Aboriginal women, but to at least one recent
study of the concept of women's place in society.

Before

considering any other studies about women in contemporary
society, it will be helpful to look at Kayberry's work in
some detail and then to consider some of the matrifocal

implications of her findings.
From Kayberry's text it can be inferred that she
posed a number of questions to discover women's role and

function in society.

do in society?

34

What do women actually

What do men as well as the women say the

women do in society?

in society?

For instance:

What is the structural role of women

What is the storied role of women in society?

Phyllis M. Kaberry, Aboriginal Women, Sacred and
Profane (1939, rept. New York: The Humanities Press,
1950). Page numbers in the text refer to this edition.
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What is the storied role of women in the cultural equation?
Do men's and women's stories differ?

What is the motive of

the story teller?

Although Kaberry did not name her approach, it fits
within the definition of a matrifocal approach.

Her

approach reveals both positive and legitimate images of
women, not as illustrated in art, but as derived from the

role and function of women in society as viewed by the
society as a whole.

Aboriginal culture in general is

patrifocal and so are the tribes which Kaberry studies.

In

these groups men claim control over images, rituals, and
important political decisions.

It is worth noting that

Aboriginal society has had contact, however limited, in the
past with cultural dispersals from patriarchal centers in
India, China, and Southeast Asia.

The Aborigines have

been dramatically pushed toward patrifocality since the
European colonization of Australia.

The lack of attention to what women do by male

field anthropologists is also worth noting.

Kaberry calls

attention to this omission as well as to the absurd conclu

sions men sometimes reach about women in culture.

For

instance, she singles out statements by F. Ashley-Montague,
who wrote that Aboriginal women were no more than "domesti

cated cows" (p. 9) and who asserted "that the relationship
which the mother bears to the child is regarded as being.
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from the physical standpoint, none at all," and that
"childbirth...is a comparatively light affair for the
women." He concludes (p. 55):
once the child is delivered the chief function of the

woman through whose medium it has passed into the
tribe, is to nurse it and to attend to its wants

generally until the time comes, when at or shortly
before puberty the child departs from the family
circle, and her parental duties are at an end.
Conclusions like this, which fly in the face of reason, as

well as contradict field observation, prompted Kaberry to
focus her work on Aboriginal women.
Kaberry recognizes the emphasis on the male role in

aboriginal culture, particularly the emphasis placed on
male ceremonial rituals, but also such cultural structures

as patrilocal residence after marriage.

Nevertheless,

within this male emphasized tradition, there is a strong
and substantially equal women's tradition.

The society as

a whole, and the women in particular, recognize women's

ceremonial rituals which are directly linked to female
physiological processes, including getting breasts, the
onset of menstruation, pregnancy, and childbirth.

For the

most part these rituals are accompanied by changes in

social status from child to adolescent girl to married
woman to mother.

The remainder, such as occasional ritual

ceremonies celebrating female sexualtiy, contribute to
female solidarity.

Kayberry notes that women are the

primary food providers in a simple, food based economy, a
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fact which contributes to the self-reliance, self-suffici

ency, and independence of Aboriginal women.

By most

indicators, including tribal law and women's images in art,
aboriginal women are about equal in status to aboriginal
men.

The actual rights of women include both abortion

and divorce.

Abortion is a legitimated right, because it

is recognized that children place a special economic burden
on women, ergo, the infant must be carried, watched,

tended, and nursed, in addition to the gathering and
carrying the women do to provide food.

The general atti

tude of the people is anti-natal, but strongly pro-child.
(This is the reverse of the present attitude in American

society.)

The women report they "dislike the prospect of

child-bearing; its pain and trouble, and the burden of

carrying the baby about afterwards" (p. 107).
divorce is almost impossible to obtain.
divorce is condoned and commonplace.

In theory,

In practice,

In fact, there are

special rituals in which the families of both the wife and

husband assemble to participate in marriage-ending cere
monies (p. 149 ff.).

While according to a recent study by Jane Goodale

it is a rare aboriginal who does not know about paternity
at the present time, when Kaberry did her fieldwork none of
the tribe accepted the idea of biological paternity
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(p. 44).

Instead a story of social paternity is elaborated

in such a way that a woman's husband becomes the socially
legitimate father through whom the child derives lifelong
tribal rights (p. 41 ff.).

Even if the child's mother

divorces and remarries, the bond of affection between child

and "father" continues for life (p. 45), as does the

obligations of fatherhood (p. 42).
illegitimacy (p. 105).

There is no concept of

Often a couple sleep together

beside a hearth fire, in a regular or irregular relation

ship, before a formal marriage ceremony takes place.

There

are a number of ways to accomplish the cultural given, that

"no unmarried girl could have a child" (p. 106).
Matrifocal conceptualization is strongest in the

ritual life of Aboriginal women.

For the most part women

are exclusive participants in these rituals which are

furthermore exclusively controlled by women.

The rituals

are secret women's business from which women derive legiti
mate status and recognition of the solidarity of women as a
group.

The women's secret rituals are comparable to the

men's secret rituals, which are exclusively men's business.

The segregated rituals often conclude with a ceremony in

which initiates are returned to the community with a new
status and the community receives the initiates and acknow
ledges their new status.

For instance, the childbirth

ritual begins exclusively as a woman's ritual, incorporates
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the newborn at birth, and incorporates the father after a
certain number of days; the community as a whole then
receives and incorporates the family unit, as a unit of
social obligation formed as a consequence of the arrival of
the newborn.

Conceptually the ritual moves from exclusive

matrifocality to the generalized cultural viewpoint, which

in the Aboriginal society is patrifocal but extends legiti
mate recognition to important female rights.
The ritual life of a female child begins when her

breasts begin to develop.

There is a special women's cere

mony in which women sing the girl toward womanhood (p. 97).
At monarch there is another ceremony during which the girl,
accompanied by her mother, goes apart from the main camp
and observes food taboos for the first time.

The girl is

taught about menstruation and the women sing appropriate

songs to her.

When the flow ceases her body is painted and

she is ritually returned to the tribe (p. 98).

Soon

another ceremony is performed which coincides with her
readiness for marriage.

This is the ceremony of intro

cision, which is the cutting of the hymen.
is performed by old women.

This ceremony

During this ceremony a girl is

"brought temporarily under the authority of the older women
for the first time in her life" (p. 98).

This ceremony

focuses attention on the authority of the older women,
increases the status of all the women, and emphasizes the
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solidarity of the women as a group.

Marriage soon follows.

In this ceremony the couple leave the camp for a few days,

then their bodies are painted, and they are ritually
returned to the tribe.

A woman retains rights after

marriage which include the right to her own property, the
right to visit her home territory, the right to give gifts

to her mother, and the right to engage in trade (p. 144).
Mothers are usually considered by girls to be allies and
advisors for life.

Childbirth is a ritualized ceremony exclusively
attended by women.

Delivery, according to native statements, is not always
easy and there are special rites and songs to facili
tate birth. These are known only to the married women
and are guarded with great secrecy from the men (p. 56) ,

A woman goes away from the camp for parturition.
and no unmarried girls may be present.

sing around the woman in labor.

No men

Women dance and

The content of the songs

relates to successful outcome, speedy birth, mitigation of
pain, and protection from hemorrhage.

Hemorrhage is

regarded as particularly dangerous, because there is no

known way to stop it once started.

The new mother with her

infant stays away from her husband for five days (p. 56).
Then mother and infant are painted and ritually returned to
the tribe.

The mother continues to ritually protect her

infant by keeping the umbilical cord until the child can
walk (p. 57).
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Women also participate in exclusive rituals which

celebrate and legimate female sexuality.

The introduction

of the subject of lovers occurs at the introcision cere
mony.

The women sing about sexual intercourse and lovers

(p. 99).

In addition to the status change ceremonies there

are irregularly called ceremonies which usually relate to
female sexual desires.

A woman who wants more attention

from her husband or lover, or wants help in getting a new
lover, may initiate the idea of a ceremony.

Occasional

ceremonies are also initiated by women who have a new song,
story, dance, design for body paint, or sacred object to
share.

The women who have passed through the introcision

ceremony participate.

They paint their bodies, dance,

sing, and talk about women's business.

Secret, shared

objects and rituals can be obtained by trade from neigh
boring tribes.

During these secret ceremonies the women

also tell how menstrual blood has the power to cause sick
ness and death and how women have used menstrual blood to

get revenge.

It can be inferred that another objective of

these ceremonies is to legitimate the power of women,
especially through women's blood (p. 253 ff.).
Kaberry reports no specific menopause ceremony.
Instead women acquire new statuses associated with the

acquisition of knowledge, duties, and vocation.
[The older women] preside over the rites associated

with women's activities, birth and puberty.

Together
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with the old men, they are repositories of myth, are
responsible for the handing on of tribal law and
custom, and are one of the forces which make possible
the stability and continuity of tribal life (p. 184).
The older women also participate in increase ceremonies,
which are among the most sacred of aboriginal rituals.

Increase ceremonies conceptualize the perpetuation of life.
Since pests such as lice are included in the ceremonies,
along with food plants and food animals, the increase
ceremonies also conceptualize the relatedness of life forms
and probably also recognize the concept of ecological
balance.

Shared male and female participation in increase

ceremonies conveys the concept of human participation in

maintaining ecological balance.

Male dominance in increase

ceremonies conceptualizes male importance but in a way

probably learned from patriarchal conceptualization
absorbed through diffusion from distant patriarchal cul
tures.

In other words, whether men or women control

increase ceremonies is a separate conceptual issue from the
gender of the spiritual provider and whether women or men
or both are perceived to have procreative potency is yet
another element in a conceptual equation of culture.

Such

issues and elements are addressed in the richly varied
storied equations of human cultures and in imagery from the
cultural story.

The very old, who need not fear death because they
are so close to their natural time of dying, participate in
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ceremonies related to the storied Rainbow-serpent.
Rainbow-serpent is regarded as the active great spirit who
crosses all boundaries of time and place to link the long
time past, or "Dreamtime," with the now, and to link the

earthly realm with the spiritual realm.

Kaberry reports

that in one tribe an old woman alone approached this

dangerous spirit through touching up a cave painting of its
image.

Her objective was to increase "the spirit children"

and thereby increase the declining tribal population
(p. 206).
Phyllis Kaberry's work raises many issues which

pertain to the concept of matrifocality.

Her approach can

be characterized as matrifocal through and through.
Kaberry, through her approach, uncovers woman-centered and

woman identified elements, highlighting the relationship
between women's rituals and women's physiological pro
cesses.

Her approach reveals that women's physiological

processes are positively and legitimately incorporated into
the culture through women's rituals.

Furthermore, all

women derive legitimate power and authority and some women

gain access to leadership roles in the society, through
women's rituals.

Women's rituals contribute substantially

to the positive self image of individual women and to the

image of women as a cohesive group within the culture.
Throughout the life cycle, women's rituals connect women to
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the concept of the sacred in Aboriginal culture.

For the

most part these essential features of participation of the
Aboriginal women in Aboriginal culture were utterly over

looked before work done by Kaberry.

Most overlooked of all

was the role of Aboriginal women in the spiritual concep

tualization of Aboriginal culture (p. 277).
Kaberry's was, what I would call, an intuitive
application of the matrifocal approach.

Her results

validate the approach as an analytical tool and invite
further refinements of the approach that support and refine

her incisive conclusions.

Kaberry demonstrates the link

between women's rituals and the conceptualization of the

sacred in Aboriginal society.

This link can be underscored

by additional matrifocal analysis.

We need to know:

Do

women's rituals offer coherence to the Aboriginal cultural

equation?

If so, how?

Women's blood as the centralizing theme, or common

denominator, of the Aboriginal conceptual equation is

revealed through a matrifocal reading of Kaberry's descrip
tion of Aboriginal women.

The core of the equation

revolves around the paradoxically life-giving, lifethreatening event of childbirth.

It is significant that

women's rituals are focused around childbirth, after which
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mother and child are "hidden" in ritual seclusion for

several days.

Men's rituals are also organized around

secret objects and blood:

the secret objects are made up,

the blood is derived from ritual cuts in the male genital

organs which produce ritual bleeding, and the timetable of
male rituals parallels the female biological clock.

From

these observations, it can be inferred that the men's
rituals mimic women's rituals and that the women's rituals

were originated first in cultural sequence.

In other

words, the women's rituals emerge from cognition and con
ceptualization surrounding an authentic biological crisis,
and the men's rituals emerge from cognition and conceptual
ization about men in relation to women.

Marshack, in his analysis of Upper Paleolithic
culture, related ritual, story and art.

Consistent with

Marshack's theory, Karel Kupka in Dawn of Art finds art
35

almost inseparable from ritual and story.

Most art, such

as bark painting, is made while telling a story, and the
story is told during a ritual celebration.

The subject of

the art is the palpable spiritual realm, which is made

tangible through art and story.

Paintings vividly illus

trate spirits and a spirit world.

The spirits are anthropo

morphic, but for the most part are imaginative, composite

35

Karel Kupka, Dawn of Art (New York:
Press, 1965) p. 109 ff.

The Viking
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beings, vaguely resembling plants or animals with human
form bodies.

In one style the spirit beings are naked with

genitals emphasized (p. 56); female spirit beings also have
emphasized breasts (p. 55).

Male and female characters are

usually illustrated equal in size.

In another style, the

genital attributes are omitted and must be revealed through
the story told by the painter (p. 144).

Aboriginal men

make most of the art, but women participate in painting
rock art, at least they participate in the renewal of the

rock paintings.

They also engage in body painting, parti

cularly as part of the women's rituals.

There is a cave painting (not shown) which illus
trates a female centered, or matrifocal, conceptual equa

tion organized around the concept of giving birth.

It is

located at Noarlangie Cave in the Arnhem region of central

Australia, some distance from Kaberry's study.

At this

site there is a great female spirit painted in birth giving
posture who has given birth to two additional female
spirits also painted in birth giving posture.

These two,

in turn, are giving birth to additional spirits.

36

The emphasis in this rock painting is on the

conceptual event of bringing forth, in this example,
bringing forth spirit beings, parallels the emphasis of the

36

Robert Edwards and Bruce Guerin, Aboriginal Bark

Paintings, (Sydney:

Rigby Limited, 1969) p. 23.
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women's rituals which prepare a maturing female for the
event of childbirth.

In marked contrast to the ritual

free childhood of Aboriginal children, such rituals follow

in rapid succession with the onset of puberty.
seem to psychologically strengthen a female.

The rituals

They recall

Marshack's sequence based on female physiological pro
cesses, coinciding with getting breasts, menarche, men
struation, pregnancy, birth, and lactation.

In Aboriginal

culture introcision and marriage rituals are inserted
between menstruation and pregnancy.
There is a remarkable, logical coherence in the

organization of these rituals.

The celebration of these

female rituals is in such marked contrast to our own

culture that it is worth reviewing the course which the
rituals follow.

There is the first ritual which marks the

time of a girl's budding breasts, then there is the ritual
which marks the time of her first woman's blood, then

follows the ritual cutting of the hymen, sooner or later,
followed by the ritual of marriage.

While these rituals

acknowledge her changing status in the community, structur

ally they emphasize her as a strong, self-reliant, respons
ible adult woman, and at the same time, strengthen her ties
to women as a group.

The menarch ceremony emphasizes her

identification with her mother.

The cutting of the hymen

emphasizes her identification with the experienced and
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knowledgeable women in the community.

Not insignificantly,

all these rituals, except marriage, reinforce the solidar

ity of the women as a group through their mutual partici

pation in women's business.

Structurally all this comes

together during the crisis of childbirth.

Aboriginal women conceptually perceive childbirth

as a time of danger.

The songs sung during labor reveal

concern about pain, prolonged labor, and failure to deliver
the placenta, but most of all they emphasize the danger of

hemorrhage, the unstemmed gush of blood which leads to
death during the event of giving birth.

This meeting of

the concepts of birth and death during the event of child
birth is crucially important to the aboriginal conception
of the spiritual world.

For an individual woman, each

pregnancy means an approach to the threshold of the spiri
tual world.

At the threshhold, where new life is received

as the newborn infant crosses from the spiritual realm into
the realm of the living, there is danger to the woman

giving birth of crossing from this world of the living into

the realm of the spirit.

Because the woman giving birth is

in the prime of her life it is conceptually untimely for

her to return to the spirit realm.

The tribe, through the

women's rituals, bond together to protect the individual
woman during this crisis.
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Functionally, through ritual the older, experienced
women teach each young woman what she must know to protect
herself.

They teach her about abortion so that she can

choose the timing of her approach to the spiritual realm,
as well as the timing of her children.

The opportunity to

make choices is one way an Aboriginal woman prepares her
self for this spiritual, powerful, and dangerous time.

She

is given the opportunity to decide whether or not to take
lovers, when to marry, and whether to abort or accept a
pregnancy.

These choices affirm her as a responsible,

mature woman.

By the time she decides to accept pregnancy, she
has learned the prescribed ritual protection and she

initiates it in her own behalf.

She voluntarily abstains

from sexual intercourse and observes food taboos.

These

measures of ritual protection in her own behalf prepare her
for the crisis of childbirth.

With the onset of birth

contractions she calls upon her mother and all the experi
enced women for help.

They come together and join her.

Together they help protect her—spiritually, psychologic
ally, and physically.

The cognitive and conceptual danger

does not end with safe delivery.

The new mother and the

infant are ritually protected by isolation from the men,
including the "father" for five days.

The woman, now a

mother, observes food taboos and abstinence from sexual
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intercourse for an additionally prescribed period.

These

observances conceptually confer protection to the vulner
able infant.

The newborn is conceptually in danger because the
infant is vulnerable to return to the spiritual realm.

In

the storied equation the infant has ties to the spirit

plane which may pull her back across the boundary.

The

infant is strengthened by the food taboos and abstinence

from sexual intercourse observed by the woman from the time
she recognizes her pregnancy.

Additional protection is

extended during birth and until five days after birth, when
both infant and mother are painted and incorporated into
the general community.

The protection of food taboo and

sexual abstinence are continued for several months.

umbilical cord is kept until the child walks.

The

The walking

child is conceptually considered firmly grounded on the

earth plane and free of danger until the onset of puberty.
Throughout the storied Aboriginal equation there is
emphasis on the spiritual realm in relationship to the

world of the living.

There is particular attention to the

concept of boundary crossing.

The spirit of every

Aborigine comes from and returns to the spiritual realm.
Every effort is made to protect the living from untimely
return to the spiritual realm, in other words, to protect
the living from untimely boundary crossing.

Newborn
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infants arrive from the spiritual realm and old people make
a timely return to the spiritual realm.

Every old person

expects to cross the boundary and return to the realm of

the spirits, and therefore, because they are in no special
danger the old women and the old men are expected to con

duct the most sacred and dangerous rituals which require

approaching the boundary to the spiritual realm.
Women approach the boundary of the spiritual realm
with each event of childbirth, therefore, it is part of the
nature of a woman to approach the spiritual realm.

How

ever, the transformation of girl to woman to approach the
spiritual realm during childbirth is precipitous requiring
special protection.

The rush of events from budding

breasts to the birth of the first child explains the
compression of rituals during female adolescence.

In the

main. Aboriginal rituals provide some strengthening of the
living in relation to the spiritual realm which bounds all
living.

All these cultural conceptions could be coherently

organized around a generalized female character in story.
The painting of "she who brings forth" in the Arnhem cave

suggests that in some stories, or at one time. Aboriginal
culture may have been conceptually organized around a gene
ralized female character.

However, at the time of

Kaberry's study, the women's rituals were organized around
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the event of childbirth with no reported link to art and
story.

One story reported by Kaberry is the story of

Rainbow-Serpent.

There are two titles of the myth which suggest
conceptual ambiguity;

maleness is emphasized in the title

"Rainbow-Serpent" (p. 194); femaleness is emphasized in the
title "Two Sisters."

In both inflections, women's blood is

conceptualized as a primordial activating agent, and the
female characters, as well as the male character, have

instrumental, transformative power.

The story begins—long

ago in the dreamtime, before the creation of the world as
Aborigines now know it, two women made a journey across a
land strange to them.

They stopped beside a deep pool.

One sister gave birth and her birth blood trickled into the

pool (or the menstrual blood of the other sister trickled
into the pool).
spirit.

This woman's blood activated a sleeping

The first act of the aroused spirit, nominally

male, was to create violent rain.

Then the spirit tried to

eat the Two Sisters, but could not stomach them, however,
he did eat the son of one, a newborn child (or an older

child).

These acts demonstrate the awesome power and life

threatening nature of Rainbow-Serpent.

Together Rainbow-

Serpent and the Two Sisters created the present day world.
Both characters demonstrate the power to cross boundaries

and the power to transfer one thing into another, however.
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at the close of the story the Two Sisters are incorporated
into the landscape and Rainbow-Serpent remains active to
mediate between the world of the living and the world of
the spirits, as well as to mediate past, present, and
future.

In other words, the present day patrifocal Aborigi
nal culture emerged from cognition and conceptualization
about men in relation to women.

There are many variations

of the story told throughout Aboriginal Australia.

The

story is a popular subject of Aboriginal art, indicating
that it is a popular story.

It might be popular because it

legitimates male dominance in Aboriginal culture, reflect
ing male dominance in European culture.

Since the story of

the "Two Sisters" combines a female-centered conceptual

equation with a male-centered conceptual equation it is an
interesting story apart from the motive for telling it.
In the Aboriginal conceptual equation RainbowSerpent is associated with deep fresh water pools, with the
ocean, with rain, and with life and death.

However, the

activating element in the story is woman's blood which in
the context of the story is also associated with rain,
water, life, death, and bringing forth.

The conceptual

analogy which links women's blood, rain, water, life,
death, and bringing forth is not unique to Aboriginal
culture.

It can be found in the Greek Theogony by Hesiod
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and in the "Hymn to Demeter."

It is also embedded in the

etymology of the English words—menstruation, rain, water,
and lactation.

These links will be discussed later.

The

story and art of the "Two Sisters" and the previously

discussed art illustrating a great female spirit who brings
forth signify present as well as past matrifocality in
Aboriginal culture.

The matrifocality in Aboriginal cultures comes
together at the point where Kaberry writes (p. 206):
I was told by an old woman...(and this was confirmed by
the old men present), that she touched up the painting
of the rainbow-serpent in her country so that the
spirit-children might increase.
Here, a real old woman, not a storied character, in res

ponse to the tribal problem of declining population, acts
as a primary agent of cultural conservation by taking
instrumental initiative to increase the number of spirit
children and therefore to increase the number of children

born.

Her approach to the rock painting of Rainbow-Serpent

was common knowledge.

(It may be that common knowledge of

certain ceremonies increases the probability of desired
outcome.)

Her right to approach Rainbow-Serpent was

unquestioned.

In this instance, a wise old woman enacts

and thereby activates the storied equation linking life,
death, sacred, profane, this world, spirit world, now. Long
Time Past, culture, and nature.
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Through an intuitive, unnamed matrifocal approach
Kaberry could only write the one sentence about the old
woman.

By applying a conscious, named matrifocal approach

to this one sentence and connecting the sentence to what
women do in Aboriginal culture, as well as to the art and
story of the culture, it can be seen that at its core
Aboriginal culture is still essentially matrifocal.

Kaberry's study was more or less repeated in the
field during the 1960's by Jane C. Goodale and reported in
Tiwi Wives.

37

(Goodale had the good luck to observe a

birth (p. 146 ff.)).

Other than minor differences in the

studies which could be attributed to tribal variation, the

main difference was the speed at which the Aborigines are

being acculturated to European ideas.

For example, in

contrast to Kaberry's finding of ignorance about the male
role in procreation, no one Goodale interviewed in 1962 did
not know that a male and female together make a baby.

The

Tiwi thought she was naive to ask such a question (p. 136).
More attention was given by Goodale to the myth and char
acter of Rainbow-Serpent which suggests that there were

37

Jane C. Goodale Tiwi Wives, a Study of the Women
of Melville Island, North Australia (Seattle: University
of Washington Press, 1971).
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more references to the story by the Tiwi in the 1960's.
Images of women in Aboriginal culture is one
example of imagery at the band level of culture included in

a review of the images of women directed in 1980 by Cecelia
Klein, an Art Historian at the University of California at
Los Angeles.

Her findings, which can be regarded as preli

minary but convincing, are published in Mother, Worker,
Ruler, Witch;

Cross-Cultural Images of Women, catalog of
38

the exhibit culminating the study.

Klein uses a

conscious woman focused approach for her study, emphasizing
interrelationships of what women do in culture, the
economic role of women in culture, the economic structure

of the culture, the political structure of the culture, the

images of women in culture, and control of the images of
women in culture.

Klein provides an obvious example of

matrifocal approach to a subject, in this instance a
matrifocal approach to women's images in art.
In general Klein's study finds positive and nega
tive images of women.

In band culture in general and in

Aboriginal culture in particular the study finds generally
positive images of women in Australian Art.

In Aborigine

art this is particularly true for cave paintings, many of

38

Cecelia Klein, ed., Mother, Worker, Rules,

Witch; Cross-Cultural Images of Women (Los Angeles, UCLA
Museum of Cultural History, 1:9, 1980)
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which were in place when the British explorers arrived in
Australia in the eighteenth century.

[Among the] paintings and engravings on rocky outcrops
and cave walls...images of females are relatively
abundant....These figures are exceptionally flexible
and active, and represent women gathering plants,
hunting small game, engaging in sexual activities, and
giving birth. The fact that the paintings portray
women in productive labor correlates with the fact that
women provided roughly sixty-five percent of their
band's subsistence. In addition to foraging, aborigi
nal women fished, hunted small game, made their own
tools, collected water and firewood, and raised the
children. Collectively, they held their own ceremonies
from which men were excluded....In Australian mythology

primordial females are credited with having played
major roles at the Creation, or Dreamtime, and many
rock painting figures are said to represent the Dreamtime beings (p. 5, emphasis added).
Aboriginal art reflects the structure of band-level culture
(p.5).

The egalitarian nature of band organization helps to

explain the non-hieratic nature of much of its imagery.
In our examples of band-level art, males are no more
differentiated in terms of size, placement or individu
alized features, than they are in real life in terms of
social power. Females are seldom depicted as smaller
than males, and it is actually impossible to identify
most figures' sex. This is all the more remarkable
because both males and females are usually depicted
without much clothing. Where sexual organs are indi
cated, they are usually highly schematized and of
relatively small proportions. This minimal formal
distinction between the sexes presumably reflects their
relative equality. In art, moreover, women seldom
appear in company with growing children, a fact that

suggests females were not primarily valued for their
maternal functions.

While negative images are rare in aboriginal cave painting
or the "similar images [which] persist in the form of

modern bark paintings," negative details are often heard in
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Aboriginal story.

For instance, women's blood may be

storied as a pollution and at the same time Rainbow-Serpent
may be characterized as an ogre or boogey.

For instance,

drowning, an untimely death, is ascribed to Rainbow-

Serpent.

It is tempting to conclude that the present

emphasis on the male character of Rainbow-Serpent as well

as on punishing aspects of this character are the Aborigi
nal response to acculturation.

Certainly European storied

equations emphasize the punitive power of both spiritual
and secular authority and insist upon the importance and
centrality of male character in conceptual story and
political structure.

And just as certainly power to

control Aboriginal lives and power to punish Aboriginals
are attributes of "white" European men in relation to
relatively powerless "black" Aboriginal men.

Given the

structural arrangements between the two cultures, together
with the evidence that the story of Rainbow-Serpent has
become increasingly widespread and important, supports the
conclusion that acculturation has pushed the Aboriginal
storied equation of culture toward male emphasis.
To find that the role of women in the storied

equation of culture is becoming less important and nega
tively emphasized would be consistent with Cecelia Klein's

findings as well as with the growing evidence of what
happened historically to the conceptual story of western
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cultures.

The rock painting of a great mother spirit

character bringing forth the spirit world at Noarlangie
cave in Arnhemland, in addition to the egalitarian relation
ship of male and female spirit characters in earlier

Aboriginal art, provide mute testimony about the importance
of female character in earlier Aboriginal story.

The

ascription of pollution to women's blood is also consistent
with the shift toward male centrality in the storied
equation of culture.

Woman's blood storied as pollution is common among
the tribal chiefdom cultures of nearby Oceana.

Negative

stories about women are accompanied by negative images of
women in art.

Many of these figures, called witches, are

illustrated in open, genital exposing postures, which are
storied ambiguously.

For instance, the Maori refer to

female genitalia as "houses of misfortune and disaster" but

images of females with exposed genitals are prominently
placed to ward off attacking evil spirits or used on
shields to scare off flesh and blood enemy warriors.

This

is consistent with Klein's finding that negative images of
women occur when men and women compete for power, but men
control the images of women (p. 14-16).

As previously

discussed, this negative characterization of open and
exposed female genitalia contrasts sharply with the expla
nation, supported by illustrations, offered in cultures
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where female character is positively viewed, ergo, "she
brings forth."

In addition to Aboriginal and Oceanic cultures,
Cecelia Klein's study examined images of women in many
other cultures.

She attempts to use as many contemporary

examples as possible, but some of her examples refer to
historic cultures, such as to the Aztec culture of preColumbian Mexico, as well as to the Victorian culture of

England.

Klein's study finds that women's images are

related to women's role and function in society, which in
turn is particularly related to women's participation in
the economy of the society.

Since in the societies

reviewed by Klein's study most of the image makers are men,
the images made tend to reflect the male view about the

role and function of the female in society.

In turn the

male view is shaped by the way males in the society need
and want women to behave, and also by the character of

women in the storied cultural equation of society.

Male

control of women's images is mitigated both when women
exercise economic power and when men make female images for
use by women, especially when the women control the way the
images are used.

The male image makers view women posi
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tively, negatively, or threateningly, according to the
relationship of the women as a group to the men as a group.
Images of the witch—a strong, dangerous female-
occur when there is conflict in society about female power,
either because men are actively appropriating functions
which have given women power, or because women are assert
ing rights to functions which will give them power.

In

contemporary societies, "female imagery, therefore, usually
serves and reflects the needs of men."

Resulting women's

images "may either reflect her actual experience, or skew
it in favor of someone's ideal."

Klein concludes (p. 27):

The power of the visual image is vast, and woman's
image is especially potent; for millenia it has been
used to effect the course of history for both sexes.
If women can control their image, they will possess an
important means of increasing their power, and achiev
ing social equality in general.
This is certainly a matrifocal observation.

Cecelia

Klein's discussion of women's images in art calls to mind

women's image in story.

Women's image in story recalls the

various contemporary stories of women in western culture as
well as the story of Greek Demeter at the outset of this

paper.

It is appropriate, at this point, to briefly review

some of the stories of women in the storied equation of
western culture.

"HER NAME IS MUD:"

TRADITIONAL MODERN STORIES OF WOMEN

To quote Nancy Tanner again,
Once we [look] seriously at women's ... roles, we are
embarrassed to find how often they are significant and how
frequently this has been overlooked.
It is time now to face up to the role of women as
reflected in the storied equations of Western culture.

Before examining sample fragments of these contemporary
stories it will be helpful to turn briefly back to the end
of the Neolithic period and pick up on the stories of
female characterization of the Earth.

The story of civil

ization begins at the end of the Neolithic period;

it is

the story of the conquering hero who rules by force of
arms.

This is a new story introducing a centralizing male

character fundamentally at odds with the enduring story of
the centralizing female character.

The conceptual battle

raged for more than three millenium before the god story
won out.

During that time one story prevailed and then the

other, however, for much of that time attempts were made to

integrate the two stories or to make provisions for the two

stories to coexist on equal terms.

Generally speaking the

goddess story lost ground and the god story gained in

direct proportion to the efficacy of war technology, the
spread of rule by conquest, the resulting authentic power
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of the warrior kings, and the concept of kingdoms.

The

development of the conceptual story of the god was purpose

fully confused.

It begins with the historical events con

nected with war technology which resulted in the character
of a god who made up the rules governing the universe and
human culture, ruled through force, and punished those who

got out of line:

this character appears in story around

2500 B.C. and in explicit imagery around 2000 B.C. Another

important historical event, the discovery of the male role
in procreation, occurred during the Neolithic period, but
appears to have become conceptually significant in relation
ship to temporal rulers, for instance, in story the king is
said to be the son of the goddess.

After 3000 B.C. a god

who is consort of the goddess appears in imagery.

The

conjunction of the war god and the procreator god resulted
(around 1000 B.C.) in the potent character of the male

creator who governs the kingdoms of heaven and earth.

The

centralizing character of our-mother-the-earth was anathema
to this character and so, in keeping with the historical
fact of the war-centered cultures of civilization, her

stories and images were shattered.
The Old Testament of the Bible was written after

1000 B.C.

In it Yahwah is characterized as a potent cre

ator god who in some passages acts like a war-lord.

The

female characters of the Bible retain goddess character
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istics but are storied as mortal women.

Lilith is a pre-

Biblical female divine character adopted into Hebrew tra
ition as the first wife of Adam,

What happened to her

character is paradigmatic of what happened to goddess
character in patriarchal storied equation.
Lilith, storied as a divine ancestress of Sumerian

Gilgamesh, c. 2000 B.C., was often called "the beautiful
maiden."

A Babylonian terra cotta image from the same

period (not shown) illustrates her as a beautiful, winged,
naked goddess with owl talons instead of feet, who carried
throttles, stands on a pair of lionesses, and is accom
panied by a pair of owls.

39

This character is akin to

Persephone storied as Ruler of the Underworld, Hecate
storied as a cave dweller, and Chaos storied as primordial
matrix.

She is also akin to the owl of Athena, which

resembles a burrowing owl and as such signifies three
realms characterized as underword, earth, and sky.
Lilith was storied in Hebrew Talmudic tradition

(second to the fifth centuries A.D.) as the first wife of
Adam.

40

However, Adam and Lilith could find no happiness
together, not even understanding. When Adam wished to
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Thames and Hudson, Ltd., 1978)
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Raphael Fatal, The Hebrew Goddess (New York:
Avon Books, 1967) p. 183.
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lie with her Lilith demurred: "Why should I lie
beneath you," she asked, "when I am your equal, since
both of us were created from dust?"

When Lilith saw

that Adam was determined to overpower her, she uttered
the magic name of God, rose into the air, and flew away
to the Red Sea....

Also according to the Talmudic tradition, after leaving
Adam, Lilith
demons.

behaved lasciviously in the company of

Her character then signified untimely death, espe

cially the untimely death of male infants.

This is the

storied character of "the snatcher," akin to Sophocles'
story of the Sphinx.

However, Lilith is akin to the

numerous images of Greek Sphinxes (such as the one given to
the temple of Apollo at Delphi by the people of Naxos)

which can be characterized as evidence of the divine spirit
which protects a place and is storied to act as a guide to
the Underworld:

the former are related to numerous Sphinx

gates of the Hittite culture, c 1900-1200 B.C.:

the latter

are related to Persephone in her storied role of guide to
the Underworld.

In Biblical tradition Eve, (the storied successor

to Lilith), in association with a snake and a sacred tree,
offended the god, Yahwah.

For this offense, Yahwah in

Genesis cursed her, saying,
I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception;
in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children; and thy
desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over
thee.

And Yahwah cursed Adam as well.
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[Then] Adam called his wife's name Eve; because she was

the mother of all living.
Thus Biblical Eve recalls the "mother of all

living," the generalized female character in the storied

equations of the Upper Paleolithic and the Neolithic
periods.

Storied tree and snake associations with a

goddess also occur in Dynastic Egypt (c. 3400 B.C. to the
beginning of the Christian period) and during the same
period in Mesopotamia, Anatolia, the Levant, and Crete.

In

other words, the same old story was still told throughout
the ancient world.

For instance, the Classic Greek story

of Gaia, Earth, who was associated with a snake. Python,
child of her womb, in which Pytho, womb, was also the name

of the sanctuary of Gaia; the site is now called Delphi,
womb.

Robert Graves identifies priestesses of the sanc

tuary of Gaia at Delphi as Daphoenissae, bloody ones.

41

Alternately, they are storied as Melissae, honeypriestesses or bees.
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New York:

She who bleeds and honey bee are also

Robert Graves.

The Greek Myths (Volume Two.

Penguin Books, 1955) p. 398.
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42

epithets of the priestesses of Demeter at Eleusis.

Priestesses costumed as honey-bees dance around the red

figure of an Earth goddess (c. 1800 B.C.) in the MinoanKeph civilization of Crete (figure 13).

(Figure 13.)
Graves and others assert that bloody-ones signifies
destruction, however, matrifocal review leaves little doubt
that the reference is to woman's blood, both menstrual

blood and birth blood in an equation conceptualizing the
ecological

42

Jane Ellen Harrison.
cited, p. 442.

Prolegomena previously
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periodicities of nature including the idea of birth, death,
and rebirth.

In contrast to the positive character of female
image and female physiological processes in the goddess

story, female image and female physiological processes are

negatively characterized in the god story.

For example, in

the patriarchal Hebrew equation woman's blood is offensive
to men and to the male god.

These Biblical texts were

written between the ninth and the third century B.C.

Although the details of the story differ over time and

place, menstrual blood and birth blood remain offensive in
the western cultural conceptualization.
In Leviticus (12:1-5) the Biblical story tells
about menstrual blood and birth blood:

[Yahwah] said to Moses, "Say to the people of Israel,
if a woman conceives, and bears a male child, then she

be unclean seven days; as at the time of her menstru
ation, she shall be unclean. ... She shall continue

for thirty-three days in the blood of her purifying;
she shall not touch any hallowed thing, nor come into
the sanctuary, until the days of her purifying are
completed. But if she bears a female child, then she
shall be unclean two weeks, as in her menstruation; and
she shall continue in the blood of her purifying for
sixty-six days.
In Leviticus (15:19-29) the effect of woman's blood on

others is discussed under the heading of "ceremonial
uncleanness."

In the story Yahwah informs Moses and Aaron,

When a woman has a discharge of blood which is her
regular discharge from her body, she shall be in her
impurity for seven days, and whoever touches her shall
be unclean until the evening. And everything upon
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which she lies during her impurity shall be unclean;
everything also upon which she sits shall be unclean.
And whoever touches her bed shall wash his clothes, and
bathe himself in water, and be unclean until the even

ing.

And whoever touches anything upon which she sits

shall wash his clothes, and bathe himself in water, and

be unclean until the evening. And if any lies with
her, and her impurity is upon him, he shall be unclean
seven days; and every bed on which he lies shall be
unclean

At the end of any unusual bloody discharge, she must take
an offering to a priest and he "shall make atonement for
her before the Lord for her unclean discharge."
These Biblical texts are roughly contemporaneous

with Hesiod's Theogony, usually attributed to the eighth
century B.C.

In Theogony Hesiod shatters the coherent

conceptualization organized about a goddess and positivelyviewed images of women.

Unlike the story in "Genesis,"

Hesiod begins with the storied matrifocal beginning of the
world, naming Chaos and Gaia as the first divinities who,
without male consorts, bring into being the material world.
Theogony is organized around the prevailing patri
archal character of Zeus, a divine war-lord.

Hesiod pre

sents storied accounts of the conflicts between the old

goddess equation and the new god equation, a story in which
Zeus prevails.

The Zeus characterized by Hesiod is an

Indo-Aryan storm god who carries lightning bolts and hurls
them as a means to get his way.

Evidence that this char

acter appeared on the Greek scene and subjugated the

goddess character comes from Crete.

The scene of the
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takeover by Zeus appears on a funery lid made between 900

and 725 B.C. (figure 14).

I
•r

*

(Figure 14.)

Characteristically, the earth goddess (beneath a
tripod) occupies the scene of both the Underworld and the
World, in other words, she is akin to both Demeter and

Persephone, a boundary crosser.

In the "Hymn to Demeter"

the theme of boundary crossing is repeated like a refrain.

This character is the goddess anados and kathados, which
means emerging and descending, characterizing the cyclical
periodicities of nature.

Zeus, carrying the lightning

bolts, moves into the sanctuary of Earth, characterizing
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armed force.

The takeover of the shrine of the earth

goddess is repeated in the story of Apollo at the sanctuary
of the goddess Earth at Phythian Delphi.

The story

reflects Greek history.

Before 900 B.C. the site of Pytho/Delphi was the
precinct of Gaia, Earth.

Between 1400-900 B.C. numerous

female terra cotta figurines were left there as devotional
offerings (figure 15).

1
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(Figure 15.)

They are named "psi" and "phi" figurines because the
majority resemble Greek letters.

In the group are also

several of a naked female sitting on a three legged chair
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with her legs spread apart in birth-giving posture.
The Zeus of the lightning bolts is akin to the
Indo-Aryan, Hittite rain and vegetation god, Zu, and the
Hittite god of storms and war, Teshub.

According to

Leonard Cottrell in The Horizon Book of Lost Worlds,

midcourse in the history of Hittite civilization, c. 1500

B.C., Teshub replaced a goddess, Arinna, as the central
character in the Hittite conceptual equation.

In story

Arinna is addressed as

Queen of the Land of Hatti, Queen of Heaven and Earth,

Mistress of the kings and queens of the Land of Hatti,
directing the government of the Land of Hatti.
The sun was her principal symbol.

When the Hittites

elevated Teshub to principal storied character, they also
43

began to characterize the sun as male, addressing him;

Sun god of heaven, my lord, shepherd of mankind. Thou
risest, O sun god of heaven, from the sea and goest up
to heaven. 0 sun god of heaven, my lord, daily thou
sittest in judgement upon man, dog, pig, and wild
beasts of the field.

The Hittite Teshub is akin to the Semitic storm god
Baal, whose earliest known images date around 2000 B.C.

The images of the Semitic god are akin to Narmer, the
Egyptian warrior king, who through force of arms united
upper and lower Egypt around 3400 B.C., forming the first
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Leonard Cottrell, The Horizon Book of Lost
Worlds (New York: American Heritage Publishing Co. Inc.,
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Dynasty of Egypt.
event.

A slate paint palette celebrates the

On the palette Narmer stands over his opponent who

has been brought to his knees;

Narmer's war club is raised

signifying the instant before he annihilates the nameless
enemy king:

on the opposite face of the palette the war

riors of Narmer stand before rows of dead enemy warriors,
who have been beheaded and arranged with their heads
between their feet.

The chronology of these images suggests that the

concept of the storm god who hurls lightning bolts was not
conceptualized by the Indo-Aryans but was borrowed by them
from the Semites, who derived it from the reality of the

warrior kings of Egypt, a concept which brought ancient
civilization as known into being.

The concept illustrated

is order through force of arms according to the will of the
strongest and "against the will" of weaker or unarmed oppo
nents.

It is significant that the storm god represents a

conceptual synthesis between a vegetation god referred to

by many names, including King, and a war god, referred to

by some epithet such as King or Lord.

It is also signifi

cant that the refrain, "against her will" is repeated

throughout the "Hymn to Demeter."

This signifies that the

Greeks in the classic period wrestled with the ghastly

problem of how to make sense of a world organized on the
basis of might rather than right.
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Hesiod's task, however, was to legitimate a

male-centered equation among a people who, for the most

part, actively embraced a female-centered equation.
Shattering the female-centered equation into fragments and
then j-econstituting the equation around a male character
proved successful.

Theogony along with Works and Days by

Hesiod and the stories of Greek heroes told by Homer in The
Iliad and The Odyssey became the basic texts of Greek

education (an education limited to boys of the ruling
class), and these texts have remained the basis of classic
education well into the twentieth century (an education
which in the main has been directed to boys of the ruling
classes in Western countries).

The Bible, of course, has

provided the overarching modern context for these classical
texts, tossing out the goddess story, but retaining the
link between Zeus and Deus, and relishing, through Biblical

Eve, the assassination of the human female character in
Theogony.

This is what Hesiod says about the character of
44
of mortal women:

They are the deadly female race and tribe of wives
Who live with mortal men and bring them harm.
No help to them in dreadful poverty
But ready enough to share with them in wealth.

44

Hesiod, Theogony in Hesiod and Theognis, trans,

Dorothea Wender, (New York:
595-616.

Penguin Books, 1973), lines
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As in the covered hive the honey-bees

Keep feeding drones, conspirators in wrong.
And daily, all day long, until the sun
Goes down, the workers hurry about their work
And build white honeycombs, while those inside
In the sheltered storeroom, fill their bellies up
With products of the toil of others, thus.
Women are bad for men, and they conspire
In wrong, and Zeus the Thunderer made it so.
He made a second evil as a price
Of fire, man's blessing: if a man avoids
Marriage and all the troubles women bring
And never takes a wife, at last he comes

To miserable old age, and does not have
Anyone who will care for the old man.
He has enough to live on while he lives.
But when he dies, his distant relatives

Divide his property. The married man
Who gets a good wife, suited to his taste.
Gets good and evil mixed, but he who gets
One of the deadly sort, lives all his life
With never-ending pain inside his heart
And on his mind; the wound cannot be healed

(Emphasis added).
It doesn't matter that the honey-bee workers in the
hive are actually females which explodes Hesiod's analogy,

but it is significant that priestesses of the goddess were
known as "bees," and Hesiod's remarks about the hive prob

ably refer to the organization of the worship of the
goddess, whatever that organization was.

The story that

womankind embodies good and evil is familiar and fits well
with the Biblical stories of Eve and the uncleanness of

menstrual blood and birth blood.

In other words, Hesiod's

story fits with the assassination of human female character
in the patriarchal storied equation.
In view of the intention of Hesiod to derrogate
women it is ironic that he chooses the character of Pandora
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to accomplish this end.

Pandora translates "all gifts"

which Hesiod stories to mean a made-up character to tempt

men:

Pandora also means "all giving" an epithet of Earth

and also an epithet of Demeter.

In this way, in the

characterization of the female character who creates and

brings forth without male consort, and also in the names of
other female characters, the older matrifocal storied equa
tion is embedded in Theogony.

These names, characters, and

characterizations allude to female bonding, female solidar
ity, female instrumentality, and female processes such as

puberty, menarche, menstruation, pregnancy, and childbirth.
These female characteristics are embedded in the following

passage cataloging the daugthers of Tethys (lines 350-360).
And she bore daughters...
Peitho, Admete, and lanthe; next,
Electra, Doris ...
Ourania ...

Rhodeia, Callirhoe, ...
Dione, Melobosis, Thoe, fair

Polydore, Kerkeis with lovely shape.
And Pluto with her wide eyes, Perseis,
laneira, Akaste, Xanthe ...

And Chryseis, Asie, lovable
Calypso and Eudore, Tyche, and
Amphiro, and Okuroe and Styx,
Who is the most important one of all.
The names of these "daughters" signify childbirth,
newborns, menstrual blood, lactation, fresh water, and the

wealth of the earth.

Several goddesses, including Artemis

and Athena, are included among the assembled nymphs, a term

which signifies all females who have reached the time of
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first menstruation.

This catalog of names is included in

the "Hymn to Demeter" (lines 418-428)
Leukippe, Phaino, Electra, lanthe,
Melite, lache, Rhodeia, Kallirhoe,
Melobosis, Tyche, Okyrhoe with a face like a flower,
Chryseis, laneira, Akaste, Admete,
Rhodope, Plouto, lovely Kalypso,
Styx, Ourania, charming Galaxaura,
battle-stirring Pallas, and arrow-pouring Artemis,
[All] playing and picking lovely flowers with our
hands,

mingling soft crocuses and irises with hyacinths
and the flowers of the rose and lilies, a wonder to
the eye,

and the narcissus which the wide earth grows crocuscolored.

This scene is interrupted by the abduction and rape of

Persephone "against her will."

The event marks the crucial

change in the conceptual equation of Demeter.

history what happened to the equation;

We know from

we can infer from

these names that the scene interrupted was a gathering of

midwife-priestesses (Daphoenissa-Melissa) and that the
occasion was probably a celebration of Anthesteria, a
spring celebration of first flowers and first fruits around
the time of the spring equinox.
In an earlier chapter. Neolithic images provide a
similar storied link of woman's blood, childbirth, new

borns, lactation, snakes, birth, rain, and growing plants,
all of which signify the concept of the flowering of the
earth.

The same imagery occurs in Minoan-Keph art and can

be reviewed in many sources including Dawn of the Gods by

Jacquetta Hawkes.

The surprise is that these links are for
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the most part, repeated in the etymologies of these words
in Webster's dictionary.

It is a wonderful surprise to

find the matrifocal equation embedded in the English

language just waiting to be uncovered for use in a modernday matrifocal equation which positively celebrates woman's
blood and female physiological processes.
Robert Graves in The Greek Myths suggets that
character names provide important clues about what is being
storied.

Since I do not read Greek or Latin, the glossary

of names in The Greek Myths provides a starting point and
Websters;

New International Dictionary, second edition,

reveals etymological linkages of English to Latin to Greek,

uncovering matrifocal relationships of fresh water, rainbirds, lactation, and the flowering of the earth, in other

words, the ancient storied equation organized around a
centralizing female character.

Following are some examples of these etymological

linkages.

These are interrelated words, so starting with

any one will lead to the others eventually.

Starting with

the English word flow, we learn that it is derived from
Latin pleure, to rain, and also derived from Latin plein,
to sail, swim, float.

plover."

We are advised, "see flood and

Plover is a rainbird, whose name derives from

Latin pluvia, to rain.
abundant rain.

"See pluvial."

Pluvial means

The Latin combining term plut- means
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increase and wealth.

"See fluor."

Fluor is derived from

Latin flux which in turn is derived from Latin fluere,

meaning to flow, a stream, flowering, and menstruation.
"See flower."

Flower derives from French fleur which in

turn derives from Latin fluor which means menstrual dis

charge.

The Latin fluere is akin to the Greek, naein, to

flow, and to the Greek, Naiad, a nymph.
The Greek naein, to flow, is akin to Greek nein, to

spin.

The English spin is the root of spinster, one who

spins and weaves, who is akin to the Greek Fates, represen
tatives of the divine realm who spin a life into being,
weave the course of a life, and cut the thread in the end.
The Greek naein and nein are derived from the Greek combin

ing roots ne-, ni-, ny-, and na-, which pertain to birth.
They are akin to the Greek neis, nais, and naein, to flow,
which is the root of the English nourish, nurse, nurture,
and natal.

Nurse is akin to lactate; natant is akin to

Nereid, a nymph, which is derived from the Greek nereis,
nereus, which means wet one and newborn.

Nereid is also

akin to Naiad, a water nymph, she who gives perpetuity to

lakes, rivers, springs, and fountains.

Both Nereid and

Naiad are akin to Nereis, the indwelling nature of the sea
which is derived from Greek neira, the ebb and flow of the
tides.

The English nymph, the indwelling divinity of
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water, is represented by a maiden, i.e., a menstruating

woman.

Nymph is akin to lake, from Greek lac, which is the

root of the English lactate.

The Greek neis, to flow, is

akin to the Greek rhein, to flow and also the Greek rheim,

a flowing stream.

The Greek rhein and rheim are akin to

rheo, which means red, rosey, and blood.

Rheo is akin to

the Greek rhoeo, pomegrante, fruit of the goddess.

It is

also akin to the Greek rhodia, rose, rhode, rosy, and the

Aegean island, Rhodes.
pean river.

It is also akin to Rhein, a Euro

Notably it is akin to Rhea, a goddess des

cribed as the mother of Zeus and also the mother of

Demeter, a goddess of the preceding "generation" of gods

and goddesses;

her name suggests her image was painted

red and that she was linked to woman's blood and life

blood; in fact, like the Red Woman of Laussel, she repre

sents the entire conceptual character of a storied matri
focal equation of culture.

The English word, menstruation, means the periodic
flow of women's blood.

It is akin to the Greek rhein,

rheo, Rhea, naein, Nereid and Naiad.

It is also akin to

the Latin pleure, plut-, flux, and fluere.

to the French fleur and English flower.

It is also akin

However, the dic

tionary recalls another important equation for menstruation
linking women's blood to month, mind, measure, and moon.
The English menstruation derives from the Latin menstruus
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which in turn derives from the Latin mensis, month.

Menstrual is a variant of menstruation meaning, recurring

once a month, lasting for a month, or pertaining to mensis.

"See moon."

The English Moon is derived from Latin mensis

meaning month and the Greek mene, meaning moon.

Menses is

akin to the Latin, mensuare, mensura, to measure, which is
related to the Greek metron and Sanskrit metra, meaning
measure.

Metron and metra are akin to mother and goddess.

One of the meanings of meter in the name of the Greek

goddess, Demeter, is measure; one translation of the name
is "skilled measure."

Demeter is linked to the equation—month, mind,

measure, and moon.

The periodicity emphasized in this

equation refers to the benefits to culture derived through
cognitive manipulation of periodic processes, ergo, the
invention of agriculture which in story is Demeter's gift
to humanity.

Her story emphasizes female physiological

analogies to the ecological processes of earth.

In addi

tion, Demeter's story links the divine realm to intelli
gence and wisdom through the powers of the mind.

These

powers are not limited to emotion and intuition, powers
sometimes granted to women in the modern patriarchal

conceptual story:

Demeter's powers refer specifically to

cognition and conceptualization through female analytic
faculties.

It is through such powers that Demeter was
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called "she who lays down the laws," an epithet relating
her to Themis, ecological wisdom; Metis, human conceptual

wisdom; and Athena, she who unites Themis and Metis bring

ing forth the wisdom of civilization.
In contrast to such a positive conceptual role for

women, embedded in language but erased in story, the his
torical role of women in Greek antiquity was increasingly

limited and negatively viewed.

As reviewed earlier,

generally Greek women of the citizen class were confined to
the domestic scene.

Their duty as wives of citizens was to

bring forth warriors.

They were legal minors protected by

male guardians and could not sue in their own behalf.

They

could not participate in government.

For the most part

they could not even leave the house.

This is a familiar

story.

Like Theogony Greek drama in the fifth century B.C.
continued to blame female characters for the evils of human

culture.

Greek drama is of continuing interest because the

dramatists are cooking up the western conceptual equation
as we know it.

The drama provides excellent subjects for

matrifocal review and analysis.

Only one bit of dialog

from the Orestia by Aeschylus will be reviewed here because
it has been taken out of context and has become paradig

matic of the patriarchal story.
in defense of Orestes.

It is the speech of Apollo

The issue is this:

Orestes mur
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dered his mother to revenge the murder by her of his
father.

Should Orestes be punished?

The avenging spirits

of the mother have pursued this case to the judgment of the

goddess Athena.

It is such a difficult case that "she"

signifying the wisdom of patriarchal government of Athens,
has convened a court of law.

Apollo in "The Eumenides"

argues that Orestes is not guilty of parenticide because a
mother is no parent;

44

Watch. The mother is no parent of that which is called
her child, but only nurse of the new-planted seed that

grows. The parent is he who mounts. A stranger she
preserves a stranger's seed, if no god interfere.
I will show you proof of what I have explained. There
can be a father without any mother. There she stands,
the living witness, daughter of Olympian Zeus,
she who was never fostered in the dark of the womb

yet such a child as no goddess could bring to birth.
Aeschylus, probably tongue in cheek, presents the
now familiar "bun in the oven" story.

In this story the

female has no procreative role but merely serves as a
container for the male procreative seed.

This story under

lies the character of Mary in the New Testament storied to

have been impregnated by divine male spirit.

The story of

Mary legitimates the Old Testament story that God is the
single divine parent.

In turn, these Biblical stories of

singular divine male creative power have been used as evi

44

Oresteia.

(Richmond Lattimore, trans.

Chicago;

lines 657-666.

Aeschylus I:

The University of Chicago Press, 1953)
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dence that on earth the male sex had sole procreative

capability.

Some people, for instance, doctors, knew that

females as well as males had procreative capacity,

nevertheless, they conspired to keep such knowledge from

the people in general and from women in particular.
Julia O'Faolain and Lauro Martines uncover many of
these doctored stories in Not In God's Image.

For example,
46

Hippocrates in the fourth century B.C. wrote:

"Men produce female as well as male seed.

So do

women."

Aristotle wrote a variation (p. 119):

The male provides the 'form' and the 'principle of
movement,' the female provides the body, in other words
the material.

Or in still other words, Aristotle wrote the "mind over
matter" variant of the "bun in the oven" story.

In the

Aristotle variation male is equated with mind and female is

equated with body; this variation operates conceptually to
inflate maleness and deflate femaleness until flesh and

blood women become conceptually equivalent with mud, soil,
and even filth; this is the familiar story, "Her name is
mud."

In the second century A.D. the physician Galen dis
sected monkeys and discussed the ovaries, which he called

46

Not in God's Image: Women in History from the
Greeks to the Victorians (New York: Harper and Row: 1973)
p. 118.
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'testes.'"

O'Faolin and Martines quote Galen (p. 120);

The female testicles are located on each side of the
uterus and reach down as far as its horns. ...

Just as man is the most perfect of all animals, so
also, within the human species, man is more perfect
than woman.

This is an example of how the male conceptual equa
tion deranges men, who must be bigger, better, or superior
to women in order to be men, or must be tainted by no whiff
of female role or attribute to be men.

This conceptualiza

tion makes it impossible for men or women to be fully
human.

In the sixteenth century several biologists and
anatomists replicated Galen's findings.

O'Faolain and

Martines quote P. Borgarrucci in Italy:

"Nature placed the

female testicles internally."

Borgarrucci concluded that

women should not know that they share procreative power

with men.

By this time it is clear that the issue of pro-

creative power underlies any conceptual equation and the

assertion of exclusive male procreative power has indeed
been used to legitimate the exclusive maleness of the

patriarchal conceptual equation.

Borgarrucci puts it quite

differently (p. 121):
Woman is a most arrogant and extremely intractable
animal; and she would be worse if she came to realize

that she is no less perfect and no less fit to wear
breeches than man...to check woman's continual desire

to dominate, nature arranged things so that every time
she thinks of her supposed lack [of the testicles which
signify procreative seed and therefore procreative
power], she may be humbled and shamed.

"HER GOOSE HAS BEEN COOKED:"

THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE

PATRIARCHAL CULTURAL EQUATION FOR WOMAN AND NATURE

I, a woman, don't know at this point whether to
laugh, cry, or blow up.

It is necessary to turn away from these few reveal

ing fragments of modern patriarchal story cooked-up to
reinforce the male-dominated equations of culture, and also

to turn away from the remnants of a female-centered matri
focal conceptual story embedded in English language, in
order to review the concept of matrifocality and the

matrifocal approach used in this thesis.
Matrifocal means female-centered:

it is derived

from female-conceptualized experience of life.

It is a

term which can be applied to thought (cognition and con

cept), thought processes (conceptualization, analysis,
story, and image), and to the organization of entire
cultures.

According to the evidence presented in this thesis
the Upper Paleolithic and Neolithic cultures of Europe can
most appropriately be described as matrifocal cultures.
During that thirty thousand year period human culture was

organized around the conceptual character of the cyclic
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periodicity of nature—the periodicity of the seasonal year
(incorporating the seasonal migrations of certain fish and
herd animals) and the periodicity of plants (related in

part to the availability of certain foods and fibers).

In

imagery the centralizing character of the cultural equation
was the "old blind" goddess, so named because her images

rarely had eyes.

By analogy to the cyclical periodicities

of women—menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth, and lacta
tion—her images and therefore her storied character were

female.

During the Upper Paleolithic period her images

evoke stories about our-mother-the earth, she-who-brings

forth, divine matrix, great womb and the character of
birth-death-rebirth.

This character signifies not only the

cyclical patterns, such as going forth and returning and
emerging and descending, but also the interrelatedness of
living organisms and the environment:

the same concepts

today are termed the character of the biosphere and the
laws of ecology:

now as then, these laws are fundamental

to life on earth.

During the European Neolithic period there was an
amplification of this character as a result of the momen
tous discoveries which led to the domestication of grain

and cattle as well as other food plants and food animals,

providing the base for settled stable agricultural econo
mies.

The principal new elements in the Neolithic storied
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character are the roles of midwife and nurturer played by

human beings, roles credited principally to women in
Neolithic imagery.

The midwife is also storied as she-who

brings-forth, not as mother, but the character who assists
our-mother-the-earth:

however, the midwife-priestess

clearly signifies the complex conceptualization (divine

inspiration) which enabled the human population (probably
mainly the women) to duplicate and manage the processes of
nature.

Clearly the pre-patriarchal cultures of the Upper

Paleolithic and Neolithic periods of Europe celebrated a

positively-viewed (divine) woman and nature analogy.
Matrifocal analysis of one ethnology of Australian
Aboriginal women demonstrates a way in which female physio

logical processes—menstruation, pregnancy, and child
birth—can be related to rituals considered to be "women's
business" which in turn can be linked to a role for women

to act as spiritual and cultural conservators of human

society.

Matrifocal reading of related evidence strongly

suggests that Aboriginal culture within the last two
hundred years celebrated a generalized female character
storied as she-who-brings-forth and that at one time
Aboriginal women played a more important cultural role
especially in mediating cultural understanding of the

Aboriginal Dreamtime (spiritual realm).
The centrality of matrifocal character in storied
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cultural equations derives from the authentic contributions
of women to culture as well as from the actual biological
character of woman and nature.

The matrifocal story

contrasts sharply with the peripheral, anomalous, negative,
made-up female character found in patriarchal stories and
storied equations.

In the history of patriarchy the deadly

sentence applied to strong capable women—from the witches
in the Middle Ages to Joan of Arc to Charlotte Perkins
Oilman to Virginia Woolf to Sylvia Plath, to women we

personally know—has been "Her Goose is Cooked."
That this sentence results from a storied (made-up)
characterization of woman and nature which has been imposed

on culture by force of arms and reinforced by deception,
outright lies, and violent bloodshed (including rape,
murder, and war) as well as through laws and other social

political-economic-and-institutional structures of culture,

points to issues beyond the scope of this thesis.

But the

implications of this finding are so far reaching—for women
individually and as a class of people; for all subjugated

people insofar as the subjugation of women is paradigmatic
of the subjugation of other identifiable classes of people;
for culture insofar as the made-up story impoverishes life
and renders it meaningless; for ecology insofar as the

exploitation of women is paradigmatic of the exploitation
of nature; and for us all insofar as the patriarchal
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storied equation is a death-loving, necrophilia story

(related to pornographic lust) which keeps all who know it
in thrall (perhaps especially men) with the spectre of
untimely, inappropriate, meaningless, unnecessary death and
even presents the spectre of the annihilation of all life
on earth.

(In today's version of the patriarchal story

Zeus strides over the sanctity of Earth carrying nuclear
bombs in his arsenal of weapons, his right arm lifted, his

weapan cocked, prepared to get his way even if it means
destroying all living.)

Omissions, deceptions, and made-up

character of storied women's roles in patriarchal equations

of culture is emphasized through matrifocal review,

particularly through comparison with matrifocal equations
of culture.

I turn away, insofar as I can, from the patriarchal
scene, this time to contemporary stories and images by

living, life-embracing, biophilic women.

Many women have

turned to vulva-forms, the form of the vulva (both womb and

passageway leading to the womb); the form of the involute
(involving, embracing, incorporating; relational, cyclical,
orbital, gyrational, spirational, and inspirational); the
form of convolute (a flower form, the complex shape and

process of the brain; labyrinthine, the character of divine
mystery); volute (rolled, rolled out as the infant is
rolled on waves of uterine contractions out of the birth
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canal while giving birth, as the pubis is rolled out and

upward during the crowning, and as the waves roll over
water); voluble (up-welling, out-going, bursting forth, and
ebullient); and revolute (turning back, revolutionary;
revolt and revolting, as in "revolting hags" and
"revolutionary spinsters").

Judy Chicago, who because the male conceptualized
world left her, as a woman, with no images of herself

except the taboo, negatively-viewed, pornographicallystoried image "cunt," was forced to make image out of her

experience of "cunt."

She makes vulva-forms—storied as

vulva-flower-butterfly, symbolizing female sexuality

(body), female instrumentality (mind), and female spiritu
ality (transcendent spirit).

In a multi-media installa

tion, The Dinner Party (1979), she also turns back to
celebrate women in history and women before history
(recalling revolutionary women, inspirational women,

burned-up witches, and the storied characters of the
ancient goddess) organized around the concept of women's

work (pottery, china painting, stitchery) and structured
around a deltoid triangle, the symbol for the ancient
goddess.
Other women artists have celebrated vulva-forms

including Mary Cassatt who painted inward-turning-spiral
forms involving mother and child; Barbara Hepworth who
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called her sculptural forms "pierced forms," "sea forms,"
and "involutes," signifying shouts-of-celebration, inspired
by the cyclical periodicities of nature as well as by the
forms of nature; and Georgia O'Keefe who paints labiate
flowers, involuted landscapes, and convoluted sea shells,

in part to open the eyes of people who live in man-made
concrete environments to the wonder and beauty of the

ecologic world, and in part to express her sense of the
beauty, mystery, and awe of nature's landscapes.
The poet Adrienne Rich explores her experience as a
woman and links her experience with the experiences she can
find or infer from what has been written or omitted about

women in history.

In "Planetarium" she celebrates the
47

vision of Caroline Hershel and finds a vision of herself.

I have been standing all my life in the
direct path of a battery of signals
the most accurately transmitted most
untranslatable language in the universe
I am a galactic cloud so deep
so invo
luted that a lightwave could take 15
years to travel through me
And has
taken

I am an instrument in the shape of

a woman trying to translate pulsations
into images
for the relief of the body
and the reconstruction of the mind.

As I have explored the meaning of matrifocal,

analyzed matrifocal cultures, uncovered matroficality

47

Adrienne Rich, Poems;

1956-1974. (New York:
p. 146

Selected and New,

W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1975)
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within cultures, and found a contemporary matrofical vision

among the images and stories of contemporary women, I have
found a way to make sense of my woman's life:

my woman's

blood is positively affirmed; my experience of childbirth
is positively affirmed; my participation in culturalcooking is affirmed; and my woman's being is affirmed.

Ntozake Shange appeared on television the other

night after a performance of her choreopoem. For Colored
Girls Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow Is Enuf.

She was beaming and her daughter beside her was beaming, a
modern vision of Demeter and Persephone.

I think mother

and daughter are beaming because they have found the secret
of the evanescent rainbow, and they are riding on the

rainbow laughing, exulting with life.

With them

i found god in myself
& i loved her/i loved her fiercely

I have found what has been missing.

48

Ntozake Shange, For Colored Girls Who Have

Considered Suicide When the rainbow Is Enuf, a choreopoem.

Bantam Books 1977) p. 67.

CHAPTER 13

This chapter has no title because its conceptual
content is still unfinished, formative, in process, in
flux, flowering, subject to re-vision...

I will end this thesis with a beginning in the form

of a preliminary matrifocal gloss on the ancient goddess,
derived through analogic review.

In the beginning was the word and Her name was

goddess.

She is Chaos, the unformed out of which all

matter is shaped; she is Chaos, the unformed out of which
all beings are embodied; she is Chaos, the unformed out of
which all ideas are conceived; she is Chaos, the essence of

form. Divine Matrix, Creatrix, Matris, Divine Mother, first
before all others.

She is Gaia, Our Mother the Earth, bringing forth

the high mountains, the deep valleys, the graceful hills,
upwelling springs, life-giving rain, life-giving rivers,
and heaving oceans; she is Gaia, the great divine womb,
Pytho and Delphi:

Dolphins and Delphiniums are named for
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her, and so are whales:

earthquakes are her contractions

during labor; her great uterine muscle is Python, constrict
ing in spasms, dilating, bringing forth new forms; her
amniotic fluid is the salty sea; her salty fluid surrounds

and protects the human amnos, lamb and foetus; amnios is
akin to amnesia, forgetting, a circumstance of human life
before and after breath, a circumstance of death effecting

human intelligence when a human body is returned to her
womb to undergo, once again, a period of gestation prepara

tory to rebirth and new life.

She is Gaia, Our Mother the

Earth, eternally receiving and bringing forth all living.
She Demeter, superlatively skilled measure signify

ing all the cyclic periodicities of ecologic nature;

signifying the order of wild nature, the order of tamed
nature, the ordered relationship between the wild and the

tame, and the indwelling order of human nature which brings
forth civilizations.

She is the golden grain, the staple

of temperate zone gathering communities; she is the source

and the staple of stable agricultural economies; and she is
still the core of civlization.

She is Demeter, divine

double—chaos and form, unseen and seen, dark and light,

giving and receiving, arising and returning, rain and
drought, growth-and-decay-and-new-growth, life-and-death
and-rebirth:

she is that which can be touched and that
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which can be demonstrated:

she is Persephone, the light of

enlightenment, the sound of comprehension, the unknown

which is palpably known:

she is Persephone, the indwell

ing, underrunning, and overarching aspect of Demeter:

she

is the essence of divine chaos—beauty, science, art, song,

music, dance, poetry, drama, story, and human being:

she

is the insight beyond sight—conceptual wisdom, ecologic
law, divine paradox, divine vision—she is the indwelling
divinity of all living things.
She is Demeter-Persephone-Athena-Hera-Hestia

Artemis-Aphrodite, divine female principles of human life
on earth—the divine feminine character of earth which

unifies and gives coherent meaning to life on earth.
She is Aphrodite, red woman, she who menstruates,

gives birth, and lactates, signified by red earth, red in

plants, red fruits, the color red, and life blood:

she is

Aphrodite, the aroused force of life—not only sexual

passion but also all new life burgeoning forth on earth.
She is Aphrodite, signified by heaving and subsiding seas,
the ebb and flow of the rhythmic tides, the spawn of
creatures which do not couple, the spawn filled estuary,

the periodic sexual heat of coupling animals, and the full
range of the aroused force of human life, including passion
ate anger, aroused sexuality, and the joyous passion of
being—divine experiences of human life involving body.
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mind, and spirit:

divine Aphrodite is akin to oistros,

arousal, a Greek word which depends on context to identify
the source of the experience of arousal, ergo, estrus

(periodic sexual heat experienced by non-human female
mammals); frenzy (a physiologically elevated involuntary

response to external stimuli); gadfly (a biting fly which
causes frenzied arousal and also a proponent of a biting

idea); ire (passionate anger aroused through the process of

cognition and conceptualization); and estuary (the teeming
nursery of life on earth, the life-filled place where salty
sea converges with sweet water river, a place regularly

aroused by the tidal rhythms of the sea and periodically
agitated to frenzied pitch by the confluence of storm-

pushed seas and flooding rain-swollen rivers—
Aphrodite : oistros untamed, ecologic rhythms, which bring
forth life and the passion of life on earth.
She is Hestia, mother, hearth, and altar, the

centralizing power of female principles of life on earth,

unifying, and giving meaning to human life on earth.
She is Hera, female principle which stands apart,

parthenos, coherent of itself, derived from the ecological
order of earth:

she is Hera also signifying strong,

active, uniquely female ordering principles in conceptual
comparison to male ordering principles.
She is Artemis, ecological order; the divine logic
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which gives rise to ecological order; and the skills
derived through cognition and conceptualization of ecologi
cal order; ergo, hunting, midwifery, and the use of plants

for healing as well as for food:

she is Themis, the first

law, natural law which retains priority over human laws:

she gives rise to Metis, human wisdom derived from ecologic
law, the mother of Athena:

Artemis precedes Athena, acting

as midwife to the birth of pre-Greek Athena.

She is Athena, the one which gives meaning to the

whole:

she is ecological order, human cognition of ecolo

gical order, and human conceptualization of ecological
order; mediatrix of human experience of conceptual wisdom,
midwife rather than mother, bringing forth stable human
settlements which evolve into even more complex settled

arrangements, ergo, the civilized city:

she is Athena,

Triple-goddess, divine presence composing the overarching,
indwelling, underrunning spiritual plane of the earth:

her

epiphanies are the burrowing owl, the snake, and the city
of Athens, each one a symbol of boundary crossing:

the owl

in her burrow signifies the indwelling divine character of
the earth; on her perch she signifies divine presence on

earth; and on the wing she signifies the overarching con

ceptual character which links past, present, and future;
she is Persephone, unseen divinity, superlative midwife,
transcendent boundary crosser, spiritual guide to the
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living and guide to the dead through the maze of the

mystery between the seen world and the realm beyond; the

great snake coiled in a spiral around the tree pillar
signifies the uterine-muscle of earth bringing forth the
fruits and the form of the earth:

she is Demeter-Rhea

Gaia-Chaos, red woman, our mother the earth, she who brings
forth, the centralizing ecological character of all living;

the living snake acting as the double agency of the people
and the earth, controls the populations of rodents and

insects which would eat the grain on which stable human
settlements and all civilization depends; the living snake

signifies human cognition of ecological order, an ephiphany
of divine wisdom; the sculptured snake in the sanctuary

recalls the passage of the snake from the wild field to
domestic garden to sanctified granary to the sanctuary,

symbolizing the stages of the development of civilization
and simultaneously signifying cognition of the elaboration

of conceptual thought; the golden snake in the sanctuary
recalls the great boundary crossed when the people,

empowered by conceptual reason, became midwives to the
animal and vegetal forms of earth, the people cooperating
with the ecological rhythms of earth to bring forth her
abundance and in turn bring forth the crowning glory of the

earth, her flowering, the sanctified cities, ergo, Kephian
Knossos, Phythian Delphi, and Aegean Athens:

she is
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Athena, the one which gives meaning to the whole; she is

ecological order, she is human cognition of ecological
order, and she is the elaborated conceptualization of

ecological order bringing forth civilization:

she is

midwife rather than mother, bringing forth the demonstrable
wealth of the earth:

Athena is Antheia (Aphrodite) the

aroused earth bringing forth the flowers; the flowering;

superlative abundance and superlative conceptualization
combining to give rise to the city and civilization:

as

Antheia, Athena is Persephone during the season of

Anthesterion, the flowering of the seasonal ecological

year, earth's signal that the famine of winter is ending:
she arises and the honeybees take wing singing:

she arises

and menstrual women join hands dancing (figure 16):
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(Figure 16.)

The Keph people of Crete painted the drama of the honeybee
maidens (Melissae - Daphoenissae) dancing around blossoming

red woman and blossoming red flower, celebrating the

epiphany (anados) of the goddess:

about fifteen hundred

years later, Athena, the flov/er of the earth, was elegantly
rendered in sculpture at the sanctuary of Demeter at
Eleusis (not shown)—she is the blossom burgeoning from the

long leaves of the plant, a sepal cap is her helmet, petals
form her cape, snakes abound and among her petals, a gorgon
medallion fastens her cape (this gorgon is the beautiful
beneficent face of ecology)—this sculpture is the image of
Athena anados, called Demeter at Eleusis, the same as
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Aphrodite anados and the same as Gala anados;
arising, becoming, giving:

she is

she is demonstrating the

centrality of ecology to the civilzed world; presenting the
beneficent face of ecology honored; demonstrating the

primacy of ecology for every human culture on earth:
is the crowning of earth:

she

she is the flowering of earth:

she is the daughter of earth:

she is the essence of

civilization and we are her children.

V

X
*)

XJ

(Last Figure.)
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CHRONOLOGY;

DATE/PERIOD
UPPER

PALEOLITHIC

(old stone

age) Euro
pean phase

STORY/AUTHOR

IMAGES AND STORIES OF DEMETER

MATRIFOCAL COMMENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

IMAGE

Female figurine art
dispersed throughout
the European Upper
Paleolithic. Corpulent
figures suggest abun

usually dated

dance, i.e., infinite

35,000
10,OOOBC

capacity of our-mother
the-earth to supply
food and material
resource.

25,000

This is one of four

18,000 BC

female reliefs.

Peri

odic re-engraving
suggests that this
exceptional "mirror
image" was not acci
dental: goddess giv
ing birth, goddess in
two aspects or goddess

8" low relief
on stone slab
from Laussel
cave near

Dor

dogne, France.
Leroi-Gourhan,

pp. 303, 476.)
..x'

in two realms is ear

liest representation
of concept storied in
antiquity as Demeter
and Persephone.

(new stone

Corpulent female figures
with exaggerated breasts

age) Euro

and buttocks continue

pean phase

throughout Neolithic

8,000

period.

NEOLITHIC

4?.

3,500 BC
c. 6000
5655 BC

representation of the
moment of "crowning"

Small clay
figurine with
impressed

when the head of the

decoration

of the infant appears

from settle
ment mound at

This is an abstract

at the opening of the
childbirth: impres
sions suggest seeds in

Tepe Sarab,
Zagrous Moun
tain region

soil with the idea of

of

bringing forth the new
generation.

(Mellaart

birth canal during

1967) (7100

In earliest occupation
levels every other room
is an occupied shrine.
Toward end of period

6300 BC:

one room in four was

In 1978

an occupied shrine.

c. 6500
4900 BC

Iran.

[1975] p. 88.)
Catal Huyuk,
Neolithic vil

Mellaart

lage in the
region of Cen
tral Turkey,
continuosly
occupied except

revised the

for break

(Mellaart

dating sys
tem but the
1967 dates
are used

here.]

(c. 5600 BC)

when original
mound abandoned
construction

begun on the

opposite side of
the river.

-• 7

- ^
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DATE/PERIOD
C. 6200
6050 BC

STORY/AUTHOR

MATRIFOCAL COMMENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

Abstract reliefs of

About 40" plas

divinity who brings
forth appears all

ter relief from

levels.

Sometimes

"shrine" room

(p. 23), level

human skulls are placed
on floor below the

VII.

image. Image is also
shown giving birth to

black.

a head.

IMAGE

In the best

preserved shrine she
brings forth the head
of a goat or sheep in
relief above a "stack"
of three cattle heads
in relief. The bulls
eye on her abdomen

Painted

red, orange, and
Trans

parent geome
metric design
over all.

Bullseye on

abdomen, pubic
delta symbol.
(Mellaart (1967

p. 72.)

emphasizes her eternally
pregnant state. The
center of the
is the navel,
the omphalos,
celebrated at

bullseye
in Greek
which was
Delphi,

•ri:.

womb, originally Phytho,
womb dedicated to Gaia,
earth.

c. 5750
5720 BC

Naturalistic represen

About 6>5" female

tation of fenale divi
nity giving birth.
Supported by two

supported by two

felines:

she becomes

the prototype for the

giving birth
leopards:

baked

clay figurine
found in a grain

Ladv of the Wild Ani
mals during Bronze Age
antiquity. The pre
sence of this image in
a grain bin suggests

c

bin. Level II,
Catal Huyuk.
(Mellaart [1967]

pp. 139, 187.)

that she also brings

forth and protects the
the domestic harvest,

ergo, Dcmcter, "divine
grain mother."
c. 5950
5880 BC

Clear representation of

About 6*5" high

the two aspects of one
female divinity. This

white marble

explicit representation

Shrine VI,

figurine from

of the concept is

level A, room 10:

repeated at llacilar in

two heads, tv;o

and elsewhere during
the Neolithic. The two

of arms.

pairs of breasts
in Anatolia, in Vinca
culture (eastern Europe) but a single pair

Huyuk.

Catal

(Mellaart

aspects of one divinity

(19671 pp. 41,

are storied as Dencter

70-71.)

and Persephone. Figu
rines found in this room
include females with

leopards and the plaster
relief of she-who-brings
forth the generations of
of domestic animals.

\ W -W 'S /

L-y/-.
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DATE/PERIOD
c. 4000 BC

STORY/AUTHOR

MATRIFOCAL COWiEKTARY
The pregnant goddess
sitting on a "throne"
about to give birth is
frequently represented
durina the Neolithic.
These concepts under
lie the "crown" and
"throne" of royalty.
In ancient Egypt the

DOCUMENTATION

IMAGE

4" clay figurine
of a pregnant
female in sit

ting position:
lozenge abdo
minal emphasis
and pubic delta
symbol "chair"
found separate

ideogram for Isis was

ly but belongs

a "throne" or birth
chair. Her storied
character as a divi

to the same

nity not only of
vegetation but of
rebirth is represented
in image throughout the

(Gimbutas,

period.
Central Bulgaria.

p. 206.)

(A
fJTJ

15

Neolithic period

although for lack of
sites rarely in Egypt.
c. 7000

Neolithic figurines of

1400 BC

female divinity or

divinities are consis
tent with Aegean Neo

Knossos, Crete:
continuous set

tlement origi
nating in

lithic eventually

Neolithic and

linked to Bronze Age

"flowering" in
the Bronze Age.

Libya, Egvpt, Greece,
Eastern Europe, Ana
tolia (Turkey) and the

Levant (Syria).

Styl

istic differences of

those areas overlay
conceptual unity. This
unit of concept appears
to inform the Minoan-Keph
Bronze Age Civilization.
c. 2000

Red goddess and red

1700 BC

flowers emerge in

Spring.

As Lady of

Clay painted
plate Old Palace
Period Minoan-

flowers in season of

Keph culture,

flowers she is akin to

Phaistos, Crete:

Persephone. The
figures dancing arc
probably priestesses
masked as honeybees.

central figure
and flowers

painted red:
dancing women

With the domestication

celebrate

of honey it seems

one of several

natural that bees

pieces illus
trating this
motif. (Kercnyi
[1977] p. xix.)

should accompany the
flower goddess. The
relationship of bees
to pollination may have
been recognized earlier

her:

because the bee appears

on Neolithic pottery of
central Europe.
A gold
bee pendant from Mallia
Old Palace cemetery corncombines two bees, one

set of wings, sharing a
golden disk of honeycomb.
The goddess ascends and
descends between earth

and the underworld sig

nifying the cyclical
periodicities between
earth and heaven, i.e.,

crosses the threshold
between material and

spiritual realms, concep
tualizing the divine cycle
of life, death, and
rebirth.

.

&
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DATE/PERIOD

STORY/AUTHOR

C. 1700
1450 BC

HATRIFOCAL COMMENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

Syllabic writing prob

Linear-A script:

ably in Minoan-Keph
language which shares
suffixes with pre-Greek
languages of Greece,

Crete untrans
lated.

IMAGE

Anatolia and other

Aegean places. Links
to linear "designs" of
European Neolithic.
Also to Egyptian hiero
glyphs through the ear
lier "disk" from

Phaistos, Old Palace.
c. 1450

Except for Apollo all

Linear-B script:

1100 BC

the divinities of the

Crete and main

Classical Olympian pan

land Mycenean
sites, partially

theon appear to be men
tioned in translations

in Linear B texts which
relate to bookkeeping
of stores such as oil,

translated.
An
archaic Greek

Indo-European

language.

honey, grain, vases,
tripods, etc.
c. 1400 BC

(Poseidon

Mycenean art barely
corresponds to Classic

Lord of Das:

Greek stories.

posei das
Das=goddess=

Linear-B tablet

(Campbell [1967]
p. 47.) (No sup
port has been
found in Mycenean

Demeter

imagery for a
consort of the

goddess.

c. 15th BC

Gender of the toddler
is indeterminate.

3" ivory, two

tii;

females and
a toddler
Mycenae,

Greece,Minoan

style.
(Demargne, p. 247.)

c. 14th BC

represented as she who

3" ivory, one
female seated

brings forth but also

on a rock.

"Enthroned goddess"
she who may withhold,
cause famine or cause
abortion.

Mycenae, Greece.
Minoan style.

(Demargne, p. 247.)

31

DATE/PERIOD
c. I5th to
12th BC

STORY/AUTHOR

HATRIFOCAL COMMENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

"two queens

Translation of this

and a king"

passage is open to
question: it has been

Linear-B tablet
Mycenae

(Campbell (19641

p. 47.)
interpreted to mean
Demeter, Persephone and
Poseidon and as the
identification of the
first of the above ivory

pieces.

It is difficult

to imagine the toddler,
even if male, as a"king"
in relation to the

"queens" with him. The
translation might read
two female divinities
and a male divinity or

two goddesses and a god.
If correct, the god is
considerably different
than husband and/or con
sort. In Mycenaean art,
as well as Minoan-Keph
art which the Mycenaeans

wholeheartedly adopted,
male figures, not neces

sarily gods, in relation
to divine females appear

to be youths with no
beard or infants. They
miaht be termed "lo^'ers"
in the sense of devotees
or "sons" who help and

support the "mother."
The phrase "two queens
and a king" might mean
two immortal goddesses
and a mortal king. A
lover of the goddess or

goddesses might be a
mortal devotee. The evi
dence from art suggests

that the Myceneans adopted
Minoan-Keph religion as
well as art which was
fundamentally different
from later Homeric Greek
myth and art.
1400-1000 BC

About 9" long,

Abstract image of a

sow giving birth:

the

birth canal is fully

dilated and "piglets"
surround the opening.
This abstract image

may be akin to the epi
phany of the goddess
Persephone associated
with the pig in ritual
and story.

white clay pig,
rhyton, fore
legs plus body
form a tripod.
Delphi museum,

Mycenean period,
(from a photo by
M. Bratt)

Several

words for womb are also
associated with pig
and/or genitalia: pre

fixes hy-, py, orch-,

phor-:

such associations

would be consistent with
the fertility of pigs,

size of pig litters, and
the ability of the sow
to nurse many voung.

IMAGE

2.3''

DATE/PERIOD
1400-1000BC

STORY/SOURCE

MATRIFOCAL COMMENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

Enthroned goddess:
"she who brings forth."
among the votive offer
ings left at the shrine
of the earth goddess

female clay
figurines in a
birth chair,

legs open in
birth giving
posture. 1^ to

(identified in Greek

period as the Shrine

3" overall size

of Gaia above and the

Delphi museum.
Mycenean period
(from photo by

Shrine of Athena below)
and the site of the

shrine of a goddess
during Mycenean period.

M. Bratt)

In association with

cattle (cows and bulls)

and "psi" and "phi"
figures (below). These
kind of clay figurines
are found at sanctuary
sites and in graves
throughout Greece and
on Crete during this
period. They are "folk"
art compared to gold
and ivory palace art
but each item is unique.
1400-1000 BC

The birth chair is the

About 3"

goddess.

museum:

At a time

Thebes
terra

when secular warrior

cotta, "thrones"

aristocracy ruled from

as anthropomor
phic divinities,
(from drawing by

walled and fortified

palaces, the throne
symbolizes divine power. M. Bratt)

1400-1000 BC

when Gaia,"earth",

"Psi" and "phi"
figurines, up
to about 6" high.
Delphi museum.
Mycenean period,
(from photo by

ruled the sanctuary at

M. Bratt)

Named by archeologists
for Greek alphabet let
ters, These figurines
are considered evidence

in support of the time

Delphi, then called
Pytho. Both words mean
"womb".

IMAGE

After 1000 BC

small bronze male youth

figurines were introduced
(not shown)

Jri

m
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DATE/PERIOD
1100-900 BC

STORY/AUTHOR

IMAGE

HATRIFOCAL COMllENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

Similar shrines, which
look like water wells
without water, have

About 8", terra
cotta, from
Archanes, Crete:

been excavated on

proto-geometric

Crete,for example, at

model of a clay

the "palace" of Mallia.

earth shrine in

These shrines convey

which the goddess
is present and

the idea of proximity
to the indwelling
divinity of the earth.
This representation
suggests the immanence

seated with a
snake at her feet.
She is visible

291

m

through a cutaway

cf'earth" at these

panel which has

shrines.

been removed here.
On the roof two

vv

men peer down a
light well.
(Sakellarakis,

p. 133.)
900-725 BC

The female figure here

Clay lid of a

IF identical to the

funery urn.

Phaistos, Lady of the

Mature geometric
style art. Earth

Flowers which can be

beneath her tri

identified as general
ized goddess. Earth,
Persephone or Demeter,

"descending."

Twentieth century ana

carrying lightning

lysis of Greek myth and

bolts in the sanc

ritual suggests there
were many names for one
divinity, a great god
dess, who in pre-Bronze
age religion ruled par

tuary of earth.

pod "emerging" or
Zeus

thenos without consort,

apart from any other.
After the "global"

5^

destruction, c. 1200

1100 BC, which left all

Hycenean Greece in ruins,
the Hittites vanquished
in Asia lUnor, and Egypt
in decline, c. 1100 BC,

patriarchal Greeks
duced the Olympian
gion. This is one
earliest images of
Greek weather-god.

intro
reli
of the
the
Here

Zeus dominates the shrine

of earth. In story Hades
subjugates chthonic Perse
phone: similarly in story
at Delphi Apollo subjugates
Gaia and takes over her

tripod symbol.

Both tripod

and birth throne at Delphi

have three legs.

m
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DATE/PERIOD
850-650 BC

STORY/AUTHOR

MATRIFOCAL COMMENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

Homer intro
duces the

In the Iliad, stories
of the heroes of the

One or more

character of

Trojan war, the Olym
pian pantheon is pre

Father Zeus,

poets who lived
in Ionian Greek
colonies in coas

cloud-gatherer sented in unequivocal
terms. Demeter and
and lord of
Persephone are men
the thunder
tioned by name in pass-,
bolt, ruler
of the Olym

pian pantheon
of divinities.

IMAGE

ing. In the Odyssey,
Persephone is placed
in the gloomy realm
of the dead where she
"rules" the women while
Hades "rules" the men.
No connection is made
between Demeter and

tal Asia Minor
(Turkey).
These two epics
are associated
with the Greek

benevolent tyrant,
Pisistratus, who

ruled in the 6th

century BC in
Athens, introducing
democratic reforms
into the structure

of government.

Persephone. Athena,
daughter of Zeus,

patroness of warriors
and heroes, along with
Zeus and Poseidon has

a large role in the

story.

She transcends

the boundary between
mortals and immortals

to "help" the Greek
heroes.

850-650 BC

Hesiod

Theoqony appears to be

One or more poets

a reverent attempt to

who lived in
Boetian Greece,

document, or possibly
to invent, a genealogy

the area just north

of Greek divinities.

of Athenian Attica.

It may function to
assimilate a patriar

Thebes, the prin

chal Ionian Greek tra

is 50 miles north of

cipal city of Boetia,

dition to a matrifocal

Athens.

tradition continuing
from Mycenean times.

tion Hesiod is a

Gaia and others appear

of an Ionian Greek

initially without con
sort, but eventually
mate with their progeny

is a somewhat back

who in myth are "sons"

center.

but in archeology

rian, Herodotus, who

represent subsequent
patriarchal traditions.

BC, set the date for

first generation son

Works and Days appears

to be a practical alma
nac of advice to men

who would be successful
farmers in Boetia.

Its

tone is skeptical in
regard to religion.
Demeter is mentioned
several times in the

context of a patroness

of grain and/or agri
culture.

By tradi

immigrant and Boetia
ward agricultural
The Histo

lived in the 5th C.
Homer and Hesiod as
not more than four
centuries before

"my time."
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DATE/PERIOD

STORY/AUTHOR

580 BC

?1ATRIF0CAL COMMENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

Seated bird headed

About 9" high,
yellow ochre
figurine, archaic
period. Boetia,

goddess recalls Neo
lithic bird masked

female figurines of
a "goddess." Here she

Greece. (Larousse

World Mythology,
p. 99.)

is seated on the birth

throne, she-who-brings
forth.

This is one of

several similar images
"from the country" which
recall earlier matri

focal religious imagery:
a standing bell shaped
figure with a maze
design flanked by cranes;
another on which women

dance possibly a "crane"
dance for rain in fall;
another seated bird

masked figurine holding
a bird masked infant, etc.
750-550 BC

"Honcr"

"Hymn to Demeter," The

Collection of

Homeric Hymns, the

poems celebrating

story in which Perse
phone is abducted into
marriage by Hades,

divinities written

for a variety of
public occasions.

"ruler" of the Under
world:
until Perse

phone was "returned."
Demeter refused to bring
forth either rain or

vegetation: when Zeus
acknowledged the primacy
of ecological laws,
harmony on earth was
restored.

522-433 BC
525-456 BC
4967-406 BC
4807-406? BC
4887-380? BC

Mention of the story of

Pindar, poet;
Aeschylus
Sophocles
Euripides

Persephone or the Eleusi
nian Mysteries of Demeter
is sprinkled throughout

Aristophanes,

the work of the drama

the dramatists tists.
4277-347 BC

Plato, philo
sopher

Several tragedies,

especially the Oedipus
cycle and the Crestia,
appear to enact the con
flict between the old
matrifocal Aegean reli

gious tradition and the
new patriarchal Olympian
Greek tradition.

Plato

refers obliguely to the
Eleusinian mysteries.
1600 BC

The rites of Demeter

Continuous occu

AD 400

celebrated at Eleusis

pation of the site
of the sanctuary

are the subject of the
"Hymn to Demeter."
The secret initiation

of Demeter at
Eleusis:
A Greek

appears to have recon

temple was erected

structed the matrifocal

there between 550
510 BC in the time
of Peisistratus.

great goddess of the
Neolithic under the

auspices of a patri
archal priesthood.
Here patriarchal tradi

enlarged during

tions are assimilated
to a matrifocal tradi

times.

tion through one or more
"compromises."

The temple was
reconstructed and

Imperial Roman

IMAGE
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DATE/PERIOD

STORY/AUTHOR

5th C. BC

HATRIFOCAE COMMENTARY

DOCUMENTATION

The return of the grown

10" high,

daughter to the lap of

pink marble:
sculpture of

her mother is a wonder

ful imago in its own
right. It also appears
to represent the
re-membering of the

IMAGE

Demeter and

Persephone

Reunited by
the Parthenon

earlier matrifocal

sculptor.

traditions of Greece

Eleusis Museum.

which probably were

(Kanta,p. 96.)

continued in the

countryside as a"folk"
religion.
330/20 BC

2 feet high,

The image of two
aspects of one divi
nity, "she-who-brings

Demeter on the

for'th" can also "with

mirthless stone

hold."

The goddess on

Eleusis Museum.

throne recalls the Neo

(Kanta, p. 58.)

pink marble,

lithic enthroned god
dess as well as the

identical image in
Uycenean art.

Callimachus,

A number of Greek poets
and commentators refer
to Demeter and Persephone

Apollodorus.

and the Eleusinian Mys

Diodoros
Siculus,
Parthcnius,
Strabo,

teries as well as to

ff. 4th C. BC Apollonius
Rhodius,

Greek ritual, myth, and
religion in general.

Plutarch,
Pausanias.

ff. 1st C. AD Cicero,

A number of Roman poets

Lucretius,

and authors elaborate the

Vergil, Ovid,
Pliny, Cle

above themes.

ment of Rome,
and Clement

of Alexandria.

-Jj
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